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EDITORIAL PREFACE

The Society for the Furtherance of the Critical Philosophy (SFCP) was founded

-

in 1940 on the ideas of Leonard Nelson (1882 1927), a little known German

scholar who took up one line of Kantian philosophy which had been devel¬
oped earlier, during the nineteenth century, by Jakob Friedrich Fries (1773 1843). This Fries-Nelsoniantradition emphasises empirical and psychological
aspects of rational philosophy and is deeply concerned with issues of ethics
arising in everyday life and practice. There is a thriving sister charity in
Germany, the Philosophisch-Politische Akademie (Philosophical Political
Academy - PPA), as well as a subsidiary Gesellschaft fur Sokratisches
Philosophieren (Society for Socratic Facilitators) with which the SFCP main¬
tains close links. Members of the originalAcademy had to flee fascist Germany
inthe 1930s because of their politicalleanings and some eventually made their
way to this country via Denmark to found the SFCP. In addition the SFCP and
the PPA have close contacts with Dutch colleagues applying the Socratic
Method in industry and public services.

In this first volume of the Society's Occasional Papers series there are contri¬
butions from contemporary scholars working within the framework of the
Critical Philosophy. The paper by Barbara Goodwin grew out of the research
she did as a Society Fellow. My joint paper with Fernando Leal on the ethics
of the new technology was the basis of a talk Igave in Bonn in March 1995 to
the PPA, and was also inspiredby our ideas for a jointly-edited invited Special
Issue on the topic for thejournal Artificial Intelligence & Society (Vol. 9, 1,1995).
The two papers by Fernando Leal on the Critical Philosophy are written
versions of talks he delivered at the International Conference on the Critical
Philosophy in August 1996 at Hillcroft College, Surbiton, UK, which was
organised by the SFCP and the PPA. The centrepiece of the volume is a
translation into English of Nelson's own lecture on the Socratic Dialogue
delivered in 1922 in Gottingen in Germany, in the Socratean spirit that the
unexamined life is hardly worth living.

Patricia Shipley
London, March 1998
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS INTHE U.K.:
DIFFERENT ETHICAL STANDARDS?
Barbara Goodwin

In this paper, Ishall consider

who are personally interested in it." This is the effi¬
ciency argument. Second, even if government might
provide a service for citizens better, its not doing so
educates people to provide things for themselves and
promotes self-reliance. The outcome may be ineffi¬
cient and sub-optimal, but it is morally improving.
"The third and most cogent reason for restricting the
interference of government is the great evil of adding
unnecessarily to its power." Mill the liberal, seeing
government as an oppressive force in principle, uses
this third, moral argument as his trump card. 1

1. whether we expect different standards of
morality in the public and private sectors
2. what accountability means in the public sector

3. whether the same concept and devices can apply
to the private sector
4. some special arrangements for the private sector

Accountability is a necessary control on
maladministration, both in the public and private
sector. The shortcomings of human nature pose dan¬
gers of maladministration, which takes many forms.
In the public sector these may be nepotism, bribery,
idleness, buck-passing and political manipulation. In
the private sector: fraud, sharp practice, shoddiness,
greed, nepotism (again) and tax evasion. In 1994, for
example, the overwhelming majority of U.K. scams
andscandals concerned pensions and personalinvest¬
ment plans (watchdog and regulatory bodies such as
the Securities and Investments Board [SIB], the Life
Assurance and Unit Trust Regulatory Authority
[LAUTRO] and the Personal Investment Authority
[PIA] were involved). Early in that year the Queens
Moat hotel chain collapsed raising questions about
non-executive directors' roles (as did the earlier
Maxwell case). In the public sector, attention focused
on doctors and pharmacists cheating the National
Health Service, prison escapes, plus various shockhorror reports on the behaviour of recently privatised
utility companies and on the excessive salaries paid to
their chief executives. In other words, both the public
and private sectors produced a number of scandals
which placed the subject of accountability in the fore¬
front of debate.

2. In the 19th and 20th centuries, socialists and
Marxists developed their critique of capitalism (for
which we might read 'free enterprise' or 'business') as
immoral, exploitative and corrupt. The positive cor¬
ollary of their analysis was the idea that a social
democracy, a people's government, could fulfil many
or all of the functions of business with greater probity
and without exploitation. So on the left the claim was
ineffect that government enterprise was morally purer
than private enterprise (because there would be no
profits or exploitation) and was carried out in the
people's interest. This view took a knock with the
disclosure of financial scandals and corruption in
Labour local authorities, and inparticular the Poulson
affair in the 1970s. Poulson was an architect involved
in massive corruption of the planning permission
process at local government level in the North East of
England. When his activities were exposed, many
local government officials, elected Councillors and a
government Minister were implicated. The govern¬
ments and public sector enterprises of Communist
countries such as China and the former USSR were
also notoriously corrupt.

The Public and the Private:
Different Virtues (and Vices)?

3. Meanwhile, a right-wing backlash in Britain
developed in the 1970s, loosely based on the economic
theory of F. A. Hayek. This came in several guises:
(1) the Hayekian view that the market is the most
efficient allocator of goods and resources, coupled

There is a two-century long debate about whether
various functions in society are best carried out by
government or by businesses and private individuals.
Advocates on each side have claimed both that their
chosen method of provision is more efficient - and that
their favoured method is somehow more ethical. Iwill
summarise some of the positions taken:

with,
(2) the classical economist's view that bad firms
(i.e. inefficient or unethical firms) will be driven out of
business (and so "Good ethics is good business"),
(3) the rational choice theorists' argument that
almost anything that is currently state-provided can
and will be provided - more efficiently - by private
enterprise, combined with
(4) the moral argument that markets are conducive
to individual autonomy, which is itself part of free¬
dom andis morally good. This is reminiscent of Mill's
second argument.

1. J. S. Mill argued in On Liberty (1859) that there
were three major objections to 'government interfer¬
ence' in welfare provision, education, business and
commerce. "When the thing to be done is likely to be
better done by individuals than by government . . .
there is no one so fit to conduct any business as those
5

local residents. Accountability generally denotes an
obligation to give an account of one's actions to some
'higher' authority. Accountability should be both in¬
ternal and external: a system of accountability should
operate within an organisation and accountability
should also be acknowledged by the organisation to
those who constitute its 'higher authority'.

4. An interesting re-presentation of the right-wing
argument appears in Jane Jacobs' Systems of Survival
(1993). She claims to explain the moral foundations of
society by looking back to early human communities
which survived either by 'taking' hunting, foraging,
pillaging - or by trading. Jacobs suggests that these
different ways of life gave rise to opposed values, the
guardian and the commercial syndrome. The guard¬
ian syndrome is the government syndrome - based on

-

For accountability to exist there must be: (i) open¬
ness availability of information about the agent's or
agency's activities, so that (ii) scrutiny by the higher
agency can take place (e.g. by Minister, parliament,
press, the people), (iii) a regular andestablished process
of scrutiny, and (iv) the duty to render explanation of
conduct, and (v) in my view, answerability or respon¬
sibility of named individuals - individuals who will
admit culpability for failures or malpractice. Finally
(vi) there should be an available process legal or
quasi-legal for exacting redress of some kind from
those responsible for serious failures or errors.

-

loyalty, obedience, tradition, hierarchy and 'strategic
deception' - deception in the interests of a wider

strategy. Its raison d'etre is, at bottom, territorial de¬
fence or aggression and territorial aggrandisement.
The commercial syndrome requires honesty, competi¬
tion and respect for contracts. It promotes efficiency,
industriousness, inventiveness and shims the use of
force. Jacobs argues that commerce is the locus of
moral purity - she says that government is "essentially
barbaric" while business is fundamentally ethical.
Similar views were held by early commentators on
industrialism. The Utopian socialist Saint-Simon be¬
lieved that the growth of 'industrialism' would bring
about an era of peace and tranquillity, since the chefs
d'industrie ('captains of industry'), when given politi¬
cal power, would promote harmony between nations,
by contrast with the warring nationalism of Europe in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.2 Jacobs' ar¬
gument is based on a particular characterisation of
government which does not match modern liberal
democracies very well, but nevertheless carries some
conviction because global capitalism evidently pros¬
pers best in peacetime and in a free-tade climate.
Government depends on the territorial sovereignty of
the nation state, while business and commerce are
internationaland require peace and removal of barri¬
ers betweencountries. This point, made two centuries
ago by Saint-Simon, hasbeen illustrated by the devel¬
opment of the European Union since its inception in
1958 as the European Economic Community (EEC),
originally an association based on trade. 3
The jury is still out on whether the public sector or
private sector has the monopoly of virtue and whether
one is more liable to corruption than the other. Public
opinion polls suggest that people are sceptical about
both, and the range of scandals in the U.K. alone over
the last ten years suggests that both sectors are prone
to various kinds of corruption and financial misman¬
agement. While the private sector may be more prone
to fraud, the public sector is vulnerable to bribery and
to abuses of what is essentially a system of political
patronage. In the last decade, the concept of account¬
ability has been advanced as an antidote to these

-

-

Inpublic life,accountability imposes several duties
on those individuals who are deemed accountable:
(a) the duty to explain and publicise one's actions,

decisions or policies,
(b) the duty to justify actions, decisions and policies
and
(c) the duty to provide redress if these have unin¬
tended bad consequences or if one misconducts one¬
self or makes harmful mistakes. Intended bad conse¬
quences are another matter: a government might im¬
plement a 'progessive' policy of taxing the wealthy
more heavily than the poor without owing the wealthy
redress for the damage caused to their finances.

A government or its delegated agencies should set
the standards for openness, disclosure and expanation
(taking care of (a) and (b)).
The question of redress is perhaps the most inter¬
esting and challenging aspect of accountability, as this
is the 'last resort' and will usually be invoked when
there has been some procedural or human failure in
the organisation. 'Redress' may mean compensation
to those harmed by some action, or may take the
indirect form of penalties for those responsible - a
course which offers satisfaction rather than compen¬
sation (the satisfaction for 'victims' of
maladministration of knowing those responsible have
been reprimanded/penalised.) Few people would
consider an individual fully accountable if he/shewas
immune from having to make redress, whether in the
form of resignation, undergoing demotion or paying
compensation to those damaged by his/her miscon¬
duct. It is perhaps unfortunate that in the public serv¬
ices, as often in the business world, individuals are
rarely called on to make any personalfinancial redress
(to the organisation or victims) when they have
misconducted themselves or made mistakes, unless
they have acted illegally and it is quite common for
senior staff who have made grave errors to be given

problems. Accountability requires transparency, and
transparency is the enemy of corrupt dealing.

The Meaning of 'Accountability'
The concept of accountability was primarily devel¬
oped in the context of government and government
agencies. Britishreaders may remember that the origi¬
nal justification for the poll tax in the U.K. was that it
would make local councillors more accountable to
6

the workers' pension fund to finance the change, the
law steps in. Companies are subject to a vast array of
laws which govern the treatment of employees, their
financial arrangements and many of their business
activities. We could therefore say that all companies
are legally accountable, i.e. they canbe called toaccount
in the court for illegal behaviour. Thus they are pub¬
licly accountable to some extent.

well-paid 'gardening leave' (leave on full pay for
incompetent executives) or 'goldenhandshakes'(large
payments to induce incompetent or unwanted senior
executives to resign). Penalties such as demotion or
forced resignation as a kind of redress are also un¬
common.4 Personal immunity from making redress or
paying compensation seems common, except in the
professions where practitioners may be sued for pro¬
fessional negligence and have to be insured against
this eventuality. A mechanism for redress and/or
penalising officials in public service for their failures
should arguably form a crucial part of personal ac¬
countability. The principle in a democracy is that
public-sector employees, including politicians, are ul¬
timately accountable to the people as taxpayers and
citizens and, onsome accounts (that of John Locke, for
example), the ultimate sovereign power. However,
this simple concept of direct accountability of politi¬
cians and public servants to the people would need
some mediation to become operational and ultimately
remains a -salutary- myth.

In the U.K. the recently privatised utilities have an
additionalburden of regulations concerning how they
conduct their business - pricing policy, for example.
The privatised utilities are also publicly accountable
in a special way because they have their own regula¬
tory bodies - Ofwat, Oftel etc. It goes beyond this:
when debate about the remuneration of their chief
executives was at its height, the then Prime Minister
John Major was expected to comment inparliament on
the salary rise of the chief executive of British Gas,
although hewould not have been entitled to comment
on the remuneration of the chief executive of ICI.

Perhaps it is more accurate to say that the government
has in recent years been held accountable by the
people for the conduct of the privatised utilities be¬
cause (a) people remembered when they were public
utilities and held the Conservative government re¬
sponsible for privatising them and for any ensuing
harm, and (b) they are public utilities, and in most
cases monopolies, and people feel the government
shouldbe still responsible for ensuring that the public
are supplied with necessities like power and water at
reasonable prices. But, in the strict sense, government
and Ministers are no longer accountable for the utili¬
ties activities. They are businesses (like any other) and
not agencies of government.

Various suggestions as to what accountability
means in practice havebeen offered inrecent academic
debate. Pollitt and Harrison delineate the differences
between two concepts of accountability currently ap¬
plied to the private sector: 5
Political accountability
involves a justification of decisions andactions ... usually
couched in terms of values which are currently supposed to
characterise stewardship of the citizens' interests.

By contrast, with managerial accountability
the criteria typically used in the assessment of manage¬
rial performance include economy (input minimisation),
efficiency (input/outputratios) and effectivenes (congruence

It was said earlier that a company's affairs are, in
principle,its own business.But this does not mean that
a major PLC (public limited company) is accountable
to nobody, since it hasduties to various 'stakeholders',
in particular the shareholders. We could try to concep¬
tualise this accountability as a variant of the Pollitt/
Harrison definition of political accountability:

between outcomes and objectives.)

Stewart argues forcefully against applying the
managerial conception of accountability to public in¬
stitutions and develops a wider concept of public ac¬
countability - the idea that those exercising power and
spending public resources should be accountable to
those on whose behalf they do so/' But again this wider
conception would need to be made operational. What
kind of accountability should operate in the public
sector is thus the subject of continuing debate and
controversy. But how, if at all, could any of this apply
to the private sector?

it involves a justification of decisions and actions . . .
usually couched in terms of values which are currently
supposed to characterise stewardship of the shareholders'
interests.

The Cadbury Report (discussed later in this paper)
states the position as follows:
The shareholders as owners of the company elect the
directors to run the business on their behalf and hold them
accountable for its progress. The issue for corporate gov¬
ernance is how to strengthen accountability of boards of
directors to shareholders. (6.1)
and also
In law, all directors are responsible for the stewardship
of the company's assets. (1.8) 7
So the notion of accountable stewards may be
shared between public and private sectors. Handy 8
and others have argued the stewardship case strongly.

Private Sector Accountability
To whom are businesses accountable? The first
thing to note is that what a company does is, in
principle, its own business and not the concern of the
general public or of politicians. One must immediately
qualify this statement: a company may choose to
change its production line to make swords rather than
ploughshares, but if the health and safety of its work¬
ers are threatened by the change, or the company uses

7

If accountability to shareholders is largely a myth,
the importance of maintaining share value (as lipservice
to shareholders but as in reality a way of maintaining
thevalue of the company) can adversely affectcompany
behaviour in other respects. An obsession with com¬
pany image may not always produce the best results.
Take, for example, this comment about avoiding pub¬
licity, made by a reservoir manager in a large water
company in England:

This very general idea of accountability may, how¬
ever, come into conflict with immediate duties to
shareholders who are concerned with maintaining
high share prices and dividends and with duties to
other stakeholders such as customers. These two
groups are considered in the sections below.

Accountability to shareholders
How real is accountability to shareholders, meas¬
ured by the criteria set out above? Openness is limited,
because although shareholders see annual reports and
accounts and can ask searching questions at annual
general meetings, they have no access to the secret
records of the company (e.g. boardroom minutes), and
would be denied these on the grounds that such
records contain commercially sensitive information
whichcouldreveal company secrets to competitors. In
this respect companies can act like the U.K. intelli¬
gence agencies M15 and M16 in contending that al¬
most any information requested wouldbe a hostage to
competitors, or would give away industrial secrets
(c.f. 'not in the national interest'). But despite the
U.K.'s 'Open Government' policy initiated by John
Major inthe early 1990s,which is likely to beextended
by the 1997 Labour Government by a Freedom of
Information act, it is still impossible and difficult, or
expensive, to get information out of government de¬
partments. Often still, government or Ministry infor¬
mation is said to be confidential because of its com¬
mercial aspects. So openness, the precondition for
accountability, is not markedly better in the public
sector, or worse in the private sector, if we compare

"There was a disagreement with policy during the
heatwave.We wanted to go public andask people to ease up
onuse. Senior Management did notwant to be seen not to be
supplying water and told us not to. So some customers ran
out, though there were supplies nearby. There was strong
disagreement at my level,because we sat in thecontrol room
watching the reservoir water levels go down. "*

If then we try totreat the accountability of companies
to shareholders as being parallel to political account¬

ability, substituting 'shareholders' for 'citizens', we
can see that in practice the analogy is flawed. Rebel¬
lions against Directors or company policy are relatively
rare and usually less effective than general elections:
the power of individualshareholders and shareholder
pressure groups is very limited and the position of the
large institutional shareholders is compromised be¬
cause they do not wish to rock the boat.
Handy has stated that shareholders are like punt¬
ers at a horse race they should not be regarded as
owning the company. In his view, a company is not
something to be owned; it is an entity which should
strive to survive and develop (rather than to maximise
profits) and which therefore has obligations and ac¬
countability to many different groups involved in its
survival. 10 Handy's account leads us to ask whether
the notion of the Board's accountability to the share¬
holders as owners shouldbe reconsidered. It is hard to
see who can be deemed to own the company other
than the shareholders. In arguing that a company is
something that cannot be 'owned' (in the way that an
individual might legally own a shop, or a car, outright
and have complete authority to dispose of it or wreck
it), Handy rightly contends that the notion of owner¬
ship which developed in the nineteenth century in the
days of capitalist proprietors is no longer viable.
However, there are problems with Handy's teleological notion of the company as an end in itself. If we
revert to the comparison of the public and private
sectors, we would not say that citizens own the gov¬
ernment or state agencies, but that citizens have a
proper interest in them as part of the complex whole
which is society: one might view shareholders in the
business world in a similar way.

-

them.

A regular process of scrutiny is a legal obligation
for all U.K. companies, in the form of published infor¬
mation about their audited accounts, and through
annual general meetings, which are supposedly the
locus of shareholder power. Intruth, as anyone knows
who has attended a company AGM, questions may be
answered evasively or not at all and individualshare¬
holders, even coalitions of shareholders, have little
chance of making an impact on company policy,given
that the company chairman usually holds several
million proxy votes in favour of company policy. The
likelihood therefore of any shareholder getting a full
explanation of conduct or beingable to make a Director
answerable or causehis/her dismissal isremote except
in extreme cases. Similarly, the chance of shareholders
exacting redress for bad performance or mistakes by
Company personnel is minimal unless illegality was

involved. Individualshareholders scarcely constitute
the 'higher authority' to which accountability is owed.
These comments apply in particular to individual
shareholders: institutional shareholders, if large
enough, may have one or more Directors on the Board
and so may be complicit in the Company's activities.
Smaller institutional shareholders are likely to vote
with the Company unless share values are seriously
threatened by company conduct.

Accountability to customers
A company is legally accountable to the customer
for defective or dangerous goods. That aside, it is a
commonplace belief that what really keeps business
on the rails is the need to supply a good product at a
8

fair price to the customer. Customers vote with their
feet, using the 'Exit' option if product or price is
unsatisfactory. We could characterise this as a form of
accountability enforced by customer behaviour. It
may work well insome businesses, but there is a range
of important companies where such accountability
simple cannot operate, most particularly,the privatised
utilities which are monopoly suppliers. The domestic
customer cannot choose from which water, or (as yet)
electricity company she will get her supply. The pri¬
vatisation of die U.K. railway system has not yet
resulted infranchisees offering competing services on
the same stretch of track. For a whole range of neces¬

The Report concluded that:
this will involve a sharper sense of accountability and
responsibility all round - accountability by boards to their
shareholders, responsibility on the part of all shareholders
to the companies they own, and accountability by profes¬
sional officers and advisers to those who rely on their
judgement. (7.5)

It is noteworthy that some of Cadbury's concerns
were echoed in the Nolan Committee's preliminary
document, Issues and Questions - for example, the ap¬
pointments to public bodies,quangos (Quasi-Autono¬
mous Non-Governmental Organisations) etc. While
Nolanasks 'Should there be a requirement to adver¬
tise [for key appointments]?' and 'Should there be a
formal independent selection procedure for these ap¬
pointments?' 13, Cadbury endorses 'a formal selection
process which will reinforce the independence of non¬
executive directors andmake it evident that they have
been appointed on merit and not through any form of
patronage' (4.15). This indicates that similar anxieties
exist about impropriety in the public and private
sectors - enhanced by the fact that so many publicsector agencies are now modelling themselves on
private-sector organisations. Some of Nolan's other
concerns about the behaviour of politicians (such as
bribes, gifts and sinecures for MPs after retirement)
have increasingly become concerns about behaviour
in the private sector. (Cadbury was not dealing spe¬
cifically with those aspects of business life and so did
not comment on them.) Many companies now have

sary goods, the ideal competitive market place be¬
lovedby economists simply cannot be establishedand
accountability to customers cannot be said to exist. A
similar point about public services was made by
Stewart, in connection with the Citizens' Charter ini¬
tiative: "accountability to the customer of public serv¬
ices is unrealistic because many 'customers' have no
choice as to whether to use the service. . . the service is
not accountable to them even in theminimal sense that
discontented customers can penalise it by exiting". 11
The point isbetter taken with regard to non-monopoly
suppliers where customers can exit - but while indi¬
vidual customers have this negative sanction, the
company is only 'accountable' to them in a rather
minimalsense. Such accountability would not prevent
corruption within the company, for example.
So much for the most frequently cited instruments
of private-sector accountability, the shareholder and
the customer. They are, Iwould submit, no more
powerful that the citizen vis-a-vis the public sector.

codes and policies governing conduct with regard to
bribes, gifts and expense accounts.
The Cadbury Report explicitly covers the issue of
fraud:
One problem for the auditors is that by its very nature
fraud, if it involves forgery, collusion or management over¬
ride of control systems, is hard to detect (5.24) . .. Another
problem for the auditors is when they suspect that top
management itself is implicated in the fraud, without hav¬

Corporate Governance
An important aid to accountability to an external
'higher authority' i.e. shareholders, is internal good
management. Ishall now consider some aspects of
internal accountability, which conduces to propriety
of conduct inthe private sector. Inthe U.K., a privatesector committee chaired by Sir Adrian Cadbury was
set up in 1591after various financial scandals, just as
the Nolan Committee on standards in public life was
set up in 1994 after various political scandals. The
'Cadbury Report' of 1992 offered proposals for 'a
framework of effective accountability[which] is the
essence of any system of good corporate governance'. 12
Cadbury's suggestions include:

ingthe necessary evidence to back up their suspicions. (5.25)

The Report recommends legislation which would
enable the auditors of any companies to report any
reasonable suspicion of fraud to the appropriate in¬
vestigative bodies (notjust those auditors inthe higher
regulated, financial institutions sector who already
have a legal duty to report fraud) - that is, it recom¬
mends legitimised 'whistle-blowing', a recommenda¬
tion which the new Labour government is apparently
pursuing.The Nolan Committee on Standards inPub¬
lic Life has beeen more concerned to prevent the less
tangible kind of corruption in public life and in par¬
ticular the use of government patronage, since the
possibility of patronage increased greatly with the
setting up of many quangos inthe 1980s.The question
of actual fraud or financial mismanagement in the
U.K. public sector is already dealt with by institutions
such as the Audit Commission and National Audit
Office, but we might ask whether it is dealt with
adequately since such problems continue to occur.

the composition and duties of boards of directors; the
importance of non-executive directors' independentjudge¬
ment and ways of selecting them properly; the composition
of remuneration committees; more detailed disclosure of
directors' emoluments; the setting up of audit committees
and other internal control systems; clearly defined relation¬
ships with company auditors (e.g. disclosure of remuner¬
ated non-audit work performed).

The Cadbury Committee offered a Code of Best

9

accountability to external bodies (such as SIB and
LAUTRO) is an important acknowledgement of this
principle. There is an increasing number of neutral
agencies to which organisations must account - for
example, the U.K.'s National Audit Office, which
scrutinises the expenditure of local government and
some quangos, and the regulators of the utility com¬
panies and other monopolies such as the National
Lottery. Although the mechanisms for enforcing ac¬
countability are cumbersome andnot always effective,
the proliferation of suchbodies indicatesthat progress
towards accountability is being made in both the
public and private sectors. In Britain we have pro¬
gressed beyond the laissez-faire view that government
should intervene as little as possible in business and
commerce and in the public sector we have also moved
(slowly) towards an 'open government' policy, aban¬
doning the tradition of Whitehall secrecy which be¬
devilled British government for centuries. While the
accountability mechanisms may need to differ in de¬
tail for the public and private sectors, it is now gener¬
ally agreed that the standards which they enforce
should be comparable in both spheres, despite the
evident differences betweenbusiness and government.

Finally,some companies are subject to a number of
regulatory bodies; although the companies are not
exactly accountable to SIB, LAUTRO, and PIA, they
can be called to account by these bodies for
maladministration. So such bodies form part of the
general picture of corporate accountability to custom¬
ers and the wider community. The new Labour gov¬
ernment's proposal to bring all financial regulatory
bodies under one large umbrella organisation may
well strengthen this accountability.

Conclusion
Maladministration, financial mismanagement,
fraud, deception, appointments based on favouritism
and other improprieties occur regularly inbothpublic
and private sectors. These are no way more acceptable
in the private sector just because business is about
makingmoney. It can be argued that similar standards
of accountability should be applied to both sectors. If
we take Handy's wide definition of a company, the
company should be accountable to its 'stakeholders'
(including shareholders, customers, employees and
others) just as governments and its agents are account¬
able to citizens. On the other hand, the unique feature
of democratic government is that the members of
democratic parliaments are elected by the people (most
of them taxpayers) and the money which they and the
civil service spend is money contributed by taxpayers,
who therefore have a special interest inhow it is spent
and how government is conducted. The American
revolutionaries' slogan, 'No taxation without repre¬
sentation' (which can be traced back to Locke's argu¬
ments) implies that taxpayers have a strong and im¬
mediate interest in what is done with their money: if it
is misused, or used for corrupt purposes, they have
right to know, according to this theory. Theirs is a
more direct and pressing concern, one might argue,
than the concern of shareholders who have voluntar¬
ily invested in a company's shares, and who could sell
their investments if they disapprove of the company's
conduct. (By contrast, taxpayers cannot 'exit' from
taxpaying.) Exercising the 'exit' option is one way in
which shareholders can enforce company account¬
ability, while taxpayers must wait for elections to take
place. It is therefore important that between elections
there should be other ways of ensuring that govern¬
ments and government agencies are held accountable
for their deeds, hence the special need for accountabil¬
ity mechanisms in the public sector.
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However, it can also be argued that most share¬
holders (like taxpayers) are not usually ina position to
know what goes on inside a company so that their
chances of finding out about fraud or corruption are
slight. For both taxpayers andshareholders the estab¬
lishment of mechanisms of accountability, operated
by independent bodies, is a necessary safeguard of
their interests. In principle, internal regulation must
always be suspect: the only truly neutral regulators
are those who come from outside. The assignment of
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THE NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY:
SALVATION OR DAMNATION?
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for expanding and enhancing democracy is also con¬
sidered.

This paper was the basis of a presentation by the
first author to the Society's sister organization, the
Philosophisch-Politische Akademie (PPA), at the
Gustav-Stresemann Institut in Bonn in March 1995.

The new technology, like most other technologies,
therefore, can have mixed blessings. We go on to try
and answer the question why there is so much abuse
of IT and conclude that this is to some extent because
of an uncritical and optimistic over-reliance on it in
dealing with socioeconomic problems. We trace this
optimism to the birth of science, and the Enlighten¬
ment period of Western history. The new technology,
Frankenstein-like, appears to have become an end in
itself, rather than the reasonable means to greater
ends, such as that of promoting the public good. Views
about the new technology have polarised; it is seen as
a triumph by the 'technophiles', and as a threat - a
damnation even- by the 'technophobes'.

(An abreviated version of the paper* was produced in
German and published by the PPA.

*Leal, F and Shipley, P (1997) Wetten mit Mephisto: zum

Verhaltnis zwischen Informationsteclmologie nnd Ethik.

Bonn: PPA . 'Socratic Series' 4.)

Abstract
After a brief definition and history of its subject
technology of information, commu¬
nication, and automation) this paper discusses the
main problems emerging from the technology in use.
These are the problems of new global and local in¬
equalities, job loss and de-skilling, new forms of
Taylorism in the workplace and new occupational
diseases, subtle psycho-social problems and the
problems of rapid change and information overload,
problems of preserving privacy and trust, and those
ensuing from wider access to the technology.
matter (the new

We return to the Enlightenment to find a way
forward, a third or middle way out of this Faustian
bargain,by maintaining that abuses can be contained
and greater good use can be made of IT with due
exercise (constant and active) by ordinary people of
their powers of vigilance and rational critique with
respect to how the new technology affects their own
lives. The role of ethics in this process is deliberated,
with particular appeal to Kantian practical reasoning.
IT experts themselves may need to incorporate an
ethical perspective in their work. We think the Critical
Philosophy and Socratic Dialogue could be useful in
this debate. We are also interested inhow IT influences
dualistic thinking and practices in everyday life.

The question is then posed why we trust so much
in technology and a tentative answer is given with
reference to the age-old expertise of craftspeople; in
terms of their trust in themselves and in their first¬
hand experience, knowledge and skill. The goodness
of their craft, however, issometimes adulterated; their
good intentions may sometimes have not-so-good

consequences.

A Definition and a little History
It often helps to begin a paper with a definition of
its subject matter. New information technology (IT) is
the latest technology used for information, communi¬
cation and automation purposes, made possible by
the existence of computers, electronic digitisation, and
the microchip/microprocessor. There has been an

There are many concrete examples of the good uses
to which the new technology is already being put and
some of these are then described, to include: uses in
healthcare and education, benefits for the disabled,
and various initiatives in the community using 'IT'
(Information/New Technology).The potential of IT
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explosion of IT in the last two decades, ina technologi¬
calrevolutionwhich could become as important as the
invention of the printing press. It includes personal
computers (PCs), electronicmail (E-mail), the 'Internet'
(the 'worldwide Web') and the 'Information
Superhighway', 'laptops' and robotics. It is increas¬
ingly 'interactive' in realtime. Inmodern 'cyberjargon'
searching for and exploring information/ Web sites by
screen and keyboard (or equivalent devices) on the
Internet, the fast-growing computerised worldwide
information network, is called 'surfing the Net' where
information is exchanged worldwide, for the price of
a local telephone call.

really because it built up like a whirlwind. In fact,
many of us to choose to ignore it,perhaps in the vague
hope that it might go away. Meanwhile our children
are becomingrapidly computer-literate and IT-smart.
In fact, already a third of homes in Britainhouse a PC
with users spending about 10 hours a week at the
screen on average, and many of these users are chil¬
drenwho learnt the basics at school and pestered their
parents to instal a PC at home.
The Japanese were quick off the mark. Then Hong
Kong and Singapore were soon to exploit IT for
commercial purposes. The Asian 'Tiger' economies
with their low unit labour costs, IT deployment and
'workaholism' began to threaten the West's global
trade dominance. Europe, meanwhile, continues to
'bumble along'. The EU has committed funds to IT,
and bothsides of the House in the UK parliament are
committed to IT,it is true. But development in Europe
is a bit on the slow side. Most of the 'underdeveloped
world', on the other hand, could not afford IT on any
significant scale even if they wanted it.

Because of IT we have moved within the space of
a very few years in the 'developed world' from fixed

telephones to mobile phones,tele / video conferencing,
faxes, modems and E-mail , and from computer
papertape to hard and floppy discs, CD Roms and
electronic publishing, and from High Street post
office and bank counters to telebanking and
teleshopping at home, 'smart cards', electronic purses
and electronic money. A telephone modem enables
the complete transmission of information, such as a
drafted scientific paper to a co-author, down the tel¬
ephone line to another computer whichisalso equipped
with a modem. These devices are comparatively low
cost facilities.

The Problems and Abuses of the New

Technology
Photocopying technology brought advantages, but
unimagined difficulties as well. Composers', authors'
and publishers' profits have been reduced as a result.
The latest information technology couldrevoluntionise
printing and publishing but at whose cost? We begin

Although computers were a British invention IT as
we now know it became possible because of the
abundant resources available a few years ago to an
elite group of privileged American computer 'whiz
kids' in the camaraderie of a fun-filled 60s-style net¬
working environment. One incentive was to have
their own free-standing desktop computers, instead
of having to book research and design time on large
mainframe systems that belonged to the big institu¬
tions. Their dream was realised with the microchip.
The 'personal computer' was born and marketedand
networking between PCs grew out of this. At last
computer technology was going to be accessible to one
and all.

our debate about the benefits and evils of IT with an
outline of some of the main problems of the new
industrial revolution as we see them.
a). Global and Local Inequalities

The early hopes and promises of widespread IT
accessibility, transfer and take-up, have not so far
been met. Instead, this latest technological break¬
through' has created many new problems of which the
most dramatic is the widening gap globally between
the rich 'haves' (have access to IT) and the poor 'have
nots' (do not have IT). The majority of the world's
citizens are now more marginalised because of IT. The
'haves' constitute the elite 1/8 and the 'have nots' the
unprivileged 7/8 of the world's citizens. Access to
this new world is clearly not an open door to poor and
richalike across the world; the fruits of technology are
clearly not distributed equitably. The idea of a 'global
village' is more fantasy than fact. There are, for
example, three times more telephone lines in the one
city of Tokyo than the whole of the one continent of
Africa. Future developments, moreover, are likely to
remain where the money is.

Some of these young 'nerds' became very rich. Big
business naturally stepped in and with it came com¬
petitiveness. Of course, the probability of spin-offs to
the American military was always there in the back¬
ground. (Didn't the Curtain fall on Gorbachev when
he conceded that the 'cold war' game was over with
the advent of 'Star Wars' technology?). 'Hi-tech' is
usually the product of collaboration within the 'in¬
dustrial/ military complex'. Such free access was not
intended by the military, however. Computer net¬
working and interlinking was designedby the Ameri¬
can defense services as a means of protection for their

The inequalities are not confined, either, to those
which divide countries and continents. Inequalities
also occur within economies and countries and within
their institutions, creating even more divisions be¬
tween different groups from the same country and
same company. One reason is that new specialist

systems.
It is only much more recently that Western 'con¬
sumers', the ordinary man and woman in the street,
were suddenly 'hit' with IT;-they were stunned by it
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collar' workers from secure internal fulltime salaried
positions with company pensions and other associ¬
ated benefits such as health and safety protection on
the job, to fixed short-term contracts where compa¬
nies sub-contract work out to former employees as
self-employed 'consultants' who work at home with
their PCs.

occupations are spawned by IT. We now occupy a
Postmodernworld of expert systems and knowledge
engineers. The new technologies have their own elitist
jargon and demand specialist skills for their opera¬
tion. They promote the two-tiered modern world - of
those out of work with too little income and too much
leisure who are divided from the more affluent who
have too muchwork and too little leisure.

There are about two million'teleworkers' in Britain
today, out of a much larger population of homeworkers
and out of a theoretical 25 million total workforce.
They are growing innumber and they are mainly selfemployed. Some 14% of UK organizations employ
'teleworkers', and about 85% of UK organizations
employ staff on temporary contracts. The advent of
'telework' has brought new problems. In the highly
competitive word-processing field, for example, many
women homeworkers feel they have to accept work
whenever they can find it, such that their leisure time
at home is eroded.

b). fob Loss and De-skilling

Paradoxically, IT is global in its far-reaching
effects, but many of the effects are negative. Some of
these negative effects are well-known and easy to see,
such as the displacement of male workers from their
traditional jobs; jobs which havebecome obsolete and
dispensed with, or re-designed and de-skilled so that
work that was previously manual has become par¬
tially-automated. 'Robotics' results in job loss, or job
transformation where the operator minds the robot
which has now taken over much of male blue-collar
manual work. There are some 35 million able-bodied
people in Europe who are unemployed. The hope of
basic material comfort and security, and that of lead¬
ing a useful life, appears to be disappearing for those
suffering longterm unemployment.

For many homeworkers, the reality is a modern
version of the 'hardgrind' piece-work that character¬
ised the 19th Century Victorian cottage industry. The
employer, on the other hand, has access to an abun¬
dant source of cheap labour. The key role of large
capital, as well as the new technology, in creating this
demand where the costs and risks of production are
passed outside, should not be overlooked.

The threat of automation has now spread to nonmanual work; large numbers of 'white collar' jobs
could be lost to the machine if the knowledge engi¬
neers get their way. Ina recent publication Leal (1995)
viewed the consequences of the new technology in
terms of multiple losses: loss of work, of skill and of
identity. For many 'white collar' workers their job is

c). New Taylorism and New Occupational Diseases.
Let us turn to the new IT jobs which continue to be

done in the more conventional way in the workplace.
For simplicity's sake we will distinguish between two
kinds of such jobs. In the superior kind of IT jobs,
computers and IT are used as job aids and act as an
extension of the person doing the job, as in computeraided design. This kind of job is typically the province
of the males who are left in the workplace after the
'downsizing' has taken place. On the other hand, in
the new low status job, such as repetitive data-entry in
abank, the job is simplified and intensive, and not well
paid. The latter kind of job is usually done by women
who are an adjunct or extension of the computer and
are controlled by it. Over 30% of British working
women are employed as office workers.

their life; their identities are so bound up with their
occupations. This is moreso if muchhasbeeninvested
in that occupation by the individual, in years of skill
development, andbuilding up a professional identity,
reputation and status. The clearing banks have in¬
vested millions incomputers. The old-fashioned bank
manager with time to discuss a customer's finances
will be replaced by computers which are seen to make
fewer baddecisions than their human counterparts as
they coldly calculate customer credit-worthiness.

Beyond dispute is that IT has generated inits wake
growing and widespread wave of unemployment,
particularly among malemanualworkers inthe West.
Not all this job loss, however, is compensated for by
the growth of new IT jobs. Besides, most of the new
jobs are being taken up by women, many of them
doing part-time work for comparatively low wages,
and with increasing numbers of them 'teleworking'
from home. Furthermore, the current 'Zeitgeist' in the
businessworld inthe West is for cost-cutting by 'lean
production' through fashionable 'downsizing' and re¬
structuring, usually by shedding male labour. The
managementmantrais profits and productionthrough
mergers, new technology and smaller payrolls.
a

Old occupational diseases usually cede to new
ones. The old Taylorised over-simplified but intensive
work done on the Henry Ford assembly line by low
status men who risked T>elt burnout' ,in car manu¬
facture in particular, has given way to a new kind of
Taylorised office work in a Post-Fordist 'electronic
sweatshop' (Garson, 1988). Workers in this new office
work risk a new set of occupational diseases from
computer stress ('techno-stress').
Furthermore, there are other, as yet unforseen, or
dimly seen, health costs and problems of IT, such as
the invisible and insidious illhealth effects from elec¬
tromagnetic radiation fields generatedby the technol-

Labour overheads are also beingreducedby trans¬
forming the employment contracts of male 'white
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which is seen to be the order of the day and much of it
is change which is man-made. This constant change
adds to our feelings of insecurity. Modern technology
is a key factor in the ever-accelerating pace of life. It
seems to propogate itself at lightening speed. Moreo¬
ver, the new technology begats more and more of
other forms of technology and new systems needed to
control and maintain it. Although particular designs,
models,makesandmarks of computer become rapidly
obsolete IT as such is here to stay, it is increasingly
'intelligent' ,and -God help us- it may take over the

ogy. Illhealth associated with the abuse of IT is more
than the obvious bodily injuries of 'Work-related Up¬
per Limb Disorder' or 'Repetitive Strain Injury'
(WRULD/RSI) which isthe most frequently-reported
work-related illhealthwhich can follow intensiveVDU
and Supermarket check-out work, diseases from which
a disproportionate number of women workers suffer.
Shipley (1995) is a more detailed discussion of these

problems.
There are subtle risks also for mental health from
the overuse of the new technology, particularly
amongst the young whohave ready access to personal
computers and the Internet. This can be like an ad¬
diction, an obsession. We learnt of one young woman
who gave up her computer when she realisedthat she
was spending up to seven hours a day of her free time
just chatting with strangers. "Iwas definitely an addict.
1 met lots of people, but didn't actually get to know
them". Computer games andchat lines might become
the new opium of the people.
d). Subtle Psycho-social

world.

Computers give us instant news and information;
indeed it sometimes feels as if we are drowning in data
and junk mail. There isn't time to stay with the mo¬
ment any more. Perhaps we have too much stimula¬
tion these days, and are in danger of chronic stress, of
chronic arousal. Computers also tempt us with the
offer of instant gratification in 'virtual reality'. The
young have access to pornography on the worldwide
Internet.This is a growing problem and uncontrolled.
Maybe 'surfing the Net' is less the innocent activity
than the jargon implies.

Effects

These psychological problems go deeper than mere
resistance to change and lack of imagination. Interac¬
tion at the computer interface is hardly a training in
interpersonal relations. Computer-literacy is a poor
substitute for social-literacy and healthy face-to-face
contact. Itmight even exaggerate a tendency to be anti¬
social. IT addiction can be a convenient escape from
the search for personal wholeness; from emotional
maturity. The Mental Health Center at the University
of Texas offers workshops for computer addicts who
feel afraid of leading sad isolated 'virtual' lives.

f). Problems of Privacy and Trust
Yet another growing concern is how far we can
trust the new technology to preserve our privacy.
Many would regard the preservation of privacy as a
fundamental right, certainly here in the West, but
evidence mounts that the new technology all too
easily leads to the breaching of privacy and of trust.
There are growing doubts about how trust can be
managed on the Internet in today's world; in this
Postmodern Age of Anxiety. How far is the informa¬
tion with which we are bombarded valid, truthful,
trustworthy and correct? It takes courage to change, it
is true. It takes courage to challenge. It also takes skill
and knowledge.

Branton and Shipley (1986) wondered how far
ordinary people could be transformed by IT. What
goes on behind the screen psychologically is of more
importance than the microchips and microcircuitry
lyingbehind it.They coined the phrase 'HoustonMan'
for the illusion of control and mastery that computers
generate, while the incredulous Houstoncontrollers glued to their VDU screens- watched the American
space shuttle 'Challenger' break apart in space.

Resistance to change to IT may, however, be
because of the quite reasonable suspicions ordinary
people havethese days about trust, rather than because
of their lack of courage, lack of imagination, laziness,
apathy, inertia or sheer 'bloody-mindedness' which
some designers, consultants and politicians would
have us believe is the case; who want us to 'get real' or virtually so. People with power who want us to get
modern, to 'get with it', may do so because they are
impatient for certain kinds of change which will fur¬
ther their own interests. How far, we wonder, iswealth
disappearing into the pockets of a new technological
aristocracy?

These changes to identity are far more subtle than
the loss of identity suffered by the de-skilled,displaced
and alienated manual factory worker, although we
would not wish to belittle that particular problem.
Ergonomists criticise engineers for designing things
which are extensions of the expert's rather than the
user's mind. Ergonomic keyboards certainly help to
prevent WRULD/RSI, but what we are talking about
here is a far more subtle process than the hundreds of
human factors/ ergonomics studies on making com¬
puters more 'user friendly' would lead us to believe.

Trust is a fundamental ingredient of society. We
would probably all agree that we cannot be absolutely
sure about most things in this world and so we are
bound to have to trust. The British sociologist, Anthony
Giddens, argues that there is a crisis of trust in the
modernworld. See Giddens, 1984, 1990 and 1991 for a

Rapid Change and Information-overload
Life has never stood still, as we all know, but
nowadays it is constant change rather than stability
e).
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violent andobscene entertainment". He went on to chas¬
tisethe media for promoting anihilistic cult of titillation !
Well, he has a point. But there may be an argument for
non-intervention in a free world of free trade and
freedom of speech. In fact a microchip can be inserted
into the system to blank out offensive and abusive
language written into the software.

discussion of this ideaand that of "ontologicalinsecu¬
rity".The basicideais 'existential'; that we are insecure
by our very natures; that it is in the human condition
to be thus. We have coped with this problem, he
argues, by forming traditions and developing rou¬
tines which give us a sense of certainty, of belonging,
of identity, of trust in other people. But these routines
and traditions are being seriously undermined in the
modern world by the rapidly-changing nature of soci¬
ety. This is partly because of the growing legions of
largely invisible specialists and technocrats, including
designers and politicians, who take decisions that
affect our liveswithout directlyconsulting us, whereas
trust and respect for other people are preconditions
for stable social relationships. We talk further about
Giddens' ideas later in the paper.

But, no less than governmental or intergovern¬
mental intervention may be required to resolve uni¬
versal criminal problems of potentially global signifi¬
cance, not only problems of individual rights. And
these problems have only just begun. What others lie
instore? The problems get bigger as access is widened,
as hasbeen found with the criminal use of credit cards.
The European Unionhas already begun intervention,
but only on a small scale, by introducing health and
safety measures for protecting workers from the more
obvious illhealth effects, such as WRULD from exten¬
sive VDU operation. But there may be a very long way
to go before all the potentially bad effects are properly
and effectively contained.

There is a sense inwhich technology has conquered
both the dimensions of time and space, so that people
can engage with each other without having to be on
the spot. But superficial encounters in 'virtual reality'
could have profound consequences. Trust is more
than seeing ciphers on a screen. It is usually reinforced
by being in the actual physical presence of other
people;by ordinary conversation. We have to account
to the other person and they us. We have to convince
the other that we have won their trust and they ours.

The IT movement is unstoppable, and its control,
moreover, is beyond the limited powers of single
nation states acting alone in the modern world. We
cannot put the genii back in the bottle. We cannot go
back to the Middle Ages with its relative certainties. It
feels to some like a supertanker or juggernaut that has
run out of control, or worse. The latest industrial
revolution may be a change of cataclysmic dimen¬
sions. It shares features with the atomic bomb; once

How much, we wonder, is our instinctive sense of
trust, our tendency to trust first and ask questions
later, being exploited rather than respected in a mod¬
ern world where communication by technology is

invented it cannot be uninventedand it has 'explosive'
global ramifications. Like Shakespeare's Macbeth we
are so deep in blood there is no turning back.

increasingly substituted for face-to-face human con¬
tact? The ITpundits seem to be aware that there is an
important social dimension missing from IT because
they are trying to design an emotional computer
language, although perhaps we should ask for what
purpose. Then there is the problem of the computer
'hacker' who is also capable of wrecking computer
data bases with a computer 'virus', as well as getting

A Particular Kind of Trust and a
Hint of Hope
If ordinary folk distrust the new technology why
do its designers and users put so much faith and trust
in it? Why is so much trust placed in technological
solutions of social and economic problems if those
solutions generate yet more problems, some of po¬
tentially gigantic significance?

illicit access to valuable information.

g). The Problem of Wider Access to IT
Equality of access, therefore, is not the only issue.
We are caught up in another paradox where increas¬
ing equality of access is likely to lead to more of us
becoming exposed to these negative side effects.
There are pressing issues about IT waiting to be
resolved even if we all enjoy access to it; issues about
the protection of confidentiality, and privacy rights,
health, and moral protection, for example. Their
resolutionalso requires far more insight andskillthan
is deployed in the typical electronics and ergonomics
portfolio on computer design and operation.

The picture is not all pessimism, thankfully. Un¬
like 'the bomb' it is possible to see much good coming
out of IT. We must have some trust, at least inourselves
and our artefacts, if we always think we can find a
technological solution to our problems. Craftspeople,
after all, have always seen their artefacts (their pot¬
tery, their sculptures and so on ), andthe tools they use
in the fashioning of them, as an extension of the self.
The ancient Greeks had some technology, if rudi¬
mentary by our standards. They knew how to build
ships, they had armourers, stonemasons, weavers,
blacksmiths, miners and cabinet-makers. Think of
Socrates, the stonemason philosopher, and his walks
in the market place of ancient Athens. Think of his
talks there with other artisans like potters and cobblers

Britain's Archbishop of Yorkrecently spoke against
that"devilish" computer (BBC Radio4's 1996Priestland
MemorialLecture) .He was worried, apparently, about
the pressures on people to become increasingly selfobsessed "....sitting all day infront of their computer or
television screens, and soaking their minds in increasingly
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who were all technologists of a kind. One of the things
he noticed was that all artisans are experts who know
what they are talking about when they are talking
about their craft. He noticed that they had extremely
interesting andeven profound ideasabout the positive
andvaluable things (the'Good') inherent intheir craft,
and in this they are far superior to poets, priests and
politicians.

Leal (1996) gives one such mixed example from
Garson's 'electronic sweatshop'. While IT has intensi¬
fied and oversimplified work for most women clerical
workers using computers, and has added to their
work stress with the incorporation of electronic per¬
formance monitoring devices into the system, it has
also had the paradoxical effect of liberating the per¬
sonal secretaries of traditional male managers who
were using their secretaries before as if they were their
possessions, as if they were office 'wives', because the
word-processor enabled the women's jobs to be rear¬
ranged and integrated into a separate department of
their own.

Perhaps it is a deep-seated belief and trust in the
human capacity for skill, reason and reasonableness craftspeople's first-hand knowledge and experiencethat underlies this faith in science and technology; an
idea about which we propose to say more later in the
paper. In trusting our tools we are trusting ourselves,
we can say.

Another example isfrom Ord (1995) who describes
study in a major London hospital of a computer
installation meant to improve communications that
was introduced into the hospital without proper staff
consultation and feasibility studies and then back¬
fired on the hospital management and their IT system
consultants. The new and expensive system did not
work to plan. The nurses would have preferred some
kind of portable solution to their communication
problems such as hand-held terminals. They found an
informalconvivial use for the imposed system instead
by sending each other Christmas greetings on the
screens of the fixed terminals during tedious night
duty periods, until the system was dismantled three
year later.
a

At best, one could say that the only good to come
from 'the bomb'is that it has prevented a third World
War for over 50 years. Rather less debatable is that the
harnessing of nuclear technology for peaceful reasons
is also part of the story. This year, however, is the tenth
anniversary of the disaster at the Chernobyl (Ukraine)
nuclear power plant which fuelled people's fears about
nuclear energy. Such events are symbolic of the
Faustian deal mankind has made over science and
technology.
But let us not forget the other side of the bargain.
Our knowledge of the atomic nucleus hasalsoenabled
us to produce valuable medical and other spin-offs
enhancing the quality of life as well as the generation
of a new and powerful source of energy. Similarly, IT
isn't the sole monopoly of Defence and Aerospace; it
isn't all doom and destruction. We would like, there¬
fore, to turn to some of the uses to which the new
technology is put which are perceived by us to be

Medical consultants, on the other hand, usually
powerful free agents, can find themselves exposed by
a system which displays their worktime schedules as
public knowledge,making more apparent than before
how much time they spend inthe hospital. Computers
can unintentionally upset existing power balances,
such as that between the elite medicalconsultant and
the humble hospital nurse. Work stress and com¬
plaints of insufficient autonomy to care for their pa¬
tients as they would wish are common among nurses
who are dominated, in the words of Geoffrey Hunt
(1994, p2), by a "metaphysics of procedure", by a
"military-style command structure", and by the
"biomedical model" of care.

good.

The New Information Technology (IT)
is a Mixed Blessing
The main domains of use, in which examples of IT
good use and abuse are to be found are: the workplace;
the home; and the public domain of the local commu¬
nity and the city including places of learning. There
are hundreds of examples of abuse to be found inthese
domains. See Leal (1996) and Shipley (1996) for some
examples. To complicate matters there are evenexam¬
ples to be found where anew IT system hasbothkinds
of effects; bad and good. These are interesting con¬
tradictions. These systems can have quite unintended
consequences and may serve to demonstrate that, like
other artefacts, ITcan be a mixed blessing with its uses
and abuses. Paradoxically, in enabling us to respond
and transmit messages when we wish E-mail and the
answer phone give us back the control we lost to the
obtrusive and demanding telephone whilst affording
us all the benefitsof the latter. If the abuses are ground
for pessimism, then surely the good usesare reasonfor
optimism?

Wagner (1993) provides us with some illuminating
examples from her research into the practice of time
management for surgical operations in a large hospi¬
tal, of a kind of power-equalising effect the computer
can have which may not havebeen an intentional part
of the system design. To quote her:
"A t present, nurses (allof them women) andanesthesiologists
have to be available within their working hours independent
of individual time preferences and instantaneous commit¬
ments. To them the option of indicating temporal preferences
could be attractive. Surgeons, (all of them men) on the other
hand, have an interest in keeping parts of their individual
time calendars private. This is in conflict with the needfor
temporal transparency of those who are responsiblefor the
smoothe running of the organization (in this case women)".
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mania to be found intheUK's NationalHealthService.
Inthe space of a decade the NHS spent £1.5 billion on
computers, much of which was wasted, and some of
which brought new problems in its wake. Efficiency
gains, such as reducing the labour costs of care, are a
growing management motivation for bringing tech¬
nology into healthcare practice. In Japan there is even
a robotic 'nurse' under development. Thehuman touch
will surely be lost to 'her' steely embrace?

She goes on to argue that individuals perceive their
own use of time in a self-deceptive way and that
"...computer-based scheduling ofsurgical operations makes
(Wagner,
this kind of self-deception more difficult."
1993, p95)

....

Good Uses of IT
" Iam optimistic about the opportunities offered by this new
'information age'....with its broadcommunication and open
(it) will give the individual the
access to information
power to make an impact in society. "

But there are good stories too. Computers are
being used to improve care inprimary medicine in the
local community, for example, in the NHS clinics of
some of Britain's family physicians. Communication
which was previously haphazard has improved sub¬
stantially in one of the largest of these surgeries in the
south-west of England. A computerised database has
improved the exchange of information on a regular
basisbetweendoctors in the practice and nurses work¬
ing in the local community. "Although the district
nurses were initially anxious about using the computer,
they very quickly learnt how to use the software." (Lock,
1995,p37). Among other things the nurses use it to tell
the doctors of any referrals they have made. The
system is also used for other purposes than nursedoctor liaison. Information is generated on new de¬
velopments in nursing and medical care, hi another
UK medical clinic computers are used in a kind of
'mobile surgery' as well as for automated patient
record-keeping and literature searches back at base.
The doctor drives to his patients living in the country
and can contact his clinic en route for a patient health
update using his car-borne 'laptop' computer and
mobile phone link.

[Extract from an interview with billionaire software Guru,
the American Bill Gates, founder of Microsoft. Accountingfor
Technology, 1994. Issue 2, pl2.]

Bill Gates sees the PC as a powerful tool for the
individual as personal as one's diary or filofax, and IT
generally as of great benefit to small business. Regu¬
larly-updated CD-Roms and specialist on-line net¬
works are bcoming an important means for firms to
obtain trade data. We are no Luddites ourselves, de¬
spite the worrying abuses of the new technology. We
are aware of the many benefits to which it has already
been put, as well as its enormous potential for good.
One computer software designer works at a distance
for his company using IT from his Orkney farm off the
northern Scottish coast, in effect doing two jobs, de¬
signing computer software and farming. If technol¬
ogy encourages more home-based work our depend¬
ence on the polluting and dangerous motor vehicle
may substantially reduce.

Many practical, concrete examples can be found of
the unambiguously good uses to which the new
technology can, and is being put. Our favourite ex¬
amples are from: telemedicine in the healthcare
workplace; IT and 'distance learning' in schools and
colleges; PCs for the disabled at home; 'tele-network¬
ing' in public libraries and community centres, and
'cybercafes' down town. We are also interested in the
potential in IT for expanding democracy; in
teledemocracy. But let us continue our discussion
with examples from health care services where IT is
being used to good effect without major unintended
andundesirable side-effects,except perhaps the effects
of growing pains in the early stages of introducing a

Medicine and nursing care of sorts could be deliv¬
ered remotely via IT, providing low-cost electronic
consultations. This could take the form of interactive
visual contacts. A new kind of IT care is being pio¬
neered in the rural state of Kansas with its isolated
communities where some 90% of the population al¬
ready have cable TV. Nurses could deal with many
patient questions over E-mail and save some clinic/
home visits. This could be especially valuable in the
care of the growing numbers of isolated elderly people
who eventually could be wired up to acentralmonitor
in order to protect their safety at home.
Nurses form the largest skilled labour sector in the
healthcare service and the more examples of good use
of IT by nurses are publicised the readier will their
computer-scepticism be overcome. Nurses can also
improve their knowledge by trawling the Net for
valuable information from all kinds of sources. The
Net is also a 'place' to 'meet' other professionals to
share experiences and knowledge. Increasing access
to E-mailcould transform nursing as a profession, and

new system
a). Healthcare Uses

Instead of searching for and dealing with the prior
conditions which give rise to disease, (the preventa¬
tive approach to healthcare), medicineand healthcare
practice seem infatuated with the latest technology.
Patients can be bombarded with it. Hunt (1994) de¬
scribes this as "healthcare technocracy" in which care
of people is reduced to technical expertise. The uncriti¬
cal use of technology could even leave the patient
worse off than before the treatment. Ord (1995) de¬
scribes some of the worst examples of computer-

'Nurse' is an information service on the worldwide
Web. Doctors also have access to the Net. IT can
encourage better inter-disciplinary teamwork, and
break down inter-professional barriers.
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Despite examples of the abuse of computers in the
UK National Health Service (see Ord, 1995) there is
plenty of evidence of good use of it to benefit patient
care. In one London community clinic the nurses
solicit medical opinions on patient problems from
specialists based in a hospital several hundred miles
away inBelfast inNorthern Irelandwith the minimum
of delay,through computerised clinic-to-hospital video
links. We also heard of a doctor in Norway who
'remotely' examined the throat of a patient who was
many miles away. The new technology is also being
used successfully to perform surgery 'at a distance' as
well as to diagnose complaints.

ment by boys in State examinations found that many
school pupils who are bored with conventional school

lessons are fired by IT, especially boy pupils. Like
'virtual' universities classrooms could become

'borderless'.
c). Benefits for the Disabled

Sheer distance can be a barrier to education for the
able-bodied. Another bar is physicaldisability for the
disabled person who finds it difficult or impossible to
attend evena nearby college, or participate fully when
inattendance. Off-the-shelf PCs are increasingly used
by disabled people in the home as tools for learning
and for earning a livelihood. PC hardware and soft¬
ware can also be adapted to cater for the needs of the
profoundly-disabled, to enhance their opportunities
for communication. New technology improves the
quality of life for the elderly, housebound and disa¬
bled in a variety of ways, not just by telebanking or
teleshopping, enabling them to do much more than
before, and giving them greater autonomy. The com¬
puter is of value to the deaf and dumb who can
communicate via the screen. There is the synthetic
speech system for the dumb and other inventions
which compensate for loss of function. "Dragon Dic¬
tate' is a system for school pupils with disabilities
resulting from cerebral palsy and strokes who would
otherwise be unable to communicate in writing.

There is a computerised ambulance service staffed
by experienced paramedics which is in successful
operation in Amsterdam. Another example of a suc¬
cessful computerised public emergency service is the
Gwent fire brigade in Wales which operates by refer¬
ence to a computerised map on which can be stored
large amounts of data, not only cartographic data.The
computer presents an easy-to-grasp visual picture of
an area under emergency, such as a hospital fire, and
shaves precious minutes off decision-making time.
b). Uses in Education

Consider IT's potential benefits for education. In
the eighties the British government encouraged its
schools to invest in computer training of pupils, and
there is now one microcomputer for every ten pupils
in British State secondary schools. Hampstead school
in north London, one of many UK schools which have
won a government grant for the use of IT, provides the
technology right across the school curriculum. Earlier,
Britain pioneered 'distance learning' inhigher educa¬
tion through its Open University, and many of her
more traditional universities have incorporated the
latest technology to include E-mail and 'distance
learning' opportunities so that potential students are
no longer barred from higher education because of
geographic distance from college. Birkbeck College at
London University provides a regularly-updated in¬
formation service about the College on the Web.

d). Community Initiatives
' Cybercafes' are smallcommercial initiatives offer¬
ing computer facilities down town to access Internet
while stopping for a break for coffee, andconversation.
You pay a small hire charge by the hour to use a
computer at 'Cyberia' cafe in central London, which
also offers training in surfing the Net and an E-mail

address.
There are also some interesting local community
public initiatives using IT. Those who cannot afford a
home-based PC or to pay at a cybercafe could be
offered ready access to IT in a public library, where
they could learn computer skills and how to 'surf the
Net'. Llanwrtyd Wells, a small town in Wales, has set
up for public use an information 'telecottage' service
with a computer club. Citizens can search databases,
wordprocess and desk-top publish,as well as compute,
fax andphotocopy. London's Haringey Council claims
its youth service is the first in the UK to go on the Web
and young people are given expert training in how to
use the facility. Also in Wales, Powys County Council
has a computerised job search system called "Jobs OnLine" ,for use by the public.

A 'virtual' university never really closes and is
much more convenient for its students than is the
traditional university. Material can be updated easily
on computer file andthe costly reproductionof printed
documents en bulk is circumvented. Students can
view documents on-line on their screens or 'download'
them onto their own computers, and print them out if
desired. Telephone contact, E-mail and occasional
face-to-face meetings supplement this facility. One
American university teacher thought his students felt
less self-conscious facing a computer screen than when
they had several eyes staring at them in a classroom,
and that their E-mail responses were often more logi¬
cal and better organised than they were with more
conventional teaching methods. A recent British en¬
quiry following growing concernover under-achieve-

e). The promise of Teledemocracy

The crisis of modernity in the West extends to a
growing general distrust of politicians; this is certainly
so in Britain. Fewer members of the electorate are
bothered to use their votes because they think it is a
waste of time; politicians just seem to 'do their own
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thing' regardless, once they are in power. An explana¬
tion may reside in the sheer size and complexity of
institutions and nation states in the modern world
with the governors distanced and remote from the
governed who feel increasingly alienated. It all feels
too divisive, too big and out of our control. How
different from the democracy of ancient Athens with
its forum for public discussion in the market place
where Socrates wandered!

IT could be the foundation of a contemporary
electronic Athens but in a society more widely demo¬
cratic than the self-serving democracy of the Athenian
elite. The EU is keen on the idea of a trans-European
information highway and its project Esprit 1030 has
funds to develop IT uptake in the Community, while
Britain has developed into a somewhat closed and
secretive society. The American administration,
meanwhile, uses a democratic Jeffersonian approach
to access to the new technology. Indeed, an American
'death row' convict has plugged into the Net in a fight
to prove his innocence.What is more,he was supposed
to be mentally retarded and suffered brain damage in
a road accident as a child, yet has learnt to read and
write and qualified and ordained as a Protestant
minister whilst injail. His attorney can becontacted on
E-mail.

Ordinary Britishcitizens today feel fed up with the
lack of consultation as a coalition of State, Local
Authority and TV company supervises the digging
up of their streets for the laying of cables for multi¬
channel TV. The other day we heard of a tearful old
lady who had complained to no avail to the local
council and the Queen when the cable company
which had dug up the street also put a control box
outside her house.

Rather than an electronic ring fence to keep out the
'information poor' and the IT 'have-nots' we need the
kind of legislation on freedom of information that they
have in the States, and cheap and universal access to
the superhighway. The computer-literate younger
members of society, familiar with non-hierarchical
interactive networks, will not remain satisfiedfor long
with one-way dictats. To their credit some departments
of the British government are beginning to release
official information on Internet. The British Labour
Party, moreover, has set up a new policy forum on the
democratic potential of the information superhighway.

Western scientists and democrats are already talk¬
ing about the possibilities in the new technology for
enhancingdemocracy ina more direct and participative
way where current modes of indirect representational
democracy appear to have failed us. This is
'teledemocracy' or push-button digital politics. Al¬
though huge difficulties will need to be surmounted
and it would be wrong to gloss over the complexities
of the democratic procedures with which we are all
familiar, we believe IT can be developed in principle
to enhance democracy and equality. On the premise
that knowledge is power IT has a power-equalisation
potential, at least in theory, and at least subversively.

Furthermore,instantaneousand comparatively free
transmission of information and ideas around the
world ispotentially liberating to ordinary people under
oppressive regimes which may find it increasingly
difficult to controland censor theseelectronic transfers.
Such widespread access is a far cry from the cosy
groves of the American Ivy-league colleges which
were the crucible of the IT revolution. No doubt at the
time their researchers saw themselves in the commu¬
nication business but IT's universal democratic po¬
tential was not, we imagine, their primary interest.

The increasingly opaque choices we face in the
modern world might become more transparent
through teledemocracy. Indeed, we may be afforded
choices that we did not have before IT. There appears,
though, to be yet another paradox waiting to be
resolved. On the one hand, we don't appear to be
getting the information we need to participate satis¬
factorily in modern democracies, while being bom¬
barded by too much information from IT and the
media, on the other.

Why the Problems and Abuses of IT?

In the harnessing of IT for direct democracy this

Why, therefore, we wondered, is there so much
abuse of IT? If we can analyse the problem sufficiently,
maybe we can make suggestions to improve matters.
The first question we posed ourselves inan attempt to
find an answer was whether we have become so
materialist and secular in the modern world that we
always now look for technological solutions to prob¬
lems which really call for other kinds of answers.
How, for example, can technology solve the problems
of terminal (no pun intended) disease and death with
which we all have to come to terms eventually? Maybe
it is true we live in a'culture of denial' as the PostFreudians would have it -denying untilthe bitter end
the personal implications of death, suffering and dis¬
ease (see Becker, 1973, for this kind of argument).

mass of informationwill need to be filtered at the point
of the user in an appropriate and fair manner, or the
user herself assisted inthis process in a 'do-it-yourself

mode. Widening access can occur through several
channels, of which increasing the availability of PCs in
the home is just one method. One American presi¬
dentialcandidate carried out his campaign on Internet
using a portable laptop computer to answer questions
live. Intended by the American defence departments
to link centers of defence research for security pur¬
poses the Net has become a superhighway of free
information to the general public.
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facts, such as the commonplace fact of good inten¬
tions. The widespread human capacity to be reason¬
able, for creativity, courage and self-sacrifice in the

It is true there are some of us, the more hedonistic

who are obsessed with material comforts, instant
gratifications, possessions and things, who don't give
a damn about the evils perpetrated by technology or
about making a contribution towards putting the
technology to good social use. This 'shadow' side of
human nature may tempt us to live for the moment, to
take what worldy pleasures we can without a thought
for any possible afterlife or concern for our sister and
fellow humanbeings. Didn'tthe Ancients advise us to
"Eat, drink and be merry for tomorrow we die" ?

public good, contradicts him.
There are 'big ideas' free-floating in common cur¬
rency. Many are specialist ideaswhich take hold of the
ordinary imagination and become part of common
everyday speech, like Freud's psychoanalytic ideas
about 'thesubconscious mind',the philosophical ideas
of determinism and freewill, and Darwin's biological
theory of evolution and its corruptions, such as the
notion of the 'survival of the fittest'. Coupled with
technology, big ideashavethe power to transform the
world.We wondered if this perspective would help us
to a satisfactory explanation of what has gone wrong.
At this point, we decided to go further back into
history for some more insights into our questions.

But our analysis is indanger of becoming either too
Freudian, or too Puritanical, and too Western
middleclass as well. It is unfair and unrealistic to
accuse the majority of theworld's peoples,who struggle
daily for survival, of materialism. They need all the
material wealth they can get, while the rest of us, we
elite few who enjoy comparatively high standards of
living, use IT to help increase the value of our stocks
and shares, take fun rides on the Net, idle our time
away playing our computer games, and our games of
denial too -perhaps because we can hide our diseased
and dying from public view.

Technological materialismis a value tha t is deeplyembedded in the culture of the modern world and it
owes much of its origin to how the West developed.
The big idea from Western intellectual history is that
of 'science' and we return to the Enlightenment for its
beginnings.Technology, onthe other hand,has always
been around. Cave Man was homo faber from the
start. Besides,non-Western civilisations,such as China,
can claim some great technological inventions long
before the West became 'enlightened'. It is, also, to the
Middle and Far East to which we must turn for some
of the greatest ideas in mathematics. But science is
more than technology. Although it uses technology
heavily it is more a set of intellectual principles, and a
set of attitudes.

What is more, although such materialist practices
may not be bad in themselves endlessly craving new
things may lead to exponential growth and the ex¬
haustion of the world's finite resources of which we in
the developed countries consume a disproportunate
amount. Moreover,there are undoubtedly some greedy
and powerful individuals who have strong vested
interests inIT and who are going to keep it going at all
costs to further those interests, and to whom the

slogan 'profit before people' applies.
The Enlightenment set intrain a remarkable process
which displaced many of the unsatisfactory conditions
that went before in the West; in particular, abject
poverty and ignorance for the masses and privileges
for the unchallenged few. The Church became not the
defender of the people, but their oppressor. Her au¬
thority, and that of the ruling feudal elite, was finally
effectively challenged. The courageous open ques¬
tioning and rational mind had to be the way forward.
It was allied with the availability of the right technol¬
ogy to do experiments, to observe things through
miscroscopes and telescopes, to prove a point em¬
pirically and to contradict the orthodox dogma.

Our analysis so far is still too simple, however,
because of the many good uses to which the technol¬
ogy hasbeen put, and because intentions for good can
be seen to lie behind many of those examples where
the technology leads to bad consequences. A more
sophisticated picture would include something about
the collective imagination, or its poverty. This idea is
not very different from Giddens' proposals that the
malpractices of everyday life are reinforced and re¬
constituted not because the individuals engaged in
the practices are largely powerless to change things,
even if they wanted to, but because they do not gen¬
erally stop to think and question them. They do not
question, he argues, because they are caught up in
daily taken-for-granted routines.

An enlargening bourgeois class of scientists, pro¬
fessionals, and merchants formed a wedge between
the poor masses and the elite whose power was
gradually weakened and dispersed. The Industrial
Revolution grew out of these developments enabling
more poor people to survive for longer and for the
more fortunate from the lower classes to share some
of its surplus wealth. The rise of the labour movement
speeded wealth distribution and the beginnings of
universal education in the West and a welfare state

The failure to question practices may be explained
in terms of fear of change; people may be afraid of
change at some deep subconscious level and to devi¬
ate from routine. For Giddens, underlying our daily
routines is a deep fear of change -a kind of 'ontological
insecurity'. We take refuge from this lack of certainty
inroutines.We think Giddens can only be partly right,
though, because his theory does not explain all the

emerged.
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as an instrument for the fragmentation of selfhood, as
if it were a main reason for this relativism.

These facts are well known and understood. The
part playedby the particular ideology and philosophy
of the West such as Western values of 'equality','rights'
and 'freedom' may be less so. Why did these changes
and values -the Enlightenment Project-take off in the
West? Whether or not Western Christianity was a
main influence for the development of science and
capitalism there must have been a fortuitous combi¬
nation of circumstances and ideas that produced the
West's period of Enlightenment, and the so-called
First Industrial Revolution. These had to have hap¬
pened before a new Post-Industrial Revolution of IT
could take off. IT is the child of a scientific and mate¬
rialist ideology.

We can see the appeal of this idea, in view of the
growing scepticism about science. Carried to its ex¬
tremes this fashion borders on nihilism, however;
where nothing is real nor has substance; nothing lasts.
Our own position is critical of particular aspects of
science andrationalism but isless extreme. We do live
in an Enlightened material world from which many
have already benefitted, and many more stand to, and
the alternatives are simply not real or acceptable to us.
We shall, instead, seek to temper our materialism with

ethics.

An Ethical Hypothesis and
a Way Forward

Copernicus and Galileo were the Western forefa¬
thers of Newton and Einstein, and long before this
distinguished list the ancient Greeks sewed the first
intellectual fruits of scientific rationalism. Aristotle,
for example, was keen on the analysis and classifica¬
tion of phenomena. With the Enlightenment's freethinking and rationalism out went the old religious
ideas and reactions, superstitions and certainties as
too restricted,as too fatalistic. Itdawned on individuals
that they were actually free to think things out for
themselves; that they could challenge the received
ideas and were not destined by Fate, nor immutably
determined by the stars, the gods, and the furies.

"The World Wide Webis a paradoxical mixture: it confronts
us, on the one hand, with a cheerful cacophony of clashing
bits and bytes of the most diverse information, and, on the
other, with the threat of monoculture and the largest con¬
centration of military-industrial monopolies in the 'world.
We could not think of a better image for the paradox of
globalization and concentration, uniformity andfragmen¬
tation, which lies at the heart of the epistemological haze of
our late postmodernity. "
Nina Lykke and Rosi Braidotti.* (1996)
(*Co-ordinator of the 'Network of Interdisciplinary
Women's Studies in Europe').

Free now to be optimistic, to work out his destiny
for himself, man* had new capacities to master nature
and the world. There were no limits to man's enter¬
prise as science begat ideas and knowledge and new
certainties within man's control, and technology begat
even better technology from its own inner momentum
and dynamics. Religion gradually gave way to an
apotheosis of science. So, where did things go wrong
with a scenario as optimistic as this?

It is inlooking for a way forward that we introduce
our main hypothesis; that all artefacts will be turned
against the human race if they are designed and used
without regard for their ethical implications. For all
his admiration of expertise for Socrates the "Good"
was actually wider than all the crafts. Expert artisans,
he saw, soon come up against a limit they are unable
to transcend. Artisans do not know whether a given
artefact is good for the people or whether it can be
abusedandbent for wrong purposes. This is where the
wider knowledge of the philosopher came in. We are
less optimistic than Socrates was about the special
powers that philosophy is able to confer upon its
practitioners,but his diagnosis of the limits of techno¬
logicalknowledge appears spot on andnever timelier.
His diagnosis was built upon the insight that technol¬
ogy was not grounded on ethics and a wide concep¬
tion of the 'Good'.

There has been much written on the topic. A popu¬
lar view is that we have over-rated the capacity of
science to alleviatehumansuffering;that science could
never protect us from the universal experience of loss
andmeet our spiritualneeds. Instead, it hasled to new
problems. The dominant ideology inthe West, which
isbased on the Newtonian'machine' as the significant
metaphor, is still that of science as the engine of
material progress, and it has led to failures of imagi¬
nation.We commonly continue to think likemachines
whereas modern physics has moved on to discover
non-mechanistic patterns in nature as the norm.

There is plenty of evidence of the abuse of IT but
sparse evidence that fundamental ethical questions
are being asked about the new technology. Rather, the
attitude appears to be somewhat deterministic; 'it's
here so we hadbetter have it', and 'it's not going to go
away', and 'if we don't get it we are going to be put at

The current fashion among Western intelligentsia
is the 'relativism' of the Postmodernists who claim
that the universalideas of the Enlightenment, such as
the universal appeal of science and rationalism, have
had their day. In his book on the problems with
identity in the modernworld Gergen, (1991) coins the
term 'the saturated self' and presents new technology

a competitive disadvantage'. Or, the attitude towards
IT may be more a fun-loving and sensationalist one;
getting it for thrills. IT may play into a deep wish in us

for mastery, speed and control. Or IT may be used in
(*We use the term 'man' advisedly here)
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a purely exploitative way, such as making money out
of pornography on the Net. Or it may be a matter of
mere habit, such as 'technology always provided a
solution in the past, so why not now?'

of his times, and ahead of it. He was a leading
Enlightenment free thinker and a rationalist. He was
not merely a theoretical ethicist concerned with ideal
systems of ethics. Ethics ineveryday practice, 'practi¬
cal reasoning', was of great concern to him. He is
remembered most for his ethical statement, the 'cat¬
egorical imperative',which is popularly knownas 'the
golden rule' or tire universal principle of duty. This
can be roughly translated into 'do unto others as you
would be done unto'. To achieve this, he argued that
we must treat others as ends in themselves. We must
respect them at all times as equal members of a king¬
dom of ends-which is a kind of free republic in the best
Enlightenment tradition. To treat them otherwise is to
risk laying them open to abuse as mere instruments of
our (sometimes nefarious) purposes. Recognising our
common humanity could be the starting point for
business ethics and for caring for employees and
consumers. As for Aristotle's 'essentialism', we can
only say that if it can be used to support an amoral
'business is business' stance, well, so much for poor
Aristotle!

The right to have IT, and the wisdom of it, is not
likely to be questioned in a mechanistic age and cul¬
ture which still sees salvation in science and technol¬
ogy. In fact, we didn't notice many ethical questions
being asked about the telephone either. We are not
suggesting that this unquestioning attitude is down¬
right immoral, so much as amoral and unthinking - as
uncritical.

With the emancipation from oppressive tradition
religious dominance gradually declined in the West,
although some of the reactions to today's problems
have taken the forms of Christian revivalism and
'New Age' mysticism. As a subject Ethics was invented
by Enlightenment thinkers, whereas in a very deep
sense in the premodern world with its rigid social
roles ethics was invisible. The new freedoms and
looser role definitions of the modern world, on the
other hand, have made ethical issues and discussions
a growing priority. The price to pay for our emanci¬
pation from traditional certainties, however, may be
increasing anarchy, 'technological determinism', or
Giddens' "ontological insecurity". It is not now so
clear how we should lead our lives as it must have
been to our premodern forebears. But we can choose
ethics instead of other means to help us do so.

Kant did not dissociate ethics from the capacity to
reason; his was a rationalist ethics. Moreover, he was
at pains to demonstrate that we can't do ethics and be

ethical by theoretical reasoning alone. Ethics is in
everyday action; hence his primacy of practical rea¬
soning over theoretical or pure reasoning (the subject
of his other great work). Our guess is that he would
havebeencritical of today'spredominantly mechanis¬
tic philosophy of life in the West. He conceived of two
philosophical worlds; one of nature, mechanisms and
causes (an outside world of things), and the other an
inner world of reasoning people who are equal citi¬
zens in a kingdom of ends. We could say these are the
two realms of materialism and ethicalism but this
would convey a misleading opposition. Rather are
they complementary worlds and different sides of the

If ethics has become at least partly invisible in
modern life it may be because it has become buried
within and under technology. 'Business ethics' (or¬
ganisational morality) is something of a fashion hi
academia in the West. It is tempting to dismiss any
interest in ethics by big business cynically as selfinterest. After a comparatively harsh period of eco¬
nomic recession in the West and partial de-regulation
of business to re-stimulate growth, some employers
may be inclined to pay lip service to ethics, to convey
the impression of doing business while caring for the
needs of employees and consumers.

same coin.

The apparent dualism in the Kantian two-worlds
scheme, the seeming paradox of freewill and deter¬
minism, can be resolved linguistically. Both are true;
we are both free and determined. The software and
hardware of culture, its organizational forms and
technologies, can be studied and viewed in the third
person; i.e. causally. People (the liveware and
groupware of culture) are free agents and studied in
the first person. Freewill is possible in the first-person
mode (eg "I did this/acted in this way because of my
reasons which were X,Y,Z "), whereas determinism
makes sense in the third-person mode of speech (eg
"Night and day are caused by the world revolving
around the sun.")

There is, on the other hand, one interesting view to
be reckoned with, which is well arguedby the Ameri¬
can Elaine Sternberg (1994), that the job of business is
'just business', and making profit does not necessarily
entail the business being unethical. Moreover, an cmethical business isbound, according to her, to loseboth
employees and customers. Her view is inspired by
Aristotle's doctrine about the essential nature or
essence of things and their fundamental purpose or
telos. Business should not be distracted by trying to
cater for a range of different 'stakeholders', many of
them with conflicting needs.

Ernst Tugendhat (1993) suggests two perspectives
which are very close to this reasoning; his first person
perspective is between people interacting/relating in
practice together and his third person perspective is
biological and sociological and more theoretical. He

Our ethical views are inspired more by Kant than
Aristotle, particularly Kant's treatise on what he re¬
ferred to as 'practical reasoning'. Kant was both a man
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The above argument begs the question why peo¬
ple behave in the ways that they do and why the
'person in relation' is the most important unit? A
Darwinian, no doubt, would argue that we have to be
in relationships in order to survive (even Robinson
Crusoe hadhis Man Friday), and they may go so far as
to claim that to survive requires us to be ethical. Well,
it cannot be quite like that because some remarkably
unethical people manage to survive, and very well

would argue that we can only talk about ethics from
the first point of view; from the position of our own
personal reasons for action.
Our answer to the neo-Darwinians and socio-biologists who claim that altruism is in our genes would
be to invite them to change their determinist perspec¬
tive into the first person (the psycho-philosophical).
You don't say to yourself when you engage in an
altruistic unselfish and caring act towards another
human being: "I'm doing this to preserve the species",
but, rather, you do it because it seems the decent thing
to do at the time.

too.

Kant believed his 'imperative' worked because
most normal people accept that it makes sound sense

to try to conduct their lives accordingly; that social
order would breakdown if the majority did not behave
ethically for most of the time. Thus far are ordinary
ethically-minded people being rational and reason¬
able. Ethics, as Rant reminded, cannot be dissociated
from reason.

Ethicalconduct isabouthow we treat other sentient
beings, especially how we interact with other people.
Relationships can be relatively close and personal as in
families and friendships, or comparatively impersonal
and distant, as betweenbosses and their employees in
large organisations or betweenbureaucratic function¬
aries and the public they serve. In the modern world
professionals who are meant to be providing a service
are increasingly remote from their 'clients'.

We necessarily live in communities which entails
being able to get on with other people. An important
part of this process is beingable to trust others. Giddens'
view is that there is a crisis with modernity because
these trust processes may be breaking down. Institu¬
tional size and complexity may be part of the reason
for this. We have less and less direct and personal
contact with people who affect our lives. It is less and
less easy to hold them to account. It is easier in big
impersonal institutions for individuals to hide their
personal accountability for poor quality of service,
and unethical conduct; easier for them to hide behind
the system.

A favourite neo-Kantian philosopher of ours is the
Scottish philosopher, John Macmurray. Macmurray
(1961) proposed that the fundamental unit of being/ of
analysis is that of the 'person in relation'.This changes
the unit of interest from the individual to the secondperson speech mode, when we appeal to another
person to do something for us; to trust us and to be
trustworthy in return. The individual unit tends to
convey a spurious impression of the human being in
solitary and splendid isolation. The sixteenth century
French philosopher, Rene Descartes, often gets the
blame for this with his famous dictum of 'cogito ergo
sum' which may have misled thinkers ever since into
an over-emphasis on the theoretical at the expense of
the practical.

New technology also contributes to this alienating
process by putting more distance between people,
creating new specialisms and divisions. We are deal¬
ing with ciphers on screens instead of face-to-face
flesh and blood contact. For Macmurray technology
was 'pragmatic', not personal and moral. He died
before IT took off but he was already alert to the many
problems in the modernworld which flow from ordi¬
nary people being caught up in so many impersonal
indirect relationships which are economic and instru¬
mental; where efficiency and profits are the main goal
and other people are means to these ends.

Not so Macmurray who described his approach as
'heterocentric', as opposed to the Cartesian 'egocen¬
tric'. For him, the practical, personal or social and
interacting self is primary and the Cartesian reflective
self is secondary andsubordinate. It makes nosense to
be reflective if the fruits of that reflection are not to be
taken back into relationships to enrich them. Action
and the bodily self, therefore, take first place over
reflection and the mind. It follows that those who
accept this reasoning are materialists, of a kind. Our
papers Shipley and Leal, 1991, and Shipley,1995 con¬
tain a more detailed discussion of these ideas. We are
aware, of course, that we are ourselves caught up in
dualistic thinking here. (See also Leal and Shipley,
1992 for the idea of 'deep dualism'). Hunt (1994)
argues that medical doctors think dualistically when
they view the medico-technical as their domain and
the moral/ethical as someone else's (usually the law¬
yer's and the Ethical Committee's). Professional
boundaries can blur issues about ethical accountabil¬
ity.

There hasbeen quite a debate going on in the West
for a few years about science and its values of 'objec¬
tivity' and 'neutrality', but it is not widespread. The
old idea which stillholds sway and can be traced back
to the Enlightenment is that science and technology
are value-neutral/ value-free. This view holds that
there is nothing wrong with science as a tool; that the
problem lies more with the tool user. The alternative
view is that science and technology are inherently
value-laden. Similarly, and more recently, polarised
attitudes are being taken up about IT . IT is seen as a
threat or as a triumph. The triumphalists (the
'technophiles') tend to be the 'establishment'who also
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tend to see science and technology as value-free, and
to see change, especially technological change, as al¬
ways good in itself. The 'technophobes', on the other
hand, are more likely to distrust such inventions as
value-laden and as powerful tools in the hands of the
exploiters.

enough to design, conceive of and apply schemes and
things solely with good intentions. It was some time
ago, after all, that Dr Johnson warned us that the road
to hell was paved with good intentions.
Technological determinismis a myth;causality is a
myth. The unstoppable paradox of IT can be resolved
if ordinary people believe they too have the capacity
to be reasonable and autonomous; that such qualities
are not the prerogative of the privileged few. They too
can master the language of new technology and influ¬
ence how it is designed and used, and require the
technocrats to share their power with them. The new
technology is extremely powerful. The revival of eth¬
ics is not just mere fashion; it is a necessity.

We feel that neither of these extreme views can be
right in the face of the evidence and propose a third
way, a more reasonable position, instead -that tech¬
nology is 'weakly-neutral'. Leal (1995) gives a fuller
discussion of this idea. We qualify this view, however.
We can only afford to maintain this view if those who
have power take an ethical and responsible position
over the use of IT, and if the rest of us are forever
vigilant to try and ensure that our basic freedom is not
compromised by it, aware that even good intentions
canhave not-so-good consequences if they are wrongly
applied. This means that ordinary people have to be
active and challenging and take an interest, accepting
responsibility for their own lives, not passive and

There is no such thing as ethical determinism.
Ethics is not driven by our genes but a vital property
of individualhuman capacity; that of the capacity for
reason. To re-capitulate briefly we propose that the
following models of the new technology apply, and
that the first is the dominant establishment model, the
secondis the reaction to it by the less powerful,andthe
third is our proposal based on the assumption that
ordinary people do have the capacity to change things
so that they become more humane and ethical. Ordi¬
nary people can collaborate and work as individuals
to harness the great informational and communica¬
tion powers of IT to ensure that it benefits humankind
rather than is turned against us. People need to be
in charge of Frankenstein, not Frankenstein in control

fatalistic. Here, we believe that Giddens may have a

point. Common assumptions may prevail because,
deep down, we may think we are dependent upon
and fear challenging the status quo, not just because
we are lazy. Furthermore, it isn't enough for designers
to design with good intentions; professionals have to
take responsibility for the consequences of their in¬
ventions in action, in actual practice.
We go beyond Giddens, however, in our neoKantian proposal that ordinary people are at bottom
potentially rationalethicists with a strong capacity for
altruism. We did not find Giddens taking an overtly
ethical position.We also suggest that many ordinary
people need to recover their self-respect after being
treated as objects for so long, to learn to love and care
for themselves, to want to challenge the misuses of
science and technology. To suggest ordinary people
may also be confused by what is going on may appear
patronising and paternalistic. On the contrary, we
suggest that all this is surmountable, and that ordi¬
nary people can take their salvation into their own
hands. But there may not be much more time to lose.

of them.

Contrasting Views of IT
1). Technology as Triumph
(Technofix and technophoria; IT as 'salvation')
2) Technology as Threat
(Technophobia; IT as 'damnation')
3) Technology as Tool or artefact
(a middle way, based on the idea of 'ordinary
reasonableness')

We are not euphoric triumphalists about IT. We are
about the Internet which seems to be
taking on rather religious connotations. Neither are
we dire pessimists and nihilists about IT. We are
sceptical, hopefully healthily so, but we do believe
that responsible autonomy can beexercised to contain
the excesses and promote the good side of IT. This is
our reasonable third way grounded in and tempered
by rational optimism and vigilance.

We do agree with the argument put forward by
Giddens that societies and cultures are produced and
reproduced by individuals making up those societies;
that society is always in principle open to change. This
is a more optimistic position thanFreud's assumption
of inevitable conflict between the individual and

not messianic

society leading to the development of destructive
individual neuroses and widespread unhappiness. In
the age-old antinomy between agency and structure,
unlike Freudandthe Postmodern nihilists, and unlike
Marx too perhaps, in common with Giddens we lean
more towards an agentic view of society than a struc¬
tural one; a view which appears to be more empow¬
ering to the individual.

The price of freedom always was eternal and
universal vigilance. We would say to the designers,
politicians, scientists and engineers, many of whom
surely would be quite shocked to know that their
inventions were actually harming people, that it is not
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This is an appropriate position for us to take as
proponents of the Critical Philosophy,a position whose
founder, Leonard Nelson, and ultimately Kant him¬
self, we feel would havetaken over IT if they had been
alive today. There is a place here for use of that tool
special to the Critical Philosophy - the Socratic dia¬
logue- to improve understanding of the modern prob¬
lem of ethics and the new technology. Who knows,
perhaps the 'dialogue' could sometimes take a com¬
puter-interactive form? Maybe, too, the Internet could
be surfed to spread involvement in the Critical Phi¬
losophy, which could have its own site on the Web,
and which has so far been enjoyed only by we privi¬
leged few.
We certainly wouldn't have agreed with Descartes
who towards the end of his life as a God-fearing
Christian, it is rumoured, felt perhaps that he should
give up his scientific work after all because he thought
God would not have approved! Contained within the
right ethical framework 'God' * might have wished
creation to benefit from science, machines, technology
andmaterialism. 'God' did, after all, endow creatures
with a capacity for ethics and altruism. But, let us not
forget, we were also endowed with the capacity to
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THE FUTURE OF THE CRITICAL PHILOSOPHY
Fernando Leal

Thebest way to talk about philosophy is, Ithink, by
trying to avoid being too abstract, at least at the start.
Abstract talking is endemic with philosophers, and so,
being myself one of the guild, it's going to be very
difficult for me to avoid falling into that trap at some
point or other.

Of these Four Commitments, the first two will be
the clearest (the fourth probably being the most ob¬
scure); yet the fact that Imention them first is not just
because they are the clearest, butbecause they are also
the most basic. They are practical (as opposed to them,
words like "science" or "analysis" must sound rather
pale and theoretical). And indeed, it is the main tenet
of CP, ever since it was first conceived as a particular
way of doing philosophy (by Kant in Germany at the
end of the 18thcentury), that practice was more funda¬
mental and more important than theory, real action
more so than mere contemplation. In fact, 1 would go
so far as to say that the other two commitments—to
science and to analysis—are in a certain sense at tire
service of the first two. The history of CP shows that its
practitioners have all been involved, some way or
another, in politics and in practical activities, some¬
times at the expense of their own careers as philoso¬

This paper is divided into three parts or sections.
Section 1tries to introduce you directly and easily into
the hard core of what the particular tradition of the
Critical Philosophy (in the following CP for short)
stands for, what the fuss is all about. Here Ishall put
all my cards on the table for you to see in one fell
swoop; these cards are nothing other than the values
that sustain CP and give it life;Icallthese values of CP
the Four Commitments. Although Section 1is concep¬
tually pretty straightforward, it is also a bit abstract. So
a second section quickly follows in which Itry to
illustrate with one relatively simple example how CP
manages to combine its Four Commitments when
facing a given philosophicalquestion. There is a third
section which deals in greater detail with the question
implicit in my title, viz. what the future of CP may be.
Section 3 is from a philosophical point of view the
most challenging, because it presents what Iconsider
to be at least some of the most basic problems facing us
in ethics and practical philosophy. So my answer to
the question whether CP has a future and what this
future may behas a simple answer and a complicated
one. The simple answer is: the future of CP depends on
whether and how far we can do philosophy by hon¬
ouring the Four Commitments as stated in Section 1
and illustrated in Section 2. The complicated answer
is: the future of CP depends on whether and how far
we can manage to solve the particular philosophical
(ethical) problems whose general structure is set forth
in Section 3.

phers.
The first commitment makes clear that CP is a
historical movement born from the great spirit of the
French revolution. In that sense, even if we can go back
inhistory and find philosophers who anticipated some
ideas of CP (foremost among them Socrates, Ishould
say), we must not forget that they couldn't have been
critical philosophers in the strict and proper sense o(
the word in that the ideals of equality, liberty and
solidarity—and with them the task of finding a way to
uphold all three at the same time—were just not
available. And please be reminded right at the start
that trying to be faithful to those ideals does not imply
a particular allegiance to a political credo or a political
party (so being a CP person doesn't necessarily mean
being a Labour person or a Social Democrat or what¬
ever your convictions are). In fact, critical philoso¬
phers have changed allegiances, because of the his¬
torical evolution of political struggles. The only com¬
mon denominator is that critical philosophers have
always been in the opposition, have always belonged
to the most progressive political movements of the
times they have lived in. So in the nineteenth century
they have been liberals and in the twentieth they have
been socialists; but they have been one or the other
always for the same reason: because they believed in
the ideals of equality, liberty and solidarity. And now
that neither liberalism nor socialism in the ordinary
sense of those difficult concepts appear to be the
solution to our troubles, critical philosophers are look¬
ing for new ways of thinking and acting, like all other
people concerned with the future (they are at the end
of their tether, like everyone else). The only thing that
remains constant for them is this: that political solu-

The Four Commitments of
the Critical Philosophy
If we want to become clear about what CP is really
about, then we couldn't do better than talking about
what values underlie it. To cut a long story short, CP
is committed to four values, viz.
it is committed to the ideals of the French
1.
revolution in politics, i.e. of liberty, equality,
2.

3.
4

and solidarity;1
it is committed to the promotion of ethical
conduct in everyday life generally, e.g. in the
working place and in education;
it is committed to science, both to its results and
to its methods;
it is committed to analysis.
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tions, albeit tentative, must besolutions incorporating

ordinary meaningof "heated discussion";it always has
the much older meaning of "piece of sustained rea¬
soning". This is, incidentally, the only meaning that
the word "argument" has in the other European lan¬
guages; so we must beware of its particular tricky
meaning the word has in ordinary English.

an equilibrium between the three ideals of the French
revolution.Nocritical philosopher can go back on that.

Now, you may be thinking that critical philoso¬
phers are just a peculiar brand of "political philoso¬
phers" (political philosophy being a branch of general
philosophy). But they are not; andthe second commit¬
ment is there to remind us that they aren't. A critical
philosopher is certainly concerned with politics, no
doubt about that, but she is at least as muchconcerned
with ordinary human life, as it is lived at home, at work
or at school. She thinks no amount of political thinking
and acting is going to replace the basic concern with
what happens in everyday life. And if terrible injus¬
tices—which boil down to some mixture of lack of
equality, lack of freedom and lack of solidarity— are
happening all the time in the big and very visible
world of politics, they are also happening inthe rather
lessvisible but for most people scarcely less important
world of ordinary activities. In fact, one worry of
critical philosophers is precisely that much political
philosophy is done without the slightest regard for the
practicalities of everyday life.

So then, argument analysis is powered by the idea
of distinguishing good and bad arguments to support
a given proposition, such as, say, "there are unselfish
acts" or "there must be a way to enjoy both equality
and freedom inhuman society". That is why logic, the
philosophical discipline entirely dedicated to evalua¬
tion of arguments, i.e. to the study of their formal
structure and substantive merits, has always played
such a powerful role in philosophy. By the way, ar¬
guments are important in philosophy among other
things because arguing (and generally talking) is so
muchbetter thanviolence. All self-respecting philoso¬
phers have been against violence and for reasonable¬
ness and talking to each other.
Now the analysis of arguments can sometimes
become very subtle and bring us to the first type of
analysis mentioned, viz. conceptual analysis. The
analysis of concepts leads philosophers to make con¬
ceptualdistinctions which are sometimes strange, out
of the way and even counterintuitive. This has brought
us philosophers the badname of being "hairsplitters" .
And indeed the very word "analysis" (which just
means "taking things apart") is a nice Greek name for
what many ordinary people, who do not understand
or like what philosophers do, will prefer to call hair¬
splitting. Ihave no objections to that nickname: a
philosopher is indeed a hairsplitter, someone who is
forever making complicated distinctions and elabo¬
rate arguments, asking awkward questions and gen¬
erally making a nuisance of herself. No doubt about
that. And CP is not different from other brands of
philosophy in that particular respect. Critical phi¬
losophers, like all philosophers, are also hairsplitters
and proud of it. In fact, some critical philosophers
have distinguished themselves by especially careful

At this point you may be asking yourselves: "OK,
so critical philosophers are people worried about poli¬
tics and ordinary life. This is fine with me, infact so am

I,but where is the philosophy inall this?" I'mcoming to
that. But before that let me add the third commitment
of CP. It is, as Isaid, a commitment to science. A critical
philosopher has to be a philosopher who is either a
scientist herself or at least a philosopher who collabo¬
rates with scientists. This has always been the case
with CP; and it is part of our tradition. No critical
philosopher can ever be accused of being a mystic or
an irrationalist; but she is not a dogmatic follower of
scientific orthodoxy either. Part of what is meant by
the little word "critical" is that a philosopher within
this tradition is a critical follower of science or even a
critical scientist, incase she should alsobe a practicing
scientist. This is of course still rather abstract, and you
may be asking yourselves how the critical philoso¬
pher's commitment to scientific thinking actually looks
in practice.2 1must ask you at this stage to be patient—
Ishall come to a concrete example soon, but for the
time being the idea that a critical philosopher wishes
to be a scientifically oriented philosopher will hope¬
fully not be too obscure.

hairsplitting.
The only question is whether the hairsplitting is
worthwhile.That's what the Socratic dialogue isabout.
In my second paper Iwill try to explain why CP is so
much involved with this particular brand of hairsplit¬
ting which we call Socratic dialogue. But for the time
being, it is enough if Isay that the kind of thing we do
hereis exactly what philosophers call "analysis", both
of arguments and of concepts. Soyou will have by now
some practical understanding of what analysis is—
andthe above remarks will be just a brief and hopefully
not too abstract description of our shared activities.

The only commitment that Ihaven't yet commented
upon is rather more urgent now, because it perhaps is
the most obscure of all four, viz. the commitment to
analysis. This word, "analysis", refers to what has
always been the particular business of philosophy,
ever since it was invented. Philosophers (whether
they call themselves critical or not) have always been
"analytical", have always "analyzed". But what do
they analyze? Well, they analyze concepts and they
analyze arguments.3 By the way, in philosophical jar¬
gon the Englishword "argument" never has its current

So let's finish this short characterization of CP by
means of its four commitments by summing it up: a
critical philosopher is someone who is committed to
the ideals of the French revolution in politics, to the
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happens— and it happens very frequently. So when
we use a word like "promise" or "cruel", values as
well as facts are somehow mixed up in their meaning.
Now, one useful way to approach CP is by trying to

promotion of ethicalconduct ineveryday life, to scien¬
tific thinking and, like all philosophers (although with
a special emphasis on dialogue), to analysis. Any
philosopher who has all these commitments— and
none who lacks even one of the four—can safely be
called critical in the sense given to that word by the
sponsors of this conference. So the only worry that
some of you might stillhave is whether there might be
philosophers who fulfill the description but wouldn't
call themselves critical, perhaps even because they
have never heard of that school. Well, don't worry;
this isn't at all important, because once the Four Com¬
mitments are in place, we have agreed on the only
thing that really matters. The rest is labels and labels
can be put aside and forgotten. A more interesting
perspective is rather the opposite: the very real fact
that many philosophers and scientists are not commit¬
ted to all four but only to some of them.4 Collaboration
with these philosophers and scientists is nevertheless
often very rewarding,although there comes a moment
at which a critical philosopher must part company
with them. In fact, we critical philosophers are all the
time on the lookout for like-minded people who share
with us at least some of our commitments.

separate these two things.

Suppose then that there is, say, a discussion going
on which involves the concept of equality. Let's say
also that one of the interlocutors is a conservative and
the other a socialist. Call one C, the other S. In the
ordinary course of things S will uphold equality and C
will argue against it. This is a very common event in

everyday life. Now there is something very curious
about such discussions. If we are attentive to the
course of the conversation, we shall notice that most of
the time S (the socialist) will be talking about the value
(or even the ideal) of equality whereas C (the con¬
servative) will be talking about the impossibility, as a
matter offact, of ever achieving equality. This should
make us wake up, philosophically speaking. Are they
talking at cross purposes or what? Well, first of all I
don't mean that S talks only value and C talks only
fact. This would be simply untrue. In the course of the
discussion, S will also appeal to facts (say, the poverty
afflicting many people in any non-egalitarian society)
and C will appeal to values (say, the lack of liberty in
a society which has a centrally planned economy). So
if you follow the current misleading trend of thinking
about facts as objective and values as subjective, then
you will have to admit that subjectivity is not all on the
side of S and objectivity not all on the side of C— on the
contrary, they are both objective and subjective.

One of the main features of CP is that we do not
think there are only some sciences which have the key
to everything; the collaboration with scientists is in
principle and in fact open to all sciences, although for
historical reasons CP has often beenassociated mainly
with some of them, particularly with psychology. The
deep reason for such a particular association with the
science of psychology has to do with the fact that CP
asks aboutbasic human capacities and these were seen
one-sidedly as individual human capacities (see Sec¬
tion 3). Once we understand that the question is larger
there is no reason anymore for CP to be more associ¬
ated with one particular science more than any other;
it is just a matter of what the particular issue or
problem demands.5 Ishall finish by giving you an
example of just one such problem.This example will at
the same time be useful for purposes of illustration of
the Four Commitments.

Now comes a methodological trick. Let's try and
separate both kinds of issue and just suppose for the
sake of the argument that the facts are unknown. So let
C and S have a conversation only about values not
about facts. Facts are unknown and recognized by
both C and S to be unknown; and, since they are both
very reasonable people, they agree not to talk about
things they don't know. This is, of course, a tall order;
but, in the spirit of John Lennon, let's just imagine it.
And let's also imagine (since imagining is so cheap
anyway), that the conversation is conducted fairly.
Under these conditions, something is bound to hap¬
pen that other conversational circumstances will often
keep in the dark, viz. disagreements about the meaning of
the word "equality" will pretty soon emerge. It is these
questions of meaning which have always been of
particular interest to philosophers and therefore also
to critical philosophers. But before we go any further
Iwant to insist that the important thing here is not the
meaning of the word in the dictionary sense; although
philosophers have sometimes found hard to resist the
temptation of writing a kind of glorified dictionary,

An Illustration of What the
Critical Philosophy is About
Our starting point here is a very common experi¬
ence, viz. that there are discussions all the time which
have an ethical content. In some of them the ethical
content is pretty well hidden and it takes some effort
to lay it bare, yet inothers it is there for everyone to see.
In such openly ethical discussions we refer straight¬
forwardly to values, meanings, beliefs and ideals. (These
words do not mean the same thing but have subtle
semantic differences.) Nevertheless, they not only re¬
fer to such things; they also refer to something very
different, viz. to matters offact. Sometimes we even use
the very same words to refer at the same time to both
values and facts. It can even be very annoying when it

the temptation shouldbe resisted.The meaning which
philosophy ingeneral, and CP in particular, should be
concerned with goes far beyond what the dictionary
tells us; it has to do with our values, our beliefs, our
ideals, ultimately our very way of life.When a philoso¬
pher asks tire question, "What isequality?", she should
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never rest content with a dictionary entry. For she
shouldn't be asking the lexicographer's question,
"What does the word mean (historically or cur¬
rently)?"— instead what she should really want to
know is this: "What on earth is so great about equal¬
ity?" This is the deep philosophical question about
meaning; and it is this kind of disagreement that I
predict will emerge inthe conversationbetween C and
S which we are trying to imagine.

What do we do now so that the disagreement on
meaning comes into the open? As I suggested in
Section 1,philosophy's traditionalsolution is a kind of
analysis. It isnot lexicographic analysis but something
else. In our example it may very well happen that C
declares being against equality in the sense of uni¬
formity, i.e. she does not want people to be alike or to
dress alike or to eat the same food or have to watch the
same films and so on. Wonder of wonders! C has
scarcely finished saying this when S almost interrupts
her— S is very excited, you see— and cries out, "But
I'm also against that, the idea of it is simply dreadful!"
Oh? And what do we have here then? They actually
agree at least on some values! So they do, so they do.
"And further discussion in this spirit will show, to their
own amazement, that the particular values, beliefs
and ideals of C and S are much less different than it
appeared at first sight.

How can these questions of fact be solved? Philoso¬
phers have given different, and quite incompatible,
answers. The answer of CP (which it of course shares
with other schools of thought) is simply: Questions of
fact shouldbesolved the only way any relevant matter
of fact can be ascertained, viz. by the use of the best
empirical knowledge we've got, which is scientific
knowledge. In the particular example we've been
discussing, this is going to be economic and political
(generally social scientific knowledge), in other cases
it may well have to be psychological, biological or
even physical knowledge.6 As Isaid, CP shares this
answer with other schools of thought (albeit by no
means all of them); it gives several interesting twists to
it— in fact three.
The first twist is shared by CP with many contem¬
porary philosophers. It goes by the name of "naturali¬
zation". What this strange namemeans is just the idea
that the results of science should be fed back into
philosophy. The inventors of the name did not think
very highly of social science, so naturalscience was for
them the only science there is, so they began to talk of
"naturalization" and to call themselves "naturalistic
philosophers". Some of themhave changed their minds
about social science (or rather started paying real
attention to it) in recent times, so maybe the name will
sound rather parochial and inadequate in a few years.
Anyway, the important thing with this position is that
philosophy should not be separated from the sciences
but seen as anintegralpart of it— a positionwhich is by
no means shared by many (perhaps even most) phi¬
losophers who would like to remain in their ivory
towers, untouched by any empirical research.7 There
is a bad tradition of "keeping philosophy pure" and
considering experience as somehow "dirty". Well, CP
will not have any truck with such a tradition. Anyway,
to returnto our example, it may happen (under certain
favourable conditions it will happen) that C, although
agreeing with S on the meanings and values attached
to equality, nevertheless wants to argue that equality
cannot be realized in point of social fact. Thus, if C is
a sophisticated sociologist, she might argue that the
actions of individuals trying to realize equality (in the
best sense of the word as agreed upon by C and S) will
have unintended effects, such as those we have in fact
witnessed whenever a socialist regime was in power,
viz. the suppression of political and economic free¬
dom. Of course, to understand the force of this argu¬
ment you must remember we are assuming that S had
previously agreed with C that those values are also to
be cherished. Now, a countergumentmay of course be
offered by S to the effect that individuals motivated by
the very real value of economic and political freedom
may collectively lead to a very unjust distribution of
wealth, i.e. to the undesirable poverty of many—
undesirable not only for S but for C as well. And the
debate now will have to take the relevant (social
scientific) empirical research into account, because
such questions of fact cannot be solved by philosophi¬
cal thinking alone.8

It is almost too beautiful to be true; but it can
happen, nay it does happen,provided only the discus¬
sionisconducted according to the methodoutlined. In
fact, CP has a particular tenet of its own that most
(perhaps even all) such disagreements between peo¬
ple— disagreement on values— tend to disappear the
longer and deeper the philosophical analysis is carried
out, and the longer the conversation in fairness is
conducted. It all comes down to the one point: how
serious we are inour commitment to follow themethod.
More about this in the second paper. For now Imust
catch up with that former assumption we made when
we agreed to bracket out questions of fact.

Indeed, although agreement was suposed to be
reached on values, the questions offact remain as open
as they were in the first place. Let's now suppose the
questions of meaning have been discussed at the de¬
sired length with the happy result that C has come to
agree with S on the value (desirability) of equality and
S in her turn has come to agree with C on the value
(desirability) of liberty. Agreement on meaning has
brought them to agree on values. However, it may
very well happenthat C still insiststhat equality inpoint
offact necessarily leads to undesired oppression of the
individual. And again, S may still insist that liberty in
point of fact necessarily lead to undesired poverty (for
we may safely assume that C agrees with S that pov¬
erty is undesirable). And here they may again disa¬
gree, only this time the disagreement will not concern
questions of value but questions of fact.
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But now comes the secondand far more interesting
twist. We may want to describe the use of factual
(scientific) knowledge as in fact criticizing or ques¬
tioning the values C and S have analyzed and agreed
upon. But what about criticizing that factual knowl¬
edge from the vantage point of the values being criti¬
cized? This position goes well beyond anything con¬
temporary naturalistic philosophy would admit; but I
don't see how we can avoid it. As a matter of fact,
current discussions about the ethical status of science
(as prompted first by the atomic bomb, then by the
increasing destruction of the environment, and more
recently by all sorts of undesired effects of our ever
more powerful technologies) are a favourable soil for
such a development.9 A favourite example of mine is
this. Many empirical psychologists, engineers and
doctors work under the assumption that people are
machines.10 As such, people would not really have
purposes of their own. Tine very concept of purposes
(and the image of human beings that goes with it)
would be just a superstition out of the Dark Ages. This
may seem like a theoretical question to some of you;
but it isn't as soon as it comes to the design of working
places or of equipment to do the job. More often than
not the human operator is seen as one more wheel of
the machinery in the chain of production, and this is a
direct consequence of the "mechanistic" assumption I
mentioned. So job design could be changed dramati¬
cally if we would allow non-mechanistic talk of pur¬
poses to have a say in it. Moreover, a whole new
scientific psychology might emerge from such efforts.
In that way our most cherished values concerning
humans would have a practical effect as well as a
theoretical one. In the last instance, the central concern
of such a critical enterprise should be the Big Question
itself, viz. what things may we or may we not, should
we or should we not be doing research on.

portant, because much of the little philosophical de¬
batethere already is concentrates too much on criticism
of actual research instead of proposing alternatives.

Finally, CP has a third twist to offer regarding the
collaboration of science and philosophy. Very briefly
put: the confrontation of scientific results (purporting
to show how things are) with our values (as they emerge
from philosophical analysis and state how things ought
to be) should not only take place in the relatively cold
atmosphere of objective research but also in the hu¬
manely warm environment of deep, subjective and
intersubjective, "meditation". Only then can we seen
the realcharacter and practical import of those values.
Yet this is a large and complicated topic that can only
be frutifully treated within the general question con¬
cerning the link between CP and the Socratic Dia¬
logue. So Imust postpone its discussion until the
second paper.

Some Questions for any
Future Critical Philosophy
By means of the general description of the histori¬
cal Four Commitments of CP and by means of the
example Ihave proposed to illustrate the interplay of
these Four Commitments, you will hopefully have a
muchclearer idea of what CP stands for. So the future
of CP depends on whether and how far we shall be
able to uphold those Four Commitments inour thinking
and in our lives. But some of you (especially if you
'

The Big Question is, as you probably know very
well, taboo among scientists—how could one dare to
put limits on scientific curiosity? Only the famous (or
infamous) "love of truth" should dictate what scien¬
tists do. But is that so? Irather suggest that scientists'
resistence to even discuss the Big Question is the best
reason for philosophers to demand a public debate
and to help carrying it out. For the time being, Iwould
just like to insist here on the peculiarly double charac¬
ter of the Big Question, which is both negative and
positive. On the negative side, we have problems such
as the ethical advisability of suchresearch as chemical
warfare, nuclear fission, genetic engineering or the
Genome Project, i.e. things about which we may ask
ourselves whether we should be doing them. But on
the positive side, we also have to take seriously the
idea that the highlights of research may be at least
partly wrong, that we should be studying something
else. For example, the question may arise whether the
discussion on the feasibility of equality and justice is
not making much progress currently because not
enough social scientists are doing the necessary em¬
pirical research. Highlighting the positive side is im¬

happend to be professional philosophers) might want
to know what the particular structure of the critical
enterprise is. What do Imean by "structure"? Many
modern philosophers, rightly horrified by the cum¬
brous and abstruse character of traditional philo¬
sophical systems, have tried to do philosophy ina very
unsystematic way. They officially announced that
philosophy was in the business of elaborating ques¬
tions and arguments which didn't necessarily hang
together. Those questions and arguments, so they
argued, are partly bequeathed to us by the philosophi¬
cal traditions and we have partly discovered new
ones; but they represent a humdrum bunch with no
particular interconnections which would give any
philosopher the right to build up a philosophical
system similar to those in the past. Well, it hasn't
worked that way. The most apparently unsystematic
philosophers have found themselves in the uncom¬
fortable position of having a philosophical system of
sorts." The lesson Iat least draw from this curious
experience is that philosophy is unavoidably system¬
atic, whether we like it or not.So let's not kidourselves
by feigning we don't want to build a philosophical
system. It's not a matter of pious wishes. Philosophy is
what it is and its questions have a particular structure
which gives the philosophical enterprise a certain
systematic unity.
The issue here is whether we can discern such a
systematic structure for a future CP to have. The
answer Ishall propose is part of my own voyage of
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If we analyze Kant's critical answer to the timehonoured problem of freewill, then we would remark
it has two features: first, it refers only to the individual
and not to the group (the organization, institution,
community, national or world society); second, it con¬
cerns ethical conduct in a vaguely general way, not
further specified by concrete ethical values, as they are
socially and historically given. It is fashionable in
certain philosophical circles to object to Kant on both
counts; in fact, these two aspects of Kant's answer are
often seen as one and the same. For reasons it would be
too complicated to go into here, Ithink we should
distinguish them (as Isaid above, half the business of
philosophy is to make distinctions).

discovery of the prospects of CP, a voyage that is still
unfinished.So it's going to be a provisional and tenta¬
tive answer; and for lack of space Ishall offer only a
sample of it—in the hope it might whet your appetite.
As a kind of guide for the following (if rather a fairly
abstract guide), Iwould just like to indicate right at the
start that the characteristic approach of CP has always
been to ask how something that we knoio to be a fact is
possible, the answer to such a question being a basis for
the next question, viz. whether something which we don't
know to be a fact may at all be possible. We have seen this
question in action when we briefly discussed the
possibility of combining liberty and equality in social
life. We don't know whether such a combination is
possible, so we cannot ask ourselves how it is possible
but only whether it is.

If we keep ourselves for a start at the individual
level of ethical conduct, then Kant's critical solution to
the ancient freewill conundrum entails the following
proposition: ethical conduct is possible for the indi¬
vidual because she is free to choose.14 Now, was Kant
an individualist in the sense that he only cared about
the individualbut never really about the group (e.g. the
community)? No, he wasn't. In fact, although he was
true to the traditional (i.e. post-Christian) way of
asking questions about ethics at the level of the indi¬
vidual, he was very much a political thinker. Ina short
essay he wrote on the subject of lying he asked himself
the question whether ethical conduct (here the up¬
holding of a principle of truthfulness) might be neces¬
sary for the human group to survive. In our own day
and age this question isknown as thefree-rider problem.
This label is obviously derived from a particular case,
viz. the fact that some people ride on public transport
without paying their fares, but it can equally obvi¬
ously be extended to all similar cases.

Let's start with a traditional question of post-Chris¬
tian European philosophy, one that concerns the very
existence of free will. In its secular version this ques¬
tion was asked in terms of natural (i.e. physical) laws,
viz. if all happenings in the world are determined by
natural causes, and people are natural creatures (what
else could we be indeed?), then our doings are also
causally determined and we are not free to act. It is a
good example because it teaches us to see that when
Kant asked whether something was possible he usu¬
ally wanted to know whether we were capable of
something. CP is thus from the start about basic hu¬
man capacities— in this first example about what is
apparently the most basic of all, viz. the basic human
capacity to act at all.
Discussion between "necessitarians" (those who
accepted the above argument) and "libertarians" (those
who rejected it) was one of those typical endless
debates which only philosophers could possibly be
interested in. No practical issue seems to depend on it,
one way or another. But then, libertarians argued, if
we are not free, then ethics (and morals) would just be
a bunch of lies to no purpose and so would be,by the
way, the legal idea of retribution or the political idea of
legitimate government. This was of course disputed
by necessitarians but still no practical effect could be
discerned.12 Kant's major distinction between theo¬
retical and practical reason started from here: freewill
was for him a presupposition of human action and as
such unassailable in practice. As he once said, some
people can dispute free will in theoretical philosophy,
but they (along with all others) will always act as
though they were free. The complete argument consti¬
tutes the core of the second of Kant's great critical
works, the Critique of practical reason, which proposes
as conclusion the famous Categorical Imperative or
the Moral Law as a Law of Reason. A very short and
simplified version of the MoralLaw would be: "act the
way you would want everyone to act if they were in
your situation" (or a bit more precisely: "act the way
you wish everyone should act if they were in your
situation"). It is the very existence of the Moral Law
which guarantees the objective reality of free will.13

Up to now,the free-rider problem has exercised the
mind of many social scientists (especially economists
and social psychologists) but it has started to interest
some philosophers, too, under the guise of the ques¬
tion whether ethical conduct is rational. Very shortly
put: if everyone else pays her fares, isn't it rather more
rational for me not to? In order to see the free-rider
problem more clearly, Iwant to compare it with an¬
other one. The free rider's reasoning seems to be like
this: "Why should Icare to pay for the service if eve¬
ryone else does?" (Of course, "everyone" here means
"most people most of tire time", but there is no differ¬
ence from a practical point of view, because this is
enough to pay for the system.) Paradoxically related to
the free-rider problem is the so-called "tragedy of the
commons", i.e. the fact that goods which are not
owned by anyone in particular are deteriorating at an
increasingly fast rate. The individual seems to reason
in this case as follows: "Why should Icare for the
commons if no one else does?" (Again, "no one" means
something like "enough people to destroy the com¬
mons".) The typical examples are the public parks and
woods, but one can easily extend the reasoning to the
whole environment, including water, air and even the
ozone shelter. The tragedy of the commons is, by the
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way, fairly recent—in fact a consequence of two devel¬
opments of the (late) 20th century: demographic ex¬
plosion and global networking. Thus the tragedy of
the commons isby no means just a nationalproblem—
it has become a problem for the whole of humankind.
In that sense, it is like the problem of poverty; in fact,
Isuspect we are dealing here with two aspects of one

single problem.
But beware: the rationality question (is it rational
for me to be moral?) amounts to an individualistic
twist of the free-rider problem, which is social through
and through, and thus in a sense a kind of middle-way
question between the old freewill problem and the
new free-rider problem properly so-called. Anyway,
Kant's critical answer was that ethical conduct was in
fact necessary for any human group to survive. That
answer is made evenmore dramatic by the tragedy of
the commons. By the way, Kant's answer, which con¬
cerns practical reason, was curiously similar to the
answer he gave to problems about theoretical reason:
he had tried to prove in his Critique of pure reason that
certain basic human capacities were necessary for
human knowledge to develop (both in the form of
common experience and in the form of scientific theo¬
ries). In his essay on lying Kant was apparently offer¬
ing a similar argument: there is a kind of behaviour
(ethical conduct) without which no human group can
develop and sustain itself. To end this discussion, let's
go back to the concept of basic human capacities and
ask ourselves, "Are we humans capable of so behav¬
ing that our societies (nay,humankind) can survive?"
Even if each one of us is singly capable of ethical
conduct, and even if harmonious, coordinated ethical
conduct should be proved (by philosophical analysis)
to be necessary to our survival, it does not follow that
we are collectively able to act accordingly. This is a
completely new question for CP;nay,it is a completely
new kind of question for CP (as the Americans use to
say, it belongs to a different ballpark).
Some people working in systems theory are pretty
pessimistic; but it is an open question. A place to start
is this. Although a task for any future critical philoso¬
pher would doubtless be to elaborate Kant'sargument
about ethicalconduct being necessary for the survival
of society, and although this task can only be attacked
with the help of parallel work in social science from
which we have so much to learn, there is one idea
which is not clearly developed in social science. This
very promising idea refers to the fact that most people
most of the time abide by the rules of the group they
belong to, i.e. they are basically good and practice what
I'd like to call normal responsible behaviour even under
very trying circumstances. Why this is so seems to me
to be an important question for CP which urgently
needs study. It has a particular poignancy in the
context of complex sociotechnical systems in which
badly designed working places, inadequate equip¬
ment, abusive timetables and particular situations of
urgency make the individual go to extremes in order

to save the day. One often-quoted and certainly dra¬
matic example is air traffic control, but similar situa¬
tions occur all the time inhospitals, factories or trans¬
portation. This brings us back full circle to the initial
question whether ethical conduct is possible for the
individual? And the answer, a resounding 'yes' in the
suggested cases, makes clear that the old freewill
problem does not belong in the ivory tower after all.'5
The primacy of practice gives CP, here as elsewhere,
an edge against other traditional ways of asking philo¬
sophical questions— inshort, we know people are free
because they keep proving it by their actions in real life
and against allodds. And so the task of socialinterven¬
tions under the inspiration of CP would be to change
organizations in such a way as to make it easier (or at
leastless difficult) for individuals to be ever more free,
i.e. (to use one of Kant's more memorable phrases) to
be more able to act under the Law of Reasoninstead of
by the force of natural inclination. And we should at
least keep an open mind on the question whether the
incredible obstacles which the individual has to
overcome to conduct herself ethically are precisely
what makes collective and coordinated ethicalconduct
practically impossible. If so, then the collective capacity
for concerted ethical conduct (such as we may witness
any day in ordinary air traffic control work) would be

powerfully buttresed by human-centred design.
Iknow all this is a mouthful; but not enough of a
mouthful by a long shot. We have thus far been talking
only about ethical conduct, as though we all agreed on
ethical values ? But do we? After all, we live in liberal
democracies which pride themselves of allowing indi¬
viduals and groups a large freedom in the values they
choose to pursue. So ethical conduct is fine when we all
agree on what to do, but what happens when we
disagree? Is not ethical conduct itself relative to the
values of particular individuals or groups, values
which we should respect? Before we go any further, I
would like to remind you that the very last words of
the question Ijust asked (viz. "which we should re¬
spect") contain an injunction that is apparently not
relative—our tolerance, after all, stops short at intoler¬
ant behaviour, so there are limits to our being tolerant,
aren't there? This is, Iwould like to suggest, one big
question for CP: what are these limits and why are
they what they are? The question is far from being
purely theoretical— the unexpected emergence of all
sorts of new fundamentalisms and nationalisms is a
sufficient proof of the fact that we are facing here a
complex practical problem, one that is important both
globally and inparticular countries of having to recog¬
nize their multicultural character."1
Yet the question does not only affect traditional
communities and cultural subgroups. It also concerns
organizations and institutions. To begin with, a time-

honoured distinction within classical political phi¬
losophy may serve us here as a useful rule of thumb.
According to it, human groups are of two kinds
those that share a common overall goal and those that
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don't, but instead share some common rules of "fair
play". Most groups which we would call organiza¬
tions and institutions would belong to the first kind
and most communities and ethnic (cultural) groups
would rather fall into the second kind.17 This is not
absolute and admits all sorts of exceptions but it will
do for now. Since organizations generally appear to
have a common goal (how else could they function in
the first place?), the problem we have been consider¬
ing would not arise. Inorder to see that it does, let's try
to formulate it in a more general way. Up to now, we
have only talked about intolerance, but this is easily
interpreted as "just an attitude", a state of mind, thus
something subjective. We tend to think: "if you are
intolerant, that's just your personal problem,but it has
nothing to do with values as such". This is clearly a
mistake. Values can be objectively incompatible with
each other. Of course, the incompatibility Imean is
again practical. Remember we are talking CP here—as
long as incompatible values are just "something in the
head", a critical philosopher couldn't care less. The
above discussion about liberty and equality should
make clear that such objective incompatibility is at
least a possibility to be taken seriously. In fact, Ithink
it h(is to be taken very seriously when considering the
complex organizations of modem industrial societies;
and the old talk about "sharing a common goal" is
quite off the mark.

because they are very loud about them (and rightly
so); but we may unjustly forget that administrators
also have deeply cherished values. So the struggle is
not just about who gives the orders (also it isalso about
that). And it is particularly at this levelthat the question
for CP arises whether those values are incompatible
and how should we understand and manage such
incompatibility; or in other words, how social (or
organizational) life is possible or for skeptics: whether
social (or organizational) life is at all possible— inspite
of the very real existence of multiple incompatible
values.

What Iam saying is that there may be and often are
serious conflicts of values within organizations. We
may want to distinguish two cases. The first case is
when, as a consequence of multiculturalism and
globalization, conflicts of values happen because
members of one organization belong to different cul¬
tures or ethnic communities having different values.
This is clearly a variation on the theme we have
already mentioned; still the incompatibility of values
originating incultural differences becomes more acute
when it takes place within an organization and there
is a job to be done and failure looms on the horizon
because of, say, different conceptions of how a meet¬
ing should beconducted. The second case has a rather
different origin, having to do with the increasing
specialization (what some sociological pundits call
"functional differentiation") which is apparently an
unav idable feature of organizationalcomplexity. The
most common example (you have probably all suf¬
fered from it) is the separation of the administrative
function from other organizational activities. In the
case of a school, these would be, say, educational
activities (to keep it simple we may forget that there
are other ones as well). There is a constant struggle
between administrators and educators. Now, what is
important here is that, although such a struggle is in
large part a conflict of interests (money, power, pres¬
tige, and so on), it is also, and deeply, a conflict of
values. Why? Because in the normal way of things
human activities cannot really take place without
there being values to sustain them. Educators have
clearly deeply cherished values, we all know that,

We have travelled a long way, starting from the
traditional, and deeply individualistic,problem of the
existence of freewill, and ending up with the modern
(or postmodern) problem of apparent incompatibility
of values within a context of global complexity (what
is sometimes but very misleadingly called the prob¬
lem of relativism). Ihope Ihave shown you enough
structure to see that the task of CP is enormous and
complicated but not altogether chaotic—not just a
matter of asking a question here and another there. It
may be madness yet there is method in it.

—

Summarizing it all: whether the practical incom¬
patibility of values occurs between nations or between
individual members of a given organization, whether
it concerns the realization of ideals in a whole society
or the living together of ethnic and religious groups
within a city or nation-state, whether it confronts you
and meor rather your group and my group, the critical
question, the question which we critical philosophers
have to ask ourselves again and again, ishow real it is
and in which way can we think about it and talk about
it, so that peace is preserved and the rights of all
concerned get the hearing and the respect they deserve.
The problem of incompatibility of values is a typical
problem for CP because it also concerns the possibility
of social life.
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WHAT IS THE LINK BETWEEN THE CRITICAL PHILOSOPHY
AND THE SOCRATIC DIALOGUE?
Fernando Leal

ticipants). No other starting point seems Socratic
enough.

Iwould like to start this paper with a bit of history.
The word "dialogue" isjust Ancient Greekfor conver¬
sation or discussion (dia-logos means literally "talking
by turns"). But it was notjust your common-or-garden
conversation or discussion which Socrates hadinmind
when helaunched hisbrand of dialogue two and a half
centuries ago. It was something very different, very
peculiar. He himself described it very accurately as a
kind of examination—but not just an examination of
doctrines or opinions, but an examination of entire
lives. And so it was that Socrates asked his interlocu¬
tors time and again to follow a golden maxim: "Only
say what you believe".18 Now this Socratic injunction
should not be confused with the demand of being
truthful. Being truthful is only one part of it. The other
part, the strangest part, is this: do not assume things,
do not imagine things, do not pretend, do not just
repeat what other people say or have told you, do not
say "what if things were so and so", abandon all
"iffiness", say things as they are, i.e. as you believe
them to be. So the Socratic dialogue is all about things
about which we can assert a definite belief, things
which we have ourselves experienced, in fact about
our own lives, my own and your own. We cannot dodge
a Socratic question bysaying what we think our neigh¬
bour thinks or does; we have to state what we think
ourselves and do ourselves. You may start to see
Socrates' meaning behind the mysterious words, "I
don't examine beliefs or doctrines, Iexamine lives". A
belief in the context of a Socratic dialogue means a
definite assertion related to a specific experience en¬
joyed or undergone by someone in particular within
the context of his or her own individual life.

Well then, here we can obtain our first glimpse of
the link betweenKant's critical philosophy and Socra¬
tes' art of dialogue. For Kant created critical philoso¬
phy (CP for short) bysaying that philosophizingshould
never start with general propositions but always with
common experience and judgement. Why? Because,
he thought, there is incomparably more certainty in
common experience and judgement, which is particu¬
lar and concrete, than there can ever be in general
ideas and abstract thinking.
Let'ssee what this means.Supposesomeone comes
and asserts some abstract principle,say "we should all
be equal" or "there must be discipline in our schools".
Some people will react to each one of these two very
abstract principles favourably and some will react
unfavourably. These different attitudes go back to the
kind of education they got, their own prejudices and
the kind of experience thay just happen to have (Soc¬
rates would say, the kind of life they have led up to
now). Suppose we call "Pro" the person who is for any
one of the above principles and "Con" the person who
is against it. Let Pro and Con discuss. What will
happen is, most probably, that Pro and Con will not go
anywhere. Depending on their psychological disposi¬
tions, they may part on friendly or unfriendly terms—
but part they will without having solved their disa¬
greement or at least without having understood each
other a little better.
We all know the story by bitter experience, don't
we? It's the story of our lives, as the Americans say.
And what is such a common experience in real-life
discussions hasalso been a common experience in the
history of philosophy, so much so that philosophers
have often despaired of ever getting anywhere— and
outside observers of philosophy have made fun of
philosophical debates as futile and useless, and not
only because of the hairsplitting but also because the
hairsplitting does not get results. Itwas in this histori¬
cal situation that Kant produced his "critical method"
as a new philosophical methodwhich would bebetter
equipped to overcome the peculiar difficulties of
philosophical discussions (which, as Isaid, are not
limited to professional philosophers but confront or¬
dinary mortals when they ask themselves certain
questions).

What did Socrates do with such a belief (experi¬
ence)? The answer is,he compared that belief (experi¬
ence) with other beliefs people had or thought they
had beliefs which were not necessarily related to
those people's own experiences but very often just
related to things people "know" from hearsay, things
they have been indoctrinated into. Socrates' method
consisted in showing that there always was a funda¬
mental inconsistency inthe set consisting of the former
(experience-based) beliefs and all the latter (more or
less free floating) beliefs—as he said, we all contradict

—

ourselves. This was not just a theoretical point but a
practical one—the contradiction concerned life not
just words and sentences. The Socratic maxim, "Only
say what you believe", is of course the origin of our
own maxim, "Only talk about things you really know
andhave experienced yourself".That's why we always
start a Socratic dialogue with an example taken from
real experience, as lived by some participant (or par¬

Critique, as he called it, is a philosophical method
by which we start with common experience and
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judgement and try very slowly and very carefully to
ascend to more abstract propositions. Philosophy has
of course to be abstract, because it is concerned with
principles and principles are abstract by definition;
but principles shouldn't be the starting point but the
endpoint, the goal of philosophical endeavour—we
don't start from them, we arrive at them after lots of
abstractive, analytical thinking. Starting from princi¬
ples is like putting the horse before the cart, although
that is exactly what most philosophers do and cer¬
tainly also most people when they discuss questions
which have philosophical content, like the ones men¬
tioned above about equality or school discipline.
So what Kant was saying is just this: let's not start
with the big principle of equality or the somewhat
smaller principle of school discipline. Let's rather start
with an example, taken from our own experience, of
what equality or school discipline is not in the abstract
but what it is for us, i.e. for at least one of us. You can
imagine what happens when our two characters, Pro
and Con, follow the critical method— they very soon
find out that their examples are rather different, and
that an incredibly great part of their disagreements
has to do with the fact that those examples reflect their
• own very different experience, their own very differ¬
ent lives. By being sufficiently empathetic— some¬
thing that is enormously facilitated by starting from
real-life examples instead of general unqualified as¬
sertions— it can happen that Pro comes to see why Con
takes a certain view of equality or school discipline; or
if she doesn't, then she can always ask questions, so as
to find out more about Con's example and the judge¬
ments based on that example which Con is trying to
express.
By the way, judgement is a very important concept
in Kant— it never means an abstract unqualified asser¬
tion but always a concrete proposition having to do
with a particular circumstance such as is given in one's
own experience. In fact, Kant believed we all pos¬
sessed a particular basic capacity (remember what we
said about human basic capacities in our first talk?)
which hecalled the faculty of judgement, by means of
which we can say whether a particular situation can be
"subsumed" under a general principle (i.e. considered
to be a case in point). We shall see that it is this faculty
which has to be exercised in a Socratic dialogue. But
before we do that, a question has to be answered—
"What about prejudice?" Prejudice is after all a most
pervasive element of ordinary belief. Infact, the word
"prejudice" means nothing else but "pre-judgement",
"afore-judgement". We may think there is no judge¬
ment without prejudice. Ithink Kant's answer to that
would be that when we start throwing principles
(general unqualified assertions of the sort "all humans
are equal") about, then we are bound to be deeply,
irredeemably and blindly prejudiced. In that sense,
prejudice is what happens when you substitute prin¬
ciple (general assertion) for judgement (experienceanchored, context-sensitive thinking).

Doesthis mean that ordinary judgement and expe¬
rience is completely free from prejudice? Of course
not. But even if prejudice should also be an unavoid¬
able part of one's own judgements, these are not only
the expression of prejudice but (being anchored in
experience and real life) they are always partly in¬
formed by reality. This leads us to the very general
question whether we can really trust our own judge¬
ments. What Kant said is just this: you can trust them
more than your principles. It was thus a very relative
proposition. Principles are in themselves very unreli¬
able; and they are in general far more prejudiced than
ordinary everyday judgements. They are just too for¬
mal, too abstract, too general. We needthem of course,
and philosophy is on the lookout for them, no doubt
about that. But they are not easily to be had, although
a great part of moral education consists in our being
constantly and for the most part rather uncritically fed
with them. Or in other words: principles are easily to
be had if we are uncritical; in fact, they are cheap. But
they are not easily to behad if we are critical; they will
cost a lot of effort, a lot of strenuous thinking, a lot of

disciplined talking together.
So we cannot and should not trust principles as
they stand. But is ordinaryjudgement then absolutely
and unconditionally reliable? Of course not. Nothing
in this world is absolutely and unconditionally reli¬
able. Yet it is a much better starting point than abstract
principles.It is in a muchbetter position for the simple
reason that it is always informed by experience and
concerned with real-life situations. For this reason it is
also a much more humane, reasonable one. In fact, it is
our best bet (maybe our only real bet).lv But what do
we do with ordinary judgement? We do philosophical
analysis. We try to find out what is the general princi¬
ple which it is a case of. This sort of analysis has to be
carried out very slowly, very carefully. That's why
there is all this going back to what people said and
what they meant and whether we can say the same
thing with different words which is so characteristic
of a Socratic dialogue. The ideais that, if only we do the
analysis correctly, then the certainty that we have in
our common experience and judgement (not absolute
certainty just ordinary human relative certainty) will
be transferred, as it were, to the principles themselves.
Those principles will be as certain and as safe as the
common experience and judgement was in the first
place. We can start trusting not only our common
judgement and experience but those principles as

—

well.
What on eartlwe those principles? Well, according
to CP, each single question we ask within the frame¬
work of a Socratic Dialogue should take us in the last
instance to one and the same place. That one great
common meeting point is just what Kant called the
Moral Law. So the Moral Law would be nothing but
the abstract, the immensely abstract, in fact the most
abstract version of all our practical judgements. Can

we achieve that in one single Socratic dialogue? Very
unlikely. Most of the time, we work our way some¬
where to one less abstract middleway principle. But
this is most emphatically not a defect of the method; in
fact it is its biggest virtue, because it is the living
witness of how careful one has been. In a Socratic
dialogue, as in CP generally, we do not want to rush
things. The Founding Parents of CP were fond of
saying that this rushing of things was the main reason
why philosophy never went anywhere and all debates
were endless. People arrived too soon at the principles
and once a philosopher is firmly entrenched in his (or
her) own principles, then he (or she) won't fruitfully
discuss with any other philosopher, who has of course
different principles, arrived at not less hurriedly and
enthusiastically.

Now comes an important aspect of the Socratic
dialogue. Up to this moment we havetalked about this
in a very cool analytical way, as a matter of pure
thinking. We start from common experience and
judgement and we analyze a more or less general
principle out of it.It is all so intellectual! But things are
different in the actual practice of the Socratic dialogue.
They were already different inSocrates' time— people
got excited, they got angry, they got elated. As you
know, Socrates was killed by the government. But he
was not killed just because he was an egghead who
asked uncomfortable questions. Intellectualistic egg¬
heads don't generally get themselves executed. Socra¬
tes awoke very powerful emotions; and our own So¬
cratic dialogue should do so too. If it doesn't, then we
can be sure there is something wrong inthe way we are
doing it.Yet what are those emotions and what do they
mean?

Let me put it this way. Analysis of the kind we do
in a Socratic dialogue is in part an intellectual process,
it is an exercise in clear thinking. As such it might in
principle be something a computer might do for us.
Just imagine: we feed our experience, as expressed in
our judgements and our examples, into the machine,
we wait patiently a little bit, the computer makes
funny noises, a little notice appears on the screen,
"Please wait a minute, Iam processing the informa¬
tion", and then the results of the philosophical analy¬
sis are spit out at the other end, viz. the principle that
can be derived from the experience and the judge¬
ments and the examples. We stand amazed and con¬
template the printout. So that's it— and what do we do
now? what do we do with this beautiful principle?
Well, it doesn't really mean anything to us, does it?
Let's suppose the computer is so incredibly wellprogrammed that every time we fed an example intoit,
out comes Kant's Moral Law. So what? We are sup¬
posed to believe it? Idon't think this is likely to
happen. On the contrary, Ithink that, as each step in
our analysis is carried out, we are not only thinking
butfeeling our way to the principle. And it is this notonly-thinking-but-feeling which is so incredibly im¬
portant for the Socratic dialogue and for CP. How is
that?

Well, in traditional CP a distinction used to be
made between abstraction and deduction. These labels
are unimportant. The important thing is the distinc¬
tion as such. "Abstraction" is what Ihave been calling
analysis, which is a matter of clear thinking. It was
called "abstraction" because analysis is a procedure
by which you go from the more concrete to the more
abstract. But the Founding Parents of CP thought this
procedure came to an end at some point, and then you
were able to formulate the principle, in the last in¬
stance the Moral Law (as suggested above, this was
the be-all and end-all of abstraction). But they recog¬
nized this was only part of the task, in fact the intellec¬
tual part. Why do Isay the intellectual part? Well,
because all Ihave done is thinking. My thinking has
produced an abstract principle. If my thinking (my
analysis, my abstraction) was done correctly, then that
abstract principle is the principle that underlies my
ordinary experience and judgement. But as much as I
canfeel in the concrete case given inmy experience and
expressed in my judgement, Ican only think about the
abstract principle.So a new procedure isneeded to see
whether the abstract principle has reality for me, re¬
sponds to something deep within me, in one word is
a basic human capacity that Ipossess. This can only be
done by going inside myself by a kind of deep intro¬
spection, a kind of mental skuba-diving as it were.
This deep introspection, this mental skuba-diving, is
precisely what the Founding Parents called deduction.
Incidentally, it was called deduction, because in the
18th century "deduction" was the name given to the
kind of reasoning by which the judge decided under
what general law the particular case being tried in his
court was to be subsumed. The verdict was based
upon "deduction". This reasoning, this deduction, is
particularly important in tribunals because, as you
well know, the laws cannot always be clearly applied
to the particular cases, in fact they sometimes contradict
each other. So a particular sensitivity has to be devel¬
oped to judge any given case. It is this sensitivity
which a good judge exercises in "deduction". And so
a form of deduction was badly needed in CP to com¬
plement the analysis or "abstraction". And since de¬
duction in CP was a kind of introspection, and intro¬
spection was in those times more or less identical with
psychology, then the Founding Parents concluded
that deduction was a psychological business.
But let's forget about that for a moment. The
Founding Parents had a particular idea about how
these complementary operations of abstraction and
deduction were to be carried out. They were to be
carried out separately and they were to be carried out
privately, i.e. one after the other and in the head of a
solitary thinker. Big, strong, beautiful books were
written about the operations in which both they and
their results were carefully described. But then
something happened. One of those FoundingParents,
Leonard Nelson, after having written one of those big
books suddenly stumbled upon the Socratic dialogue,
he somehow came to re-invent or re-discover it. Buthe

was so pre-occupied with developing the theoretical
consequences of CP for politics and education (those
were very difficult times, especially in Germany) and
so engaged in the practical work involved in realizing

Now many traditions of spiritual exercise are simi¬
lar to Descartes' meditations or Kant's deduction, in
that they have to be carried out by oneself— "alone
with your own soul" as it were. But other traditions
demand for the meditation to be carried out in com¬
pany with others. And there is of course the possibility
that one does both, that one goes from a solitary
exercise to a collective one. Anyway, when critical
philosophers rediscovered the Socratic dialogue, they
faced an ancient kind of spiritual exercise, an ancient
methodof meditationwhich cannot bedone insolitary
isolationbut has to take place inthe company of others
and together with them. Ibelieve the Socratic dialogue
is in fact an essential part of CP because it introduces
a new dimension to it. Before the rediscovery of the
Socratic dialogue, CP was a matter of first-person
psychology (in the form of abstraction and deduction
by a solitary thinker). Ihave suggested before that this
can and should be complemented by third-person
psychology (in the form of the objective, empirical
study of the mind, both at the individual and at the
social level). But the second-person level which is
introduced by the discipline of the Socratic dialogue
not only rounds it all up but is perhaps tire timeliest of
all in this day and age in which understanding the
multiplicity of values, recognizing multiculturalism,
and learning to live globally is absolutely basic for the
survival of humankind.

those theoretical consequences that he didn't have
time to think what changes (if any) the rediscovery of
the Socratic dialogue implied for the conception of the
criticalmethod. Although Icannot develop my idea of
those changes here, Ithink that what happens is simply
that we must give up the idea that abstraction and
deduction (to use the old terms) can be separated, at
least when they are carried out in the shared experi¬
ence of thinking which constitutes the Socratic dia¬
logue. Ithink that in a Socratic dialogue each analytic
step in abstraction has to be immediately "deduced",
i.e. deeply felt as part of our psychological make-up.
Otherwise the Socratic dialogue is not genuine but
only a kind of mental gymnastics. Another question is,
of course, whether they can be kept separate when the
critical method is followed by a single philosopher in
solitary work; and whether this solitary work is still
indispensable. Although Ithink it is, Idon't want to go
into that now. It is irrelevant for our concern here,
which isthe linkbetweenCP and the Socratic dialogue.

Isaid before that what the Founding Parents called
deduction was a kind of deep introspection, a kind of
mental skuba-diving, and that is why they identified
it with psychology—psychology being then the "sci¬
ence of introspection". Now Ihappen to think that
psychology as a science certainly needs introspection
but it also needs observation from the outside. Enor¬
mous progress has been made both in individual and
in social psychology by adopting the stance of an
outside observer in order to study themind.And Ialso
happen to think that this kindof third-person psychol¬
ogy is absolutely essential for the progress of CP. But
again, Iam not going into that. Anyway, the deep
introspection which was deemed to be essential to CP
by the Founding Parents is a peculiar kind of experi¬
ence; in fact, it is nothing else than a spiritual exercise,
of a kind with other sorts of spiritual exercise which
havebeeninvented or discovered in several traditions
all over the world (Shamanism, Hinduism,Buddhism,
Taoism, Zen, Shintoism, Stoicism, Christianity,
Judaism, Islam, and so on). Some of those traditions
were religious, some were just philosophical, and
some may beconsidered a combination of religion and
philosophy. Anyway, inmodernEuropeanphilosophy
(to which CP historically belongs), a new brand of
spiritual exercise made its first dramatic appearance
in the form of Descartes' so-called Meditations in First
Philosophy or Metaphysical Meditations. Thesehavevery
often been taken to be just a bunch of arguments that
can be cool-headedly discussed in a philosophical
seminar or a journal article. But they are much more
than that— they are, as Isaid, real spiritual exercises
which have to be not only intellectually thought out
but also emotionally lived through.20 And Ithink Kant's
deduction is of the very same sort.

To finish: the Socratic dialogue, like all spiritual
exercises, has to be done in earnest because it is sup¬
posed to have an effect on our lives. In this the Socratic
dialogue is completely different from a philosophical
seminar where you can be argumentative and bril¬
liant, and then go home and keep living in the same
way. But Socrates said that his examination was not of
words but of lives, and that no one should be able to
return home from a Socratic dialogue as if nothinghad
happened. This is of course the risk of any kind of
spiritual exercise.

****
1

A short historicalremark: the order in which Iam citing
the ideals of the French Revolution (liberie,egalite,fra ternite)
is not only the original one, but also corresponds closely to
the temporal order in which they have been succesively
understoodand realized,albeit imperfectly. Liberty (political
freedom) was under the historical circumstances the most
obvious and is stillthe leastcontroversial ideal of the French
triad (although socialist thinking has always tried to re¬
interpret it against liberalism by means of the conceptual

distinction betweenformal and real freedom, where "real"
means "economic"). Equality is much less well understood
or actually (i.e. politically and economically) realized; clas¬
sical liberalism has understood it (and sometimes still un¬
derstands it) as "equality before the law", but this was
predictably criticized by classical socialists and anarchists,
who, once again, considered it to be too formal and not
enough real (i.e. economic). This controversy has even had
a certain effect on the international declaration of human
rights in our own century (cf. concepts like "the right to
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work")- The concept of fraternite, literally "brotherhood",
contains an obvious male bias, which was curiously enough
not an obstacle to the limited male-female equality achieved
in post-revolutionary France: the immediate realization of
fraternite was citizenship or citizenhood as applied to both
citoyens and citoyennes. Anyway, the concept has had a
complex history: it re-incarnated as republicanism e.g. in the
early history of United States, as community in the first so¬
cialist and anarchist movements (as well as in today's
"communitarianism") and finally as solidarity in the work¬
er's movement, whether socialist or communist, or again
anti-socialist and anti-communist. Although Iprefer the
expression "solidarity" to the other two (which are none¬
theless admirable in their own ways), Iam also painfully
aware of how little we really understand the ideal in ques¬
tion and how muchwork we stillhave to do in order to come
to terms with it, not least in CP.

"feedback integrationism" in this context. The idea is simply
that if philosophy is supposed to do research into the most
fundamental questions ("principles" or rather "basic human
capacities"), then it is, at least in a modestly relative sense,
before science, so that scientific results must effectively be fed
back into philosophy and, if needs be, correct philosophical
concepts and propositions. It goes without saying that CP
doesn't agree with everything naturalistic philosophers are
saying, even if a critical philosopher should listen to what
they say.
8

It is only honest to admit right here that Iam going
beyond the traditional view of CP as set forth, say, by
Leonard Nelson,whoonlyspeaksaboutpsychological factual

knowledge as relevant to the concerns of CP. But CP is not
and cannot be a static enterprise: to continue and develop a
tradition often means to alter it.

2

9

In the case of ethics, a short description would be: CP
is committed to science because it wants to be realistic. There
is no point in propounding high ethicalvalues if no human
being (or group) would ever actually be able to realize them
in this world.

Philosophers have sometimes analyzed not concepts
but "words" and not arguments but "texts" or "discourses".
This is a perpetual temptation that can be found already in
Ancient Greek Philosophy but has become really virulent
only in our own century (both within and without the
"linguistic turn" of so-called "analytical philosophy").
However difficult the temptation has been,therehave always
been other philosophers who bravely fought against it. In
fact, it is a fight that can happen at any moment in a Socratic

If we use the same imagery which underliesthe proposed
label of "feedback integrationism", we can here talk of
"feedforward integrationism":theinput of philosophy would
not only be descriptive (making explicit the tacit presuppo¬
sitions of science) but also prescriptive or normative. As such,
it has, or rather should have, a real effect on the ordinary
practice of science. This has always been a leitmotif in the
critical tradition; curiouslyenough, however, it was reduced
to the big political questions and was not really applied to
the smaller questions of everyday life. (A feature, by the
way, which CP shares with all political philosophy before
feminism started making a few dents on it.) Thus, a strange
picture emerges in which a kind of psychology is more or
less naively used to ground political philosophy. Why not
the other way around, e.g. why not use social science criti¬

dialogue.

cally to ground applied psychology?

3

4

10

This fact is complicated by another fact, viz. that the

In other versions people are considered to be just
animalsand the practical consequences are slightly different
but no less objectionable.

littleword"critical" has come tobea term of almost unlimited
approval, particularly in the 20th century (and as the result
of what is nowadays called "the project of Enlightenment",
initiated over two centuries ago), so everyone nowadays
wants to be "critical" (and they want to beconsidered so and
even to be called so), yet at the same time some philosophers
wouldn't accept all Four Commitments.

11

1 mean people like Hilary Putnam, David Lewis or
Donald Davidson. Yet even Richard Rorty— a philosopher
who says that philosophy, like literature, can only have the
unity given to it by university structure, and that the best
philosophy is just what the most interesting people working
in philosophy departments (themselves variegated and
rather accidental institutions) are doing even Rorty, of all
people, can by now be seen as comfortably settling down
with a pretty well-rounded philosophical system.

5

In order better to understand CP's obsession with
individual psychology we should not forget that social
psychology was being invented at about the same time as
Leonard Nelson died, and that the particular scientific de¬
velopment (viz. game theory) which more than any other
was to revolutionize social science was created 20 years after
Nelson's death.

—

12

Incidentally,the situation has dramatically changed in

our own century: on the one hand, we have witnessed and

shall still witness major changes in legislation and judicial
practice regarding retribution (the range of "extenuating
circumstances" has been considerably enlarged), and on the
other hand the concept of legitimacy (and the concomitant
notion of civil obedience) has been and will continue to be
powerfully contested.

6

Physical knowledge? Yes, in fact large parts of Kant's
Critique of pure reason (which deals with theoretical knowl¬
edge, and particularly with theoretical physics) must be
completely revised in the light of the enormous progress
attained by 20th-century physics (Nelson was very sad
about it but there was no denying of the fact). By the way, I
don't mention mathematical knowledge in the above context

13

A useful slogan Kant uses time and again is: "ought

implies can", i.e. if Isee that Iought to do something, then i

because from the standpoint of CP mathematics is not just
some other kind of theoretical knowledge, side by side with
physics or biology, but rather a necessary element of all
theoretical knowledge.

must be able to do so. A wonderful quotation from a stu¬
dent's manuscript taken from one of Kant's oral lectures
reads: "Ethics is the science of the Good; if there were no
ethics and no Good, then the idea of freedom would be
superfluous. But then reason itself would be superfluous
too. For reason exists only for the sake of ethics." NB: Kant
is sometimes misrepresented as wanting to prove the valid¬
ity of the Moral Law, but the most we can say is that he

7Instead of "naturalisation" the word "integrationism"
may be preferred. For reasons which will soon become
apparent (see note 9) Iwould even want to talk about
40

wanted to prove the objective reality of freewill, viz. by
means of the Moral Law. Anyway, the big philosophical
problem is what "proof" means here. Ishall come back to
that in the second paper
14

You may want to know now how, if at all, is the
philosophical notion of freedom (freewill) connected to the
political notion (liberty). The connection is not very straight¬
forward, but the followingbrief remarksmay help. Inmodern
liberal societies individual freedom is associated with "do¬
ingwhat you want"; even the most basic of political liberties,
viz. voting in an election, is ordinarily interpreted as
"choosing the candidate you want" which is a particular
case of "doing what you want". The problem is here with the

expression "what you want": if it refers to mere likes and
dislikes (say "Ijust like John Major's face"), then this would
be a clearcut case of unfreedom in Kant's sense. For liking
and disliking is a natural inclination; in following our likes
and dislikes we are the "slaves of our natures". The less you
are guidedby them, the freer you are, or so Kant argued. As
against this, "what you want" may mean "what you choose
all things considered and using your reason, and most
particularly following the Moral Law".This would be free¬
dom in Kant's sense and, as you can see, whilst perfectly
compatible with our political liberties it gives them a par¬
ticular twist. On the other hand, restrictions on political lib¬
erty, i.e. political unfreedom, would be allowed by Kant
only on the strength of the Moral Law.
15

The individual reasoning is here: "Why should I
improve the workers' conditions if they will save the day
anyway?" It is in this sense a variation of the free-rider

problem.
16

Are fundamentalists (and neo-Nazis) free riders of
liberal systems?
17
This classical distinction should not be confused with
Popper's distinction between "open" and "closed" societies,
although it probably derives from it. Closed (also called
traditional) societies may certainly share (a lot of) common
values but they don't have to share a common goal. Con¬
versely, organizations may certainly share a common goal
but they don't have to share common values.
18

By the way, what people believe turns out very soon
people believe they believe which is very
far from being what they really believe. But let's keep it
simple for the time being.
to be just what

—

19

One should mention here Rawl's contribution to the
criticalmethod as inspired by Goodman's idea of "reflective

equilibrium" betweenjudgments and principles. Maybe the
importance of abstract principles should not be overlooked
by the emphasis on judgments. On the other hand, it is the
closeness of judgments to practice which makes it vastly
more important for my "philosophy of values" than the
proneness to abuse which is such a basic feature of princi¬

ples.
20

The point is of course not whether by following
Descartes' careful instructions you will arrive at his results.
You will or will not as the case may be, but the point is that
if you just discuss his arguments and do not follow the
instructions, then you are not just meditating. The same is
true of the Socratic dialogue.
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Introduction

Nelson's essay is that Socratic dialogues can be more
than just a literary fiction; that people can actually
engage in conversations of the kind Socrates invented
twenty-five hundred years ago in Athens; and that it
can be as great a thing as it was when it was first
devised and practised by Socrates and his fellowcitizens, a long time before it was fictionalised, i.e.
converted intosomething you enjoy reading but would
never dream of actually doing.

Twenty-five hundred years ago a humble stonemason
living in a small town of a few thousand souls, in¬
vented a wholly new way for people to engage in
conversation. The stonesmason's name was Socrates
and hence his invention has been known ever since as
the Socratic dialogue. Socrates had apparently no
particular name for it; and the expression 'Socratic
dialogue', as far as we can say, was actually intro¬
duced into common usage not to describe what Socra¬
tes did in the streets of Athens but as a conventional
label for anew kind of drama or play featuring a funny
character. The character, called 'Socrates', typically
engaged in what is by all accounts a peculiar kind of
conversation with other characters. The emergence of
'Socratic dialogues' in that sense is one of the reasons
why most people tend to think of a Socratic dialogue
as fiction not reality. However, the main message of

Conversation, talking to each other, chatting away -

this is probably the activity which occupies most
waking hours of most human beings. It is both a
necessity and in general an agreeable thing to do. A
whole branch of social science does itsresearch on the
assumption that social life is not only absolutely de¬
pendent on conversations but actually constructed
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out of them. Be that as it may, we know that conversa¬
tions come in many kinds. Some of them may be
natural in that recognisable specimens can be found in

you. It just has to be experienced. But make no mis¬
take; it isn't easy and isn't always comfortable. It calls
for tenacity, discipline, patience, humour, and intelli¬
gence. It is hard work. The main thing is to listen, to
listen to other people and to listen to yourself. And
when you listen to others, then you have to listen not
just and not primarily in order to know whether they
have understood you, but first and mainly in order to
know whether you have understoodthem. In that way
you will enable them to listen to themselves; and if
everything goes the way it should, then what you have
done unto them they will do unto you, they will be
listening to you in order to to know whether they have
understood you, and so they will enable you to listen
to yourself. Not your ego, not your reputation, not
your erudition. Just yourself. The Socratic work is a
work of cooperation, a way of thinking together, of
growing together.

all cultures, yet there are also other kinds which seem
to be peculiar to only some ways of life,some societies,
some traditions. Thus to have something like a 'dis¬
cussion over a beer', a 'teatime chat' a 'pub argument',
or a 'polite conversation', you need to be a member of
a certain tribe, so to speak. Yet traditional ways of
talking share a feature with natural ways, if indeed
there are natural ways, viz. that nobody in particular
can be made responsible for them, no nameable indi¬
vidual can be said to have devised them, either for
better or for worse. One of the very few 'methods' of
conversation which are thus traceable to a particular
person is the Socratic dialogue. There is certainly
nothing like it in nature; and, albeit it is a cultural
product, it is not anonymous like most cultural prod¬
ucts. It bears the personal stamp of that humble
stonemason who was born in Athens, lived in Athens
and died in Athens.

Just yourself, Isay. For the main assumption behind a

Socratic dialogue, the philosophicalbottomline,is that
deep inside ourselves we have knowledge about the
most important things which should concern human
beings,namely how we ought to live. Sure enough, it
is a most peculiar kind of knowledge, calling for a
peculiar kindof conversation. But knowledge it is, not
just belief or conviction or persuasion or ideology. All
these things do exist; yet they are allbarriers to knowl¬
edge.They project shadows on our most vital concerns;
they obscure the issues; they obstruct the view. Insum,
they don't let us think for ourselves. All sorts of voices
talk within us, the thousand voices of indoctrination
and convention and dogma, the thousand voices of
prestige and complacency and fear of other people's
opinion of us. Which is why, in a Socratic dialogue,
nobody can be given a voice if not present in the
dialogue, nothing can be discussed if there is not at
least one person who actually stands behind it. It is a
big assumption. Some people may find it unreasonable.
My answer to them; don't judge before trying it. That
way lies dogmatism.

Also, like most cultural products, the Socratic dia¬
logue has evolved. Even if we cannot say so with any
certainty, it probably started to evolve already in the
hand of its inventor as he practised it over the years.
This may be part of the explanation of the fact that the
Greek dramatic pieces called 'Socratic dialogues' pro¬
duced such different portrayals of the method as we
find in Plato, Xenophon, Aristophanes, and others.
Due to these differences, scholars havebeen trying to
find out who the real Socrates was; and a mighty
dispute among the pundits has emerged which
promises never to finish. However, at least from a
practicalpoint of view, it is vastly more interesting to
recover the Socratic dialogue itself, which we cannot
do if we don't dare to engage in actual conversation
alongroughly Socratic lines. Some archaeologists have
discovered the techniques for building Stone Age
artefacts by actually building them. This involves
some trial and error for sure; but there is no substitute
for it. Similarly, our best chance to see what Socrates
was about is to actually talk to eachother in the way he
devised. Our evidence for that is scarce and partly
contradictory; so be it. We may have to use trial and
error procedures; so be it. The conversations we en¬
gage inby trying to follow his example may change as
a consequence; so be it.The fruits we collect arejust too
precious, the promise of more and better just too
alluring, the philosophical lessons we learn just too
powerful and profound. And it is anyway in the
nature of all human inventions not to stay put, but to
invite constant reform and elaboration.

There is, of course, another assumption behind the
practice of Socratic dialogue, one which is in a sense
even more basic. Namely, that it is worth our while to
talk about the most important things, to use Socrates'
expression, i.e. how we ought to live. This assumption
is totally against the 'spirit of the times'. Most people,
in some way or another, take a rather relativistic view
with respect to the most important things. They tend to
believe that nobody can know the truth about these
things, and even that there is no truth to be known
about these things. Iunderstand that; and Iin some
degree share the attitude. Weneed tolerance; therehas
been far too much dogmatism and imposition in the
history of humankind, within human groups of what¬
ever size and structure as well as among such groups.
Conquest, burning, judgement, condemnation, and
censorshiphave always been with us, oppressing and
destroying whole peoples and cultures. In so far as

The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Quite inde¬
pendently of the fact that practising the Socratic dia¬
logue may help to recover what was unquestionably a
great cultural invention, it has enormous value in
itself, as anybody can witness who has tried. It is
useless to try to describe what it is or what it does to
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relativism is a protest against such horrors, it can only
do good. Philosphers have argued that it is theoreti¬
cally bankrupt, because it is inconsistent. The argu¬
ment is surely correct, but also, to me at least, com¬
pletely uninteresting. So Iam going to brandish it here.
What concerns me, however, is that the practical
usefulness of relativism is quite limited, for it only
helps us as long as we are not involved in a practical
situation in which there is disagreement on what is
good or what one ought to do.

pedagogic technique in university seminars in interwar Germany. Afterwards Nelson came to use it
outside of college both with adults in political or¬
ganisations and with children in school life. When
Nelson died shortly before the Nazis came to power,
his followers continued to practise the Socratic dialogue
both in Germany and in the countries where they
became political refugees. In the postwar period, the
Socratic work has steadily grown and nowadays it is
dearly appreciated activity in which hundreds of
people have engaged and keep engaging, year after
year, in Germany, in the Netherlands, and more re¬
cently in Britain. It is most emphatically not a fiction.
What ahumble stonemason initiatedinAthens twentyfive hundred years ago is still going strong at the end
of the millennium. The torch has been passed on.

In practical situations you are just not considering the
options, viewing it all from the outside, from what we
may call the third-person perspective (the actors be¬
ing, for you, a 'he', 'she;' or 'them'). In practical situa¬
tions you are not just an observer but an actor, you
have to do something, you are interested in the out¬
come, and often in one outcome in particular. You
have a first-person perspective (the actor being, for
you, not a 'he' or 'she'but an 'I'). Relativism is of no help
at allhere.What dialogue does for you is to convert the
solitary first-person perspective into a second-person
one, thus increasing the power of thinking. Here the
actor in the practical situation becomes a 'thou' or
'you', with whom you can talk. But in order to do that,
you have to assume that it is worth your while to talk,
to engage inconversation; andtheother people equally
involved in practical situations also have to assume
that. And this is where relativism can become quite
perverse; from being a force for the good (in the shape
of tolerance) it comes to be an obstacle to dialogue. If
everything is relative and everyone is entitled to their
own opinion, because after allthere are only opinions,
then why should we bother to talk or to listen? What
one cannot talk about, thereof one must be silent - as
one philosopher famously (or infamously) put it.Well,
the practice of Socratic dialogue assumes that we can
talk about the most important things; and if we can
talk, then we must talk, for they are the most important
things. Being silent about them is just the thing we
should always avoid, even if Socratic dialogue some¬
times brings you to the point where words actually fail
you. It is all a matter of keeping the conversation alive
possibly our only guarantee against violence.

Fernando Leal

Guadalajara (Mexico), 5 December 1997

-

It may be that, in spite of the fact that Socratic dia¬
logues have traditionally been considered fictions,
there have always been people who actually tried to
practise them one way or the other. But as far as Ican
tell, the German philosopher Leonard Nelson was the
first to do it in an thoroughly public and systematic
way. He thought of Socratic dialogue as a unique way
to learn to philosophise, an antidote and even a politi¬
cal weapon against dogmatism, and a royal path to
ethical truth; and he institutionalised it in such a way
that his students and political associates could work
on it, allowing for interesting modifications and ad¬
ditions. As Nelson describes it in the essay you are
about to read, the Socratic dialogue was first used as a
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THE SOCRATIC METHOD*
Leonard Nelson

As a faithful disciple of Socrates arid of his great
successor Plato, Ifind it rather difficult to justify my
acceptance of your invitation to talk to you about the
Socratic method. You know the Socratic method as a
method of teaching philosophy. But philosophy is
different from other subjects of instruction; in Plato's
own words: "It does not at all admit of verbal expres¬
sion like other studies, but as a result of continued
application to the subject itself andcommunion there¬
with, it is brought to birth in the soul on a sudden, as
light that is kindled by a leaping spark, and thereafter
it nourishes itself." 1

Weber and how it served to connect that institute with
the astronomical observatory will at least feel inclined
to follow up the history of this invention with greater
reverence. And so Ihope that inpresenting my subject
I, too, may arouse your interest in the significant and,
for all its simplicity, profound method that bears the
name of the Athenian sage to whom we owe its in¬
vention.
A stepchild of philosophy, slighted and rejected,
the Socratic methodhassurvived only inname beside
its more popular older sister, the more insinuating and
more easily manipulated dogmatic method.

Itherefore find myself in a quandary, not unlike
that of a violinist who, when asked how he goes about
playing the violin, can of course demonstrate his art
but cannot explain his technique in abstract terms.

Y ou may perhaps suspect me of a personal inclina¬
tion for the younger of the two sisters. And, indeed, I
freely confess that the longer Ienjoy her company, the
more Iam captivated by her charms; so that it has
become a matter of chivalry with me to lead her back
to life who has been forgotten and pronounced dead,
and to win her here that place of honor hitherto
reserved for the wanton sister who, though dead at
heart, has time and again appeared all decked out.

The Socratic method,then, is the art of teaching not
philosophy but philosophizing, the art not of teaching
about philosophers but of making philosophers of the
students. So, in order to give a true idea of the Socratic
method, Ishould halt my discourse right here and,
instead of lecturing to you, take up with you a philo¬
sophical problem and deal with it according to the
Socratic method. But what did Plato say? "Only con¬
tinued application to the subject itself and commun¬
iontherewith" kindle the light of philosophical cogni¬

Let me add, however - and this much Ihope to
demonstrate to you today - that it is not blind pa rtiality
that actuates me; it is the inner worth of her whose
appearance is so plain that attracts me to her. But, you
say, her sad fate - being disdained by the overwhelm¬
ing majority of philosophers - could not have been
undeserved and it is therefore idle to try to breathe
new life into her by artificial means.

tion.

Despite the short time at my disposal Ishall never¬
theless venture a description of the Socratic method
and attempt through words to bring home to you its
meaning and significance. Ijustify this compromise by
limiting my task, the sole object of my exposition being
to direct your attention to this method of teaching and
thereby to promote an appreciation of it.

Inreply Ishall not resort to the general proposition
that history shows no pre-established harmony be¬
tween merit and success, for, indeed, the success or
failure of a method as a means to an end is a very real
test of its value.

A person who knows no more about the Grand
Inquisitor's speech inDostoevsky'snovel,The Brothers
Karamazov, than that it is a most magnificent discus¬
sion of a fundamental ethical problem, knows little
enough about it; yet that little will make him more
disposed to read the speech attentively. Similarly,
whoever looks at the memorial tablet here in the
former Physics Institute (Gottingen) that tells of the
first electric telegraph invented by Gauss and Wilhelm

However, a fair judgment requires consideration
of a preliminary question, namely, whether a particu¬
lar science is so far advanced that the solution of its
problems is sought in a prescribed way; in other
words, whether generally valid methods are recog¬
nized in it.
In mathematics and in the natural sciences based
on it this question of method was long ago decided
affirmatively. There is not a mathematicianwho is not
familiar with and who does not employ the progres-

• A lecture, "Die sokralische Melhode," delivered on December 11, 1922,
before the Pedagogic Society of Gottingen. Published in Abhtmdlungen tier
Fries'schen Schule, V (Gottingen, 1929), No. 1.
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attention that we must not be surprised that the de¬
voted efforts of a few men to satisfy this interest have
proved invain. True, the lifelong work of Socrates and

sive method. All serious research in the natural sci¬
ences makes use of the inductive method. In fact,
method enjoys in these sciences a recognition so un¬
challenged and matter of course that the students
following its guidance are often hardly conscious of
the assured course of their researches. All dispute
about methods here turns exclusively on their reli¬
ability and fruitfulness. If, in this field, a method is
dropped or retains merely a historic interest, the pre¬
sumption is justified that it can offer nothing more to

of Kant in the service of this methodological task has
earned immeasurablehistorical glory. But, as far as its
revolutionary significance for the establishment of
philosophy as a science is concerned, it has remained
sterile and ineffectual.
Twice in its history there was some prospect of
getting philosophy out of its groping stage and onto
the certain pathof science. The ancient world punished
the first courageous attempt with death; Socrates was
condemned as a corrupter of youth. Themodernworld
disdains to execute the heretic. It has passed sentence
by "going beyond" Kant - to let Windelband speak
once more. 3

research.
It is quite otherwise, however, in a science where
everyone still claims the right to make his own laws
and rules,where methodological directives are evalu¬
ated ab initio as temporally or individually condi¬
tioned, subject only to historical appraisal. With luck
one method may find favor and for a time determine
the direction of future work. But in such a science
errors, concomitants of every scientific achievement,
do not inspire efforts in the already established di¬
rection to correct the defects; errors here are looked
upon as faults of construction and must give way to
entirely new structures, which in their turn all too
soon meet the same fate.

But there is no need for labored interpretation to

appreciate the significance of these two men. They
themselves stressed the meaning of their endeavors,
explicitly and unceasingly. As everyone knows, Soc¬
rates constructed no system. Time and again he ad¬
mittedhis not knowing. He met every assertion with
an invitation to seek the ground of its truth. As the
Apology shows, he "questioned and examined and
What passes for philosophical science is still in this
cross examined"4 his fellow citizens, not to convey a
this
truth to them in the manner of an instructor but
of
new
In
I
judgment
youthful stage
development.
have the support of Windelband, the renownedhisto¬
only to point out the path along which it might be
found.
rian of philosophy. He tells us that "even among the
philosophers who claim a special method for their
His ethical doctrine, in so far as this designation is
science" - andby no means all philosophers make such
the
least
is
not
a claim - "there
appropriate to his inquiries, is based on the proposi¬
agreement concerning
2
tion
that virtue can be taught, or, to put it in more
this 'philosophical method.'"
precise terms, that ethics is a science. He did not
the
more
in
This conclusion appears
depressing
develop this science because the initial question, How
of
admission
that
is
do Igainknowledge about virtue? continued to absorb
to
it
view his previous
impossible
for
criterion
the
He held fast to this initial question. He accepted
even
a
constant
him.
very subject
establish
the absence of fruitful results with composure, with¬
matter of philosophy.
out a trace of skepticism as to the soundness of his
method, unshakable in the conviction that with his
In view of this, one wonders what such philoso¬
phers really think of their science. At any rate, in this
question he was, in spite of everything, on the only
whether
the
disesteem
the
left
is
anarchy
right road.
open
question
into which a philosophical theory falls in itself proves
All subsequent philosophy, with the sole exception
that the theory is scientifically worthless. For how can
of Plato, stands helpless before that memorable fact.
we expect to judge the scientific value or lack of value
Plato took over and adhered to the method of Socrates,
of a philosophical achievement when generally valid
do
even after his own researches had carried him far
criteria for passing judgment
not exist?
beyond the results reached by his master. He adopted
the
results
made
of
it with all its imperfections. He failed to eliminate its
Now, it is not that the diversity
a
to
weaknesses and inflexibilities, surely not because of
set up systematic
it difficult for philosophers
the
the
for the memory of histeacher butbecausehe
On
science.
reverence
guide to their
contrary,
great
truthshavebeen
the
the
could
overcome these defects. Like Socrates, he
from
not
beginning
philosophical
then,
all
the
thinkers.
of
was
Here,
common property
guided by a feeling for truth. Having dealt so
great
a common starting point was provided. But the verifi¬
boldly with the content of the Socratic philosophy that
rules
to
cation of these results according unequivocal
philosophical philologists are still quarreling about
formu¬
arbitrariness
and
the
what
is Socratic in Plato's doctrine and what Platonic,
even
mere
that preclude
lation of the pertinent methodological task with defihe turned this boldness into homageby putting allhis
own discoveries into the mouth of his great teacher.
niteness and precision, both these tasks in the general
But he paid Socrates even greater homage by clothing
interest of philosophy have thus far been given so little
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these discoveries in the uneven, often dragging, often
digressive form of the Socratic dialogue, burdening
his own teachings with his teacher's faults. In this
manner, of course, he safeguarded the yet unmined
treasure and thus gave posterity the opportunity of
taking possession of it anew and of developing its
riches.

and critical philosophizing of the Kantian period.
Such fragments of Kar.t's results as were transplanted
to this aliensoilcould not thrive there and maintained
only an artificial existence, thanks to a fancy for the
history of philosophy that displaced philosophy itself.

Why is it, asked Kant, that nothing is being done to
prevent the "scandal" which, "sooner or later, is sure
to become obvious even to the masses, as the result of
the disputes in which metaphysicians . . . without
critique inevitably become involved." 9

But in vain. Today, after two thousand years,
opinion on Socrates is more uncertainandmoredivided
than ever. Over against the judgment of an expert like
Joel, that Socrates was "the first and perhaps the last
quite genuine, quite pure philosopher," 5 there is
Heinrich Maier's statement "that Socrates has been
labeled as what he quite certainly was not, a philoso¬
pher." 6

It is manifestly the aim of every science to verify its
judgments by reducing them to more general propo¬
sitions, which themselves must be made certain. We
can then proceed from these principles to the erection
of the scientific system through logical inference.
However difficult this may be in its details, in its
essence it is accomplished in all sciences by the same
method, that of progressive reasoning. The meth¬
odological problems are encountered in every science
where the regress from the particular to the general
has to be accomplished, where the task is to secure the
most fundamental propositions, the most general
principles.

This difference of opinion has its roots in the in¬
adequacy of the criticism, which still exercises its
ingenuity on the conclusion of Socrates' philosophy.
But as these conclusions were handed down only
indirectly and perhaps were never even given definite
form by Socrates, they remain exposed to the most
contradictory interpretations. Where criticism touches
on the method, it either praises trivialities or assigns
tine value of the Socratic method exclusively to the
personality of Socrates as shown in the opinion voiced
by Wilamowitz in his Plato: "The Socratic method
without Socrates is no more than a pedagogy that,
aping how some inspired spiritual leader clears his
throat and spits, bottles his alleged method and then
imagines it is dispensing the water of life" 7

The brilliant development of the science of math¬
ematics and its universally acknowledged advance
are explained by the fact that its principles - ignoring
for the moment the problems of axiomatics - are easily
grasped by the consciousness. They are intuitively
clear and thus completely evident, so evident that, as
Hilbert recently remarked on this same platform,
mathematical comprehension can be forced on every¬
one. Themathematiciandoes not even have to perform
the laborious regress to these principles. He is free to
start from arbitrarily formed concepts and go on
confidently to propositions; in short, he can immedi¬
ately proceed systematically, and in this sense dog¬
matically. He can do so because the fact that his
concepts lendthemselves to construction is a criterion
of their reality, a sure indication that his theory does
not deal with mere fictions.

If Socrates' philosophy, lively as it was and rooted
in concrete problems, found no emulators, it is little
wonder then that the truth content of Kant's far more
abstract methodological investigations failed to be
understood and adopted - except by those few who
comprehended his doctrine and developed it further,
but who intheir turn were pushed completely intothe
backgroundby the irresistible Zeitgeist andpassed over
by history. The preconditions were lacking for the
realization that Kant's critical method was the re¬
sumption of Socratic-Platonic philosophizing, and for
the acceptance of the Critique of Pure Reason as a
"treatise on the method," which its author, according
to his own words, intended it to be. 8

The naturalsciences, on their part,do not enjoy this
advantage. The laws underlying natural phenomena
can beuncoveredonly by induction. Butsinceinduction
proceeds from the observation of facts, from which
accidentalelements are eliminated by experimentation;
since, moreover, all events in space and in time are
susceptible of mathematical calculation; and, finally,
since the theoretical generalizations obtained are, as
empirical propositions, subject to check by confirma¬
tory or contradictory experience, the natural sciences
have, in close relation to mathematics, likewise
achieved the ascent to the scientific level. Where this
claim is still contested, as inbiology, the metaphysical
premises within the inductive science are involved.
There, to be sure, we find at once the confusion that is
encountered whenever we pass into the realm of phi¬
losophy.

In addition to this treatise on method, Kant pro¬
duced a system. He enriched the broad domain of
philosophy with an abundance of fruitful results. It
was these resultsthat becamethe subject of controversy;
but the hope of a satisfactory settlement was bound to
remain illusory as long as no attempt was made to
retrace the creative path by which Kant had reached
hisconclusions. Dogmatismremained dominant,more
triumphant than ever in the erection of arbitrary sys¬
tems that vied with one another in bizarreness and
estranged public interest altogether from the sober
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Philosophy does not rest on principles that are selfevident truths. On the contrary, its principles are the
focus of obscurity,uncertainty, and controversy. There
is unanimity only with respect to the concrete applica¬
tion of these principles. But the moment we try to
disregard the particular instance of application and to
isolate the principles from experience, that is,if we try
to formulate them in pure abstraction, then our search
gets lost in metaphysical darkness unless we illumi¬
nate our way by the artificial light of a method.
Under these circumstances one would expect to
find interest in the problem of method nowhere so
great as among philosophers. It should be noted,
however, that the consideration just put forward itself
depends on a methodological point of view. It raises,
in advance of any philosophical speculation proper,
the question of the nature of philosophical cognition;
and it is only through this preliminary question that
light is shed on the real content of the problems
besetting philosophy.

Let us pause here a moment and take a closer look
at the concept of the method with which we are
concerned. What, precisely, is meant by a method that
subjects the thinking of philosophers to its rules?
Obviously, it is something other than just the rules of
logical thinking. Obedience to the laws of logic is an
indispensable preconditionof any science. Theessential
factor distinguishing a method of philosophy can
therefore not be found in the fact that it avails itself of
logic. That would too narrowly circumscribe the
function devolving on it. On the other hand, the de¬
mands made on method must not go too far, nor
should the impossible be expected of it, namely, the
creative increase of philosophical knowledge.
The function to be performed by the philosophical
method is nothing other than making secure the con¬
templated regress to principles, for without the
guidance of method, such a regress would be merely
a leap in the dark and would leave us where we were
before - prey to the arbitrary.
But how to find the clarity requisite for discovering
such a guide,sincenothing is clear save only judgments
relative to individual instances? For these judgments
the concrete use of our intelligence, as appliedinevery
empirical judgment in science and in daily life, suf¬
fices. Once we go beyond these judgments, how can
we orient ourselves at all? The difficulty that seems to
be present here is resolved upon critical examination
of these empiricaljudgments. Each of them comprises,
in addition to the particular data supplied by observa¬
tion, a cognition hidden in the very form of the judg¬
ment. This cognition however, is not separately per¬
ceived, but by virtue of it we already actually assume

and apply the principle we seek.

To give a commonplace illustration: If we were
here to discuss the meaning of the philosophical con¬
cept of substance, we should most probably become
involved in a hopeless dispute, in which the skeptics
would very likely soon get the best of it. But if, on the
conclusion of our debate, one of the skeptics failed to
find his overcoat beside the door where he had hung
it, he would hardly reconcile himself to the unfortu¬
nate loss of his coat on the ground that it simply
confirmed his philosophical doubt of the permanence
of substance. Like anyone else hunting for a lost object,
the skeptic assumes in the judgment that motiva tes his
search the universal truth that no thing can become
nothing, and thus, without being conscious of the
inconsistency with his doctrine, he employs the meta¬
physical principle of the permanence of substance.

Or, suppose we discussed the universal validity of
the idea of justice. Our discussion would have the
same outcome and once moreseem to favor the skeptic
who denies the universal validity of ethical truths.
When, however, this skeptic reads in his evening
paper that farmers are still holding back grain deliv¬
eries to exploit a favorable market and that bread will
therefore have to be rationed again, he will not readily
be disposed to suppress his indignation on the ground
that there is no common principle of right applicable
to producer and consumer. Like everyone else he
condemns profiteering and thereby demonstrates that
in fact he acknowledges the metaphysical assumption
of equal rights to the satisfaction of interests, regard¬
less of the favorableness or unfavorableness of any
individual's personal situation.

It is the same with all experiential judgments. If we
inquire into the conditions of their possibility, we
come upon more general propositions that constitute
the basis of the particular judgments passed. By
analyzing conceded judgments we go back to their
presuppositions. We operate regressively from the
consequences to the reason. In this regression we
eliminate the accidental facts to which the particular
judgment relates and by this separation bring into
relief the originally obscure assumption that lies at the
bottom of the judgment on the concrete instance. The
regressive method of abstraction, which serves to
disclose philosophical principles, produces no new
knowledge either of facts or of laws. It merely utilizes
reflectionto transform into clear concepts what reposed
in our reason as an original possession andmade itself
obscurely heard in every individual judgment.
Itseems as though this discussion has carried us far
from our real theme, the method of teaching philoso¬
phy. Let us then find the connection. We have dis¬
covered philosophy to be the sum total of those uni¬
versal rational truths that become clear only through
reflection. To philosophize, then, is simply to isolate
these rational truths with our intellect and to express
them in general judgments.

To begin with, it goes without saying that this way
of teaching is full of faults. Every intelligent college
freshman reading Plato's dialogues raisesthe objection
that Socrates, at the most decisive points, engages in
monologues andthat his pupils are scarcely more than
yes men - at times, as Fries remarks, one does not even
quite see how they arrived at the "yes". 10 In addition
to these didactic defects, there are grave philosophical
errors, so that we often find ourselves concurring in
the dissenting opinions of some of the participants.

What implications does this hold for the teaching
of philosophy? When expressed in words, these uni¬
versal truths will be heard, but it does not necessarily
follow that they will be comprehended. We can un¬
derstand them only when, beginning with their ap¬
plication in our judgments, we then personally un¬
dertake the regress to tire premises of these empirical
judgments and recognize in them our own presuppo¬
sitions.

It is accordingly impossible to communicate phi¬
losophy, the sum total of these philosophicalprinciples,
by instruction as we communicate historical facts or
even geometrical theorems. The facts of history as
such are not objects of insight; they can only be noted.

Inorder to reach a conclusion concerning truthand
error, the valuable and the valueless, let us take another
glance at Plato's account. No one has appraised Soc¬
rates' manner of teaching and its effects on his pupils
with greater objectivity or deeper knowledge of human
nature. Whenever the reader is moved to protest against
long-windedness or hair splitting in the conversa¬
tions, against the monotony of the deductions, against
the futility of the battle of words, a like protest arises
at once from some participant in the dialogue. How
openly Plato allows pupils to voice their displeasure,
their doubt, their boredom - just think of the railing of
Callicles in the Gorgias.11 He even has conversations
breaking off because the patience of the participants is
exhausted; and the reader's judgment is by no means
always in favor of Socrates. But does this criticism
reveal anything except the sovereign assurance with
which Plato stands by the method of his teacher for all
its shortcomings? Isthere any better proof ofconfidence
in the inherent value of a cause to depict it with all its
imperfections,certainthat it will nevertheless prevail?
Plato's attitude toward his teacher's work is like that
displayed toward Socrates, the man,inthe well known
oration by Alcibiades in the Symposium. There, by
contrasting the uncouth physical appearance of Soc¬
rates with Iris inner nature, hemakeshis noble person¬
ality shine forth with greater radiance and compares
him to a silenus who bears within him the mark of the
gods.

True, the principles of mathematics are compre¬
hensible, but we gain insight into them without
treading the circuitous path of our own creative
thinking. They become immediately evident as soon
as attention is directed to their content. The math¬
ematics teacher who anticipates his pupil's independ¬
ent investigation by presenting these principles in
lectures does not thereby impair their clarity. In this
case the pupil is able to follow even though he does not
himself travel the exploratory path to them. To what
extent such instruction makes sure that the pupil
follows with real comprehension is of course another
question.
But to present philosophy in this mariner is to treat
it as a science of facts that are to be accepted as such.
The result is at best a mere history of philosophy. For
what the instructor communicates is not philosophi¬
cal truth itself but merely the fact that he or somebody
else considers this or that to be a philosophical truth.

Inclaiming that he is teachingphilosophy,he deceives
both himself and his students.
The teacher who seriously wishes to impart philo¬
sophical insight can aim only at teaching the art of
philosophizing. He can do no more than show his
students how to undertake, each for himself, the la¬
borious regress that alone affords insight into basic
principles. If there is such a thing at all as instruction
in philosophy, it can only be instruction in doing one's
own thinking; more precisely, in the independent
practice of the art of abstraction. The meairing of my
initialremark, that the Socratic method,as a method of
instruction in philosphy, is the art not of teaching
philosophy but of teaching philosophizing, will now
become clear. But we have gone further than that. We
also know now that, in order to succeed, this art must
be guided by the rules of the regressive method.

What, then, is the positive element in the work of
Socrates? Where do we find the beginnings of the art
of teaching philosophy? Surely not in the mere tran¬
sition from the rhetoric of the sophists to the dialogue
with pupils, even though we ignore the fact that, as I
have already indicated, the questions put by Socrates
are for the most part leading questions eliciting no
more than "Undoubtedly, Socrates!" "Truely, so it is,
by Zeus! How could it be otherwise?"
But suppose Socrates' philosophical ardor and his
awkwardness had allowed the pupils more self-ex¬
pression. We should still have to inquire first into the
deeper significance of the dialogue in philosophical
instruction and into the lessons to be derived from
Plato's use of it.

We have still to examine the subsidiary question,
whether this, the only appropriate method of teaching
philosophy, is rightfully called the Socratic method.
For my earlier references to the significance of Socrates
bore only on the fact that his procedure pertained to

We find dialogueemployed asan art form in fiction
and drama and as a pedagogic form in instruction.
Theoretically these forms are separable but actually

method.
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tempt, andothers with an overweening empty aspiration, as
though they had learnt some sublime mysteries. 15

require of every conversation liveliness, clarity,
and beauty of expression, as well as espousal of truth,
decisiveness, and strength of conviction. Even though
the emphasis varies, we like to recognize the teacher in
the artist and the artist in the teacher.

we

. . . Whenever one sees a man's written compositions whether they be the laws of a legislator or anything else in
any other form - these are not his most serious works, if so be
that the writer himself is serious: rather those works abide in
the fairest region he possesses. If, however, these really are
his serious efforts, and put into writing, it is not "the gods"
butmortal men who "then of a truth themselves have utterly
ruined his senses."16

We must furthermore distinguish between a con¬
versation reduced to writing-even though it is a re¬
production of actual speech - and a real conversation
carried on between persons. Conversations that are
written down lose their original liveliness, "like the
flower in the botanist's case." If,in spite of this, we are
to find them satisfactory, the atmosphere must be
spiritualized and purified, standards must be raised;
and then there may come forth some rare and admi¬
rable production as the conversation of the Grand
Inquisitor, which is carried on with a silent opponent
who by his silence defeats him.

We must bear this discord inmind as we scrutinize
the Platonic dialogue to discover how Socrates accom¬
plished his pedagogic task.
One achievement is universally conceded to him;
that by his questioning he leads his pupils to confess
their ignorance and thus cuts through the roots of their
dogmatism. This result, which indeed cannot beforced
in any other way discloses the significance of the
dialogue as an instrument of instruction. The lecture,
too, can stimulate spontaneous thinking, particularly
in more mature students; but no matter what allure
such stimulus may possess, it is not irresistible. Only
persistent pressure to speak one's mind, to meet every
counterquestion, and to state the reasons for every
assertion transforms the power of that allure into an
irresistible compulsion. This art of forcing minds to
freedom constitutes the first secret of the Socratic

Conversation as a pedagogic form, however, must
sound like actual talk; otherwise it does not fulfill its
task of being model and guide. To catch, in the mirror
of a written reproduction, the fleeting form of such
talk with its irregularities, to strike the mean between
fidelity to the sense and fidelity to the word - this is a
problem that can perhaps be solved didactically; but
the solution, serving as it does a definite purpose, will
rarely meet the demands of free art and therefore as a
whole will nearly always produce a mixed impres¬
sion. Iknow of only a few didactic conversations in
literature from which this discord has been even
partially eliminated. Ihave in mind,for instance, some
passages in the three well known dialogues by
Solovyeff; then there is the Socratic dialogue with
which the American socialist writer Bellamy opens his
didactic novel, Looking Backivard; and finally - by no
means the least successful the conversations in Au¬
gust Niemann'snovel,Bakchenund Thyrsotrdger, which
is imbued with the true Socratic spirit.

method.

But only the first. For it does not take the pupil
beyond the abandonment of his prejudices, the reali¬
zation of his not knowing, this negative determinant
of all genuine and certain knowledge.

-

Socrates, after this higher level of ignorance is
reached, far from directing the discussion toward the
metaphysical problems, blocks every attempt of his
pupils to push straight on to them with the injunction
that they had better first learn about the life of the
weavers, the blacksmiths, the carters. In this pattern of
the discussion we recognize the philosophical instinct
for the only correct method: first to derive the general
premises from the observed facts of everyday life, and
thus to proceed from judgments of which we are sure
to those that are less sure.

To the difficulty just described one must add an¬
other, more basic objection, that to reducethe evolving
didactic conversation to writing borders on the absurd.
For by offering the solution along with the problem,
the transcription violates, with respect to the reader,
the rule of individual effort and honesty and thus, as
Socrates puts it in the Phaedrus, imparts to the novice
"the appearance of wisdom, not true wisdom." 12 Such
writing has meaning only for those to whom it recalls
their own intellectual efforts. On all others it acts as an
obstacle to insight - it seduces them into the naive
notion that, as Socrates says further on, "anything in
writing will beclear and certain." 13 Thus Plato speaks
of his own "perplexity and uncertainty" 14 in setting
down his thoughts in writing.

It is astonishing how little understood this simple
guiding idea of method is even in our own day. Take,
for example, the assertion that his use of the affairs of
the workaday world as a point of departure exhibits
merely the practical interest Socrates took in the moral
jolting of his fellow citizens. No, had Socrates been
concerned with natural philosophy rather than with

ethics, he would still have introducedhis ideas in the
same way.

It does not at all admit of verbal expression . .. But were
Ito undertake this task it would not, as Ithink, prove a good
thing for men, save for some few who are able to discover the
truth themselves with but little instruction; for as to the rest,
some it would most unseasonably fill with mistaken con¬

We arrive at no better understanding of the So¬
cratic methodwhen we consider the way it works back
from particulars to universals as a method of regres50

Inthe light of this evaluation, the Socratic method,
for all its deficiencies, remains the only method for
teaching philosophy. Conversely, all philosophical
instructionis fruitless if it conflicts with Socrates' basic
methodic requirements.

sive inference, thereby identifying it with the induc¬
tive method. Though Aristotle praised him for it,
Socrates was not the inventor of the inductivemethod.
Rather, he pursued the path of abstraction, which
employs reflection to lift the knowledge we already
possess intoconsciousness. HadAristotle beencorrect
inhis interpretation,we should not be surprised at the
failure of Socrates' endeavors. For ethical principles
cannot be derived from observed facts.

Of course, the development of philosophical
knowledge had to free from its entanglement with
Platonic mysticism the doctrine of reminiscence, the
truth of which constitutes the realand most profound
reason for the possibility of and necessity for the
Socratic method. This liberation was achieved after
two thousand years by the critical philosophies of
Kant and Fries. They carried the regressive method of
abstraction to completion. Beyond this, they firmly
secured the results of abstraction - which as basic
principles do not admit of proof but as propositions
must nevertheless be verified - by the method of
deduction.

The truth is that in the execution of his design
Socrates does fail. His sense of truth guides him surely
through the introduction of the abstraction; but fur¬
ther on so many erroneous methodological ideas in¬
trude that the success of the conversation is almost
always frustrated.

In this process of separation from the particulars of
experience and in his search for the more universal
truths, Socrates concentrates his attention wholly on
the general characteristics of concepts as we grasp
them and devotes himself to the task of making these
concepts explicit by definition. Without concepts, of
course, there is no definite comprehension of general
rational truths; but the elucidation of concepts and the
discussion of their interrelations do not suffice to gain
the content of the synthetic truths that are the true
object of his quest.

Inthe idea of this deduction - with which only Fries
really succeeded - the doctrine of reminiscence expe¬
rienced its resurrection. It is not too much to say that
the Socratic-Platonic concept was thus transmuted
from the prophetic-symbolic form, in which it had
been confined by the two Greek sages, into the solidly
welded and unshakably established form of a science.
Deduction, this master achievement of philoso¬
phy, is not easy to explain. If Iwere to attempt to
convey some idea of it, Icould not indicate its nature
more succintly than by saying that it is quite literally
the instrumentality for carrying out the Socratic design
to instruct the ignorant by compelling them to realize
that they actually know what they did not know they
knew.

What holds Socrates on hisfutile course is a mistake
that comes to light only in Plato and gives his doctrine
of ideas its ambivalent, half-mystic, half-logicizing
character. This doctrine assumes that concepts are
images of the ideas that constitute ultimate reality.
This is why the Socratic-Platonic dialogues see the
summit of scientific knowledge in the elucidation of
concepts.

It is not difficult for us to discern in retrospect the
error that caused philosophy here to stray from the

Kant and Fries did not pursue the problem of
instruction in philosophy beyond some incidental
pedagogic observations of a general character. But,
thanks to critical philosophy, philosophical science
has made such progress in surmounting its inherent
methodological difficulties that now the most urgent
task of critical philosophy is the revival and further¬
ance of the Socratic method, especially in its bearing
on teaching. Must another two thousand years elapse
before a kindred genius appears and rediscovers the
ancient truth? Our science requires a continuous suc¬
cession of trained philosophers, at once independent
and well schooled, to avert the danger that critical
philosophymay either fall a victim of incomprehension
or, though continuing in name, it yet may become
petrified into dogmatism.

right path, and consequently hinderedthe elaboration
of methods of abstraction requisite for scientific
metaphysics. However, it would bebesidethe point to
dwell on the shortcomings of a philosophy that made
for the first time an attempt at critical self-analysis.
Our present concern is not with its errors or with the
incompleteness of its system but with itsbold and sure
beginnings that opened the road to philosophicaltruth.
Socrates was the first co combine with confidence
in the ability of the human mind to recognize philo¬
sophical truth the conviction that this truth is not
arrived at through occasional bright ideas or mechani¬
cal teaching but that only planned, unremitting, and
consistent thinking leads us from darkness into its
light.Therein lies Socrates' greatness as a philosopher.
His greatness as a pedagogue is based on another
innovation: he made his pupils do their own thinking
andintroducedthe interchange of ideas as a safeguard

In view of the importance of this task, we shall do
well to pause once more and scrutinize the whole of
the difficulty we must face. The exposition of our

problem has disclosed the profound relationbetween
critical philosophy and the Socratic method, on the

against self-deception.
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in mind the one that must be excluded uncondition¬
ally: the influence that may emanate from the instruc¬

basis of which we determine that the essence of the
Socratic method consists in freeing instruction from
dogmatism; in other words, in excluding all didactic
judgments from instruction. Now we are confronted
with the full gravity of the pedagogic problem we are
to solve. Consider the question: How is any instruc¬
tion and therefore any teaching at all possible when
every instructive judgment is forbidden? Let us not
attempt evasion by assuming that the requirement
cannot possibly be meant to go to the extreme of
prohibiting an occasional discreet helpful hint from
teacher to student. No, there must be an honest choice:
either dogmatism or following Socrates. The question
then becomes all the more insistent: How is Socratic

tor's assertions. If this influence is not eliminated, all
labor is vain. The instructor will havedone everything
possible to forestall the pupil's own judgment by
offering him a ready-made judgment.
We are now arrived at a point from which we have
a clear view both of the task of the Socratic method and
of the possibility of fulfilling it. The rest must be left to

the experiment and the degree of conviction it may
carry.
But it would be underrating the difficulty pre¬
sented not to consider what the experiment must call
for if from its outcome we are to decide whether or not
our goal is attainable. Although Ihave been taxing
your patience for some time, Ishould render a poor
service to our cause, and thus to you too, if Idid not
engage your attention a while longer to consider the
procedure of such an experiment.

instruction possible?
Here we actually come up against the basic prob¬
lem of education, which in its general form points to
the question: How is education at all possible? If the
end of education is rational self- determination, i.e., a
condition in which the individual does not allow his
behaviour to be determined by outside influences but
judges and acts according to his own insight, the
question arises: How canwe affect a personby outside
influences so that he will not permit himself to be
affected by outside influences? We must resolve this
paradox or abandon the task of education.

There is a danger inherent in the nature of an
exacting enterprise, whose success has met with a little
recognition, and it is this: that the participants in it,
once they become involved inits mounting difficulties
and unexpected distractions, will repent of their good
intentions or at least will begin to think of ways of
modifyingthemethod to make it easier.This tendency,
springing from purely subjective discomfort, is likely
to distort or completely frustrate the object of the
undertaking. It is therefore advisable, lest expecta¬
tionsbe disappointed, to envisage inadvance as clearly
as possible the manifold difficulties that will surely
arise and, with due appreciation of these difficulties,
to set down what will be required of teachers and
students.

The first thing to note is that in nature the human
mindis always under external influences and, indeed,
that the mind cannot develop without external
stimulus.We then are confrontedwith the stillbroader
question: Is self-determination compatible with the
fact that in nature the mind is subject to external
influence?

It will help us to clarify our thinking if we distin¬
guish between the two senses in which the term "ex¬
ternal influence" is used. It may mean external influ¬
ence in general or an external determinant. Similarly,
in teaching it may mean external stimulation of the
mind or molding the mind to the acceptance of outside
judgments.

We must bear in mind that instruction in phi¬
losophy is not concerned with heaping solution on
solution, nor indeed with establishing results, but
solely with learning the method of reaching solutions.
If we do this, we shallobserve at once that the teacher's
proper role cannot be that of a guide keeping his party
from wrong paths and accidents. Nor yet is he a guide
going in the lead while his party simply follow in the
expectation that this will prepare them to find the
same path later on by themselves. On the contrary, the
essential thing is the skill with which the teacher puts
the pupils on their own responsibility at the very
beginning by teaching them to go by themselves although they would not on that account go alone and by so developing this independence that one day
they might be able to venture forth alone, self-guid¬
ance having replaced the teacher's supervision.

Now, it is clearly no contradiction to holdboththat
thehumanmindfinds within itself the cognitive source
of philosophical truthand that insight into this truth is
awakened in the mind by external stimuli. Indeed, the
mind requires such external stimulation if the initial
obscurity of philosophical truth is to grow into clear
knowledge. Within the limits set by these conditions,
instruction in philosophy is possible and even neces¬
sary if the development of the pupilis to be independ¬
ent of mere chance.

Philosophical instruction fulfills its task when it
systematically weakens the influences that obstruct
the growth of philosophical comprehension and re¬
inforces those that promote it. Without going into the
question of other relevant influences, let us keep firmly

As to the observations Iam about to make, Imust
beg to be allowed to cull incidental examples from my
own long experience as a teacher of philosophy, for
unfortunately the experiences of others are not at my

disposal.
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Let me take up first the requirements imposed on
the teacher and then go on to those placed on a pupil.
Once a student of mine, endeavouring to reproduce a
Somatically conducted exercise, presented a version
in which he puts the replies now into the teacher's
mouth, now into the pupil's. Only my astonished
question, "Have you ever heard me say 'yes' or 'no'?
stopped him short. Thrasymachus saw the point more
clearly; in Plato's Republic he calls out to Socrates: "Ye
gods! ... Iknew it . . . that you would refuse and do
anything rather than answer." 17 The teacher who
follows the Socratic model does not answer. Neither
does he question. More precisely, he puts no philo¬
sophical questions, and when such questions are ad¬
dressed to him, he under no circumstances gives the
answer sought. Does he then remain silent? We shall
see. During such a session we may often hear tire
despairing appeal to the teacher. "I don't know what
it is you want!" Whereupon the teacher replies" "I? I
want nothing at all." This certainly does not convey
the desired information. What is it, then, that the
teacher actually does? Hesets the interplay of question
and answer going between the students, perhaps by
the introductory remark: "Has anyone a question?"
Now everyone will realize that, as Kant said, "to
know what questions may reasonably be asked is
already a great and necessary proof of sagacity and
insight." 18 What about foolish questions, or what if
there areno questions at all? Suppose nobody answers?

be grasped when they are expressed in mutilated
language?

Thanks to the extraordinary instruction in the
mother tongue given in our schools, over half the
questions are thus eliminated. * As for the rest, many
are confused or vague. Sometimes clarification comes
with the counterquestion: "Just what do you mean by
that?" But very often this will not work because the
speaker does not know what he means himself. The
work of the discussion group thus tends automatically
either to take up the clear simple questions or to clear
up unclear, vague ones first.
We are not so fortunate in the problems of philoso¬
phy as we are in the problems of mathematics, which,
as Hilbert says, fairly calls to us "Here Iam, find the
solution!" The philosophical problem is wrapped in
obscurity. To be able to come to grips with it by
framing clear-cut, searching questions demands many
trials andmucheffort. It will therefore scarcely surprise
you to learn that a semester's work in a seminar in
ethics yielded nothing except agreement on the fact
that the initial question was incongruous. The ques¬
tion was, "Is it not stupid to act morally?"

Of course, the instructor will not submit every
incongruous question to such protracted examina¬
tion. He will seek to advance the discussion through
his own appraisal of the questions. But he will do no
more than allow a certain question to come to the fore
because it is instructive in itself or because threshing it
out will bring to light typical errors. And he will do
this by some such expedient as following the question
up with the query: "Who understood what was said
just now?" This contains no indication of the relevance
or irrelevance of the question; it is merely an invitation
to consider it, to extract its meaning by intensive cross-

You see, at the very beginning the difficulty presents
itself of getting the students to the point of spontane¬
ous activity, and with it arises the temptation for the
teacher to pay out a clue like Ariadne's thread. But the
teacher must be firm from the beginning, and especially
at the beginning. If a student approaches philosophy
without having a single question to put to it, what can
we expect in the way of his capacity to persevere in
exploring its complex and profound problems?

examination.

What ishis policy as regards tire answers? How are
they handled? They are treated like the questions.
Unintelligible answers are ignored in order to teach
the students to meet the requirements of scientific
speech. Answers, too, are probed through such ques¬

What should the teacher do if there are no ques¬
tions? He should wait - until questions come. At most,
he should request that in the future, in order to save
time, questions be thought over in advance. But he
should not, just to save time, save the students the
effort of formulating their own questions. If he does,
he may for the moment temper their impatience, but
only at the cost of nipping in the budthe philosophical
impatience we seek to awaken.

tions as:
"What has this answer to do with our question?"
"Which word do you wish to emphasize?"
"Who has been following?"
"Do you still know what you said a few moments

ago?"
"What question are we talking about?"

Once questions start coming - one by one, hesi¬
tantly, good ones and foolish ones - how does the
teacher receive them, how does he handle them? He
now seems to have easy going since the rule of Socratic
method forbids his answering them. He submits the
questions to discussion. All of them? The appropriate
and the inappropriate? By no means. He ignores all
questions uttered in too low a voice. Likewise those
that are phrased incoherently. How can difficult ideas

The simpler these questions, the more flustered the
students become. Then, if some fellow student takes
pity on his colleague's distress and comes to his aid
with the explanation, "He surely wanted to say . . .,"
* Nelson refers, of course, to German schools. The reader may judge to
what degree this criticism also applies to schools in the United States and

England.
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this helpful gesture is unfeelingly cut short with the
request to let the art of mind reading alone and culti¬
vate instead the most modest art of saying what one
actually wants to say.

gives instruction in mathematics. "For now he will
push on in the search gladly, as lacking knowledge."21
To Socrates the test of whether a man loves wisdom
is whether he welcomes his ignorance in order to
attain to better knowledge. The slave in the Meno does
thisand goes on with the task. Many,however,slacken
and tire of the effort when they find their knowledge
belittled, when they find that their first few unaided
steps do not get them far. The teacher of philosophy
who lacks the courage to put his pupils to the test of
perplexity and discouragement not only deprives them
of the opportunity to develop the endurance needed
for research but also deludes them concerning their
capabilities and makes them dishonest with them¬
selves.

By this time you will have gathered that the inves¬
tigations run a far from even course. Questions and
answers tumble over one another. Some of the students
understand the development, some do not. The latter
cut in with groping questions, trying to re-establish
contact, but the others will not be stopped from going
ahead. They disregard the interruptions. New ques¬
tions crop up, wider of the mark. Here and there a
debater falls silent: then whole groups. Meanwhile,
the agitation continues, and questions become con¬
stantly more pointless. Even those who were origi¬
nally sure of their ground become confused. They, too,
lose the thread and do not know how to find it again.
Finally,nobody knowswhere the discussion is headed.

Now we can discern one of the sources of error that
provoke the familiar unjust criticisms of the Socratic
method.This method is charged with a defect which it
merely reveals and which it must reveal to prepare the
ground on which alone the continuation of serious
work is possible. It simply uncovers the harm that has
been done to men's minds by dogmatic teaching.

The bewilderment famed inthe Socratic circle closes
in. Everyone is at his wit's end. What had been certain
at the outset has become uncertain. The students,
instead of clarifying their own conceptions, now feel
as though they had been robbed of their capacity to
make anything clear by thinking.
And does the teacher tolerate this too?
"Iconsider," says Meno to his teacher Socrates, in
the dialogue bearing his name, "that both in appear¬
ance and in other respects you are extremely like the
flat torpedo fish; for it benumbs anyone who ap¬
proaches and touches it ...For in truth Ifeel my soul
and my toungue quite benumbed and Iam at a loss
what answer to give you." 19

Is it a fault of the Socratic method that it must take
time for such elementary matters as ascertaining what
question is being discussed or determining what the
speaker intended to say about it? It is easy for dog¬
matic instruction to soar into higher regions. Indifferent
to self-understanding, it purchases its illusory success
at the cost of more and more deeply rooted dishonesty.
It is not surprising, then, that the Socratic method is
compelled to fight a desperate battle for integrity of
thought and speech before it can turn to larger tasks.
It must also suffer the additional reproach of being
unphilosophical enough to orient itself by means of
examples and facts.

When Socrates replies, "It is from being in more
doubt than anyone else that Icause doubts in others,"
Meno counters with the celebrated question: "Why,
on what lines will you look, Socrates, for a thing of
whose nature you know nothing at all?" And this
draws from Socrates the more celebrated answer:
"Because the soul should be able to recollect all that
she knew before." 20 We all know that these words are
an echo of the Platonic doctrine of ideas, which the
historic Socrates did not teach. Yet there is in them the
Socratic spirit, the stout spirit of reason's self-confi¬
dence, its reverence for its own self-sufficient strength.
This strength gives Socrates the composure that per¬
mits him to let the seekers after truth go astray and
stumble. More than that, it gives him the courage to
send them astray in order to test their convictions, to
separate knowledge simply taken over from the truth
that slowly attains clarity in us through our own
reflection. He is unafraid of the confession of notknowing; indeed, he even induces it. In this he is
guided by an attitude of thinking so far from skeptical
that he regards this admission as the first step toward
deeper knowledge. "He does not think he knows .
and is he not better off in respect of the matter which
he did not know?" he says of the slave to whom he

The only way one can learn to recognize and avoid
the pitfalls of reflection is to become acquainted with
them inapplication, even at the risk of gaining wisdom
only by sad experience. It is useless to preface philoso¬
phizing proper with an introductory course in logic in
the hope of thus saving the novice from the risk of
taking the wrong path. Knowledge of the principals of
logic and the rules of the syllogism, even the ability to
illustrate every fallacy by examples, remains after all
an art in abstracto. An individual is far from learning to
think logically even though he has learned to conclude
by all the syllogistic rules that Caius is mortal. The test
of one's own conclusions and their subjection to the
rules of logic is the province of one's faculty of judg¬
ment, not all the province of logic. The faculty of
judgment, said Kant, being the power of rightly em¬
ploying given rules, "must belong to the learner
himself; and in the absence of such a natural gift no
rule that may be prescribed to him for this purpose can
ensure against misuse." 22 If,therefore, this natural gift
is weak, it must be strengthened. But it can be
strengthened only by exercise.

..
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It was not long before a casual reference to the
concept "lamp" as an example was followed by the
appearance of the "lamp in general" provided with all
theessentialcharacteristics of all particular lamps. The
students waxed warm invehement dispute regarding
the proof of the existence of this lamp furnished with
all the essential features of all particular lamps. My
diffident question, whether the lamp-in-general was
fed with gas, electricity, or kerosene, went unanswered
as unworthy of philosophical debate until,hours later,
the resumption of this very question of the source of
energy forced the negation of the existence of the
lamp-in-general. That is to say, the disputants dis¬
covered that different illuminants for one and the
same lamp, be it ever so general, were mutually ex¬
clusive. Thus, starting with practical application, they
had unexpectedly found the law of contradiction by
the regressive method. But to define the concept of a
concept had proved a vain endeavor, just as in the
Socratic circle the definitions nearly always miscar¬
ried.

Thus, after our instructor breaks the spell of numb¬
ness by calling for a return to the original question, and
the students trace their way back to the point from
which they started, each must, by critical examination
of every one of his steps, study the sources of error and
work out for himself his own school of logic. Rules of
logic derived from personalexperience retain a living
relation with the judgments they are to govern. Fur¬
thermore, the fact that dialectics, though indispensa¬
ble, is introduced as an auxiliary only prevents at¬
taching an exaggerated value to it in the manner of
scholasticism, to which the most trivial metaphysical
problem served for the exercise of logical ingenuity.
Segregation of the philosophical disciplines with a
view to reducing the difficulties of instruction by
separate treatment would be worse than a waste of
time. Other ways will have to be found to satisfy the
pedagogic maxim that our requirements of the pupil
should become progressively more stringent.

This question, if examined carefully, presents no
further difficulties for us. If there is such a thing as a
research method for philosophy, its essential element
must consist of practical directives for the step-by-step
solution of problems. It is therefore simply a question
of letting the student himself follow the path of the
regressive method. The first step, obviously, is to have
him secure a firm footing in experience - which is
harder to do than an outsider might think. For your
adept in philosophy scorns nothing so much as using
his intelligence concretely in forming judgments on
real facts, an operation that obliges him to remember
those lowly instruments of cognition, his five senses.
Ask anyone at a philosophy seminar, "What do you
see on the blackboard?" and depend on it, he will look
at the floor. Upon your repeating, "What do you see on
the blackboard?" he will finally wrench out a sentence
that begins with "If" and demonstrates that for him
the world of facts does not exist.

Are we justified, however, in assuming that the
cause of such failures lies in conditions unconnected
with the Socratic method itself? Does not this method
perhaps not suffer from an inherent limitation that

makes the solution of deeper problems impossible?
Before coming to a final decision on this point, we
must consider one more factor that creates difficulty in
the employment of the Socratic method. Though in¬
timately associated with the latter, it lies outside it, yet
demands consideration before we can set the limits of
the method itself.
The significance of the Socratic dialogue has been
sought inthe assumption that deliberating with others
makes us more easily cognizant of truth than silent
reflection. Obviously, there is muchsoundness in this
view. Yet many a person may be moved to doubt this
praise after he has listened to the hodgepodge of
questions and answers at a philosophical debate and
noted the absence, despite the outward discipline, of
the tranquillity that belongs to reflection. It is inevita¬
ble that what is said by one participant may prove
disturbing to another, whether he feels himself placed
in a dependent position by intelligent remarks or is
distracted by poor ones. It is inevitable that collabo¬
ration should progressively become a trial of nerves,
made more difficult by increasing demands on per¬
sonal tact and tolerance.

He shows the same disdain for reality when asked
to give an example. Forthwith he goes off into a world
of fantasy or, if forced to stay on this planet, he at least
makes off to the sea or into the desert, so that one
wonders whether being attacked by lions and saved
from drowning are typical experiences among the
acquaintances of a philosopher. Hie "if" sentences, the

far-fetched examples, and the premature desire for
definitions characterize not the ingenious beginner
butratherthe philosophically indoctrinated dilettante.
And it is always he, with his pseudo-wisdom, who
disturbs the quiet and simple progress of an investi¬
gation.

To a great extent these disturbances can be obvi¬
ated by an instructor who, for instance, will ignore the
innumerable senseless answers, cast doubt on the
right ones with Socratic irony, or ease nervous unrest
with some understanding word. But his power to
restore harmony to the play of ideas is limited unless
the others are willing to pursue the common task with
determination.

Irecall a seminar in logic, in which the desire to
start from general definitions under the impression
that otherwise the concepts being discussed could not

-

-

be employed caused much fruitless trouble. Despite
my warning, the group stuck to the opening question:
"What is a concept?"
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It should be admitted that many disturbances are
unavoidable because of the students' imperfect un¬
derstanding; but the obstacles Ihave inminddo not lie
in the intellectual sphere and for that reason even the
most skillful teacher finds them an insurmountable
barrier. He can enforce intellectual discipline only if
the students are possessed of a disciplined will. This
may sound strange but it is a fact that one becomes a
philosopher, not by virtue of intellectual gifts but by
the exercise of will.

True, philosophizingdemandsconsiderable power
of intellect. But who will exercise it? Surely not the
man who relies merely on his intellectual power. As he
delves more deeply intohis studies andhis difficulties
multiply, he will without fail weaken. Because of his
intelligence he will recognize these difficulties, even
see them very clearly. But the elasticity required to
face a problem again and again, to stay with it until it
is solved, and not to succumb to disintegrating doubt
this elasticity is achieved only through the power of
an iron will, a power of which the entertainingingenu¬
ity of the mere sophist knows nothing. In the end, his
intellectual fireworks are as sterile for science as the
intellectual dullness that shrinks back at the first ob¬
stacle. Itis no accident that the investigators whom the
history of philosophy records as having made the
most decisive advances in dialectics were at the same
time philosophers inthe originalmeaning of the word.
Only because they loved wisdom were they able to

sible to achieve this as a by-product in the course of

philosophical instruction. The student's will power
must be the fruit of his prior education. It is the
instructor's duty to makenoconcession on maintaining
the rigorous and indispensable demands on the will;
indeed, he must do so out of respect for the students
themselves. If, for the want of requisite firmness, he
allows himself to be persuaded to relax his stand, or if
he does so of his own accord to hold his following, he
will have betrayed his philosophical goal. He has no
alternative; he must insist on his demands or give up
the task. Everything else is abject compromise.

Of course, the student should know the details of
the demands to be made on his will. They constitute
the minimum required for examining ideas ina group.
This means, first, the communication of thoughts, not
of acquired fragments of knowledge, not even the
knowledge of other people's thoughts. Itmeans further,
the use of clear, unambiguous language. Only the
compulsion to communicate provides a means of test¬
ing the definiteness and clarity of one's own concep¬
tions. Here, protesting that one has the right feeling
but cannot express it will not avail. Feeling is indeed
the first and best guide on the path to truth, but it is
often the protector of prejudice. In a scientific matter,
therefore, feeling must be interpreted so that it may be
evaluated in accordance with concepts and ordered
logic. Moreover, our investigation demands the com¬
munication of ideas indistinctly audible and generally
comprehensible speech, free from ambiguities. A
technical terminology is not only unnecessary for
philosophizingbut isactually detrimental to itssteady
progress. It imparts to metaphysical matters, abstract
and difficult in any case, the appearance of an esoteric
science, which only superior minds are qualified to
penetrate. It prevents us from considering the conclu¬
sions of unprejudicedjudgment, which we have seen
to be the starting point of meaningful philosophizing.
Unprejudiced judgment, in its operation, relies on
concepts that we have, not on artificial reflections, and
itmakes its conclusionsunderstoodby strict adherence
to current linguistic usage.

-

take upon themselves the "many preliminary subjects
it entails and (so) much labor," as Plato says in a letter
that continues:
For on hearing this, if the pupil be truly philosophical, in
sympathy with the subject and worthy of it,because divinely
gifted, he believes that he has been shown a marvelous
pathway and that he must brace himself at once to follow it,
and that life will not be worth living if he does otherwise . .

Those, on the other hand, who are in reality not philo¬
sophical, but superficially tinged with opinions - like men
whose bodies are sunburnt on the surface - when they see
how many studies are required and how great labor, and
how the disciplined mode of the daily life is that which
benefits the subject, they deem it difficult or impossible for
themselves. 23

In order to grasp those concepts clearly it is nec¬
essary, of course, to isolate them. By the process of
abstraction it is possible to separate them from other
ideas, to reduce them gradually to their elements, and
through such analyses to advance to basic concepts.
By holding fast to existing concepts, the philosopher
guards himself against peopling his future system
with the products of mere speculation and with fan¬
tastic brain children. For, if he does not consult un¬
prejudicedjudgment, he will allow himself to belured
into forming philosophical concepts by the arbitrary
combination of specific characteristics, without any
assurance that objects corresponding to his construc¬
tions actually exist. Only the use of the same vocabulary
still connects him with the critical philosopher. He
denotes his artificial concept by the same word the

That is the clear and most definite characteristic of
"those who are luxurious and incapable of enduring
labor, since (the test) prevents any of them from ever
casting the blame on his instructor instead of on him¬
self and his own inability to pursue all the studies
which are necessary to his subject." 23
"In one word, neither receptivity nor memory will ever
produce knowledge in him who has no affinity with the
object, since it does not germinate to start with in alien states
of mind." 24

We, in common with Plato, require of the Philoso¬
pher that he strengthen his will power, but it is impos¬
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significant feature - not by flashes of inspiration but
methodically, i.e., through a step-by-step search for
the hidden premise at the bottom of the contradictory
judgments. This method will succeed if the student,
struck with suspicion at such a sophism, attends closely
to the meaning of the words, for these words, when
used in an inartificial sense, put him on the track of the

critical philosopher uses to denote his real concept,
although, to be sure, he uses this word in a different
sense. He says "I" and means "cosmic reason". He
says "God" and means "peace of mind". He says
"state" and means "power subject to no law".He says
"marriage" and means "indissoluble communion of
love." He says "space" andmeans "the labyrinth of the
ear." His language is full of artificial meanings. Al¬
though it is not apparent, his is actually a technical
language; and because this is so, the situation is far
more dangerous than it would be if the philosopher
indicated the special sense of his language by coining
specific new terms. For the sameness of the words
tricks the unwary into associating their own familiar
concepts with them, and a misunderstanding results.
What is more pernicious, this artificiallanguage tempts
its own creator to the covert use of the same words in
different meanings, and by such a shift of concepts he
produces sham proofs. In this abuse of purely verbal
definitions we encounter one of the most prevalent
and profound of dialectical errors, an error that is
rendered more difficult to track down by the fact that
the shift of concepts cannot be discovered simply by
calling on intuition. However,it betrays itself through
its consequences, through the curious phenomenon
that with the help of the same verbal definition the
pseudoproof presented can be confronted with a
contrary proof that has the same air of validity.

error.

Do not misunderstand me. Ido not advocate the
point of view that so-called common sense and its
language can satisfy the demands of scientific phi¬
losophizing. Nor is it my purpose, in dwelling on
simple elementary conditions seemingly easy to fulfill,
to veil the fact that the pursuit of philosophizing
requires rigoroustraining inthe art of abstraction, one
difficult to master. My point is this: We cannot with
impunity skip the first steps inthe development of this
art. Abstraction musthave something to abstract from.
The immediate and tangible material of philosophy is
language which presents concepts through words. In
its wealth, supplied from many sources, reasondwells
concealed. Reflection discloses this rationalknowledge
by separating it from intuitive notions.

Just as Socrates took pains to question locksmiths
and blacksmiths and made their activities the first
subject of discussion with his pupils, so every phi¬
losopher ought to start out with the vernacular and
develop the language of his abstract science from its
pure elements.

The most celebrated and memorable instance of
such antitheses is found in the antinomies that Kant
discovered and solved. Kant said of these classic ex¬
amples of contradiction that they were the most be¬
neficent aberration in the history of reason because
they furnished the incentive to investigate the cause of
the illusion and to reconcile reason to itself. This
remark is applicable to every instance of such dialec¬
tical conflict.

Iamnow done with the requirements that apply to
the students. Their difficulty lies not in the fulfillment
of details but in the observance of the whole. Isaid
earlier that the working agreement with the students
requires of them nothing but the communication of
their ideas. You will understand if Inow express the
same demand in another form: it requires of the stu¬
dents submission to the method of philosophizing, for
it is the sole aim of Socratic instruction to enable the
students to judge for themselves their observance of
the agreement.

It will seem, perhaps, that in these last considera¬
tions we have strayed somewhat from our subject; the
requirement that the student use distinctly audible
and generally comprehensive language. But, as a mat¬
ter of fact, we have secured a deeper understanding of
the significance of that requirement.

Our examination of the Socratic method is nearing
its conclusion. Now that we have discussed the diffi¬
culties of its application, there remains only one query:
May not the reason for the unfavourable reception of
the method lie, in part at least, within itself? Is there
not perhaps some limitation inherent in it that restricts
its usefulness?

After all that we have said, what is it that we gain
with this demand on the pupil? Only those who, by
using comprehensible language, adhere to the con¬
cepts we have and become practiced in discussing
them will sharpen their critical sense for every arbi¬
trary definition and for every sham proof adroitly
derived from such verbal definition. If the require¬
ment of simple and clear language is observed, it is
possible, in Socratic teaching, merely by writing the
theses of two mutually contradictory doctrines on the
blackboard, to focus attention on the verbal definition
underlying them, disclose its abuse, and thereby over¬
throw both doctrinal opinions. The success of such a
dialectical performance is achieved - and this is its

One singular fact, more than any other, is calcu¬
lated to make us consider this doubt seriously. Fries,
the one man who actually completed critical philoso¬
phy and restored the Socratic-Platonic doctrine of
reminiscence and the self-certainty of intelligence,
Fries, the most genuine of all Socrateans, gave the
Socratic method only qualified recognitionbecausehe
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verbal precision. The outcome will be that in the end
only those already expert in Socratic thinking will
assimilate the philosophical substance and appreciate
the solidness and originality of the exposition.

considered it inadequate for achieving complete selfexamination of the intellect. He acknowledged its
capacity to guide thenovice inthe early stages;he even
demanded emphatically that all instruction on phi¬
losophy follow the spirit of the Socratic method, the
essence of which, he held, lay not in its use of dialogue
but inits "startingfrom the common things of everyday
life and only then going on from these to scientific
views." 25 "But as soon as higher truths, further re¬
moved from intuition and everyday experience, are
involved",26 Fries did not approve of letting the stu¬
dents find these truths by themselves. "Here the in¬
structor must employ a language molded upon subtle
abstractions, of which the student does not yet have
complete command, and to whichhe must beeducated
by instruction." 27

Fries underrated the Socratic method because, for
one thing, he did not and could not find the Socratic
method in the method of Socrates, and he considered
this fact as confirminghis opinion of the inadequacy of
the Socratic method. Another reason - and the more
profound, Ithink - lay in the particular character of
Fries's genius. He combined with a sense of truth
unparalleled in the history of philosophy a linguistic
gift that produced with the assurance of a somnam¬
bulist the words that were appropriate to a philo¬
sophical idea. A man with a mind so superior, rich,
and free will always find it difficult to maintain close
contact with the minds of less independent thinkers.
He is prone to overlook the danger of dogmatism that
threatens the more dependent mind even when the
instructor's lecture has reached the highest degree of
lucidity and exactitude of expression. A man of such
superiority can become a leader of generations of men.
But this is contingent on the appearance of teachers
who will find the key to his language by resorting to
the "maieutic" services* of the Socratic method, insti¬
tuting thelaborious and protracted exercises that must
not frighten away those who plan to dedicate them¬
selves to philosophy.

In Fries's own words, this lecture method of in¬
struction "step by step invites cooperative thinking."
28 An
illustration of it is given in his didactic novel,
Julius und Evagoras. And indeed it is not a form of
Socratic instruction.
Ishould not think of choosing a really successful
dialpgue of Plato's- were there such - as subject matter
for a philosophy seminar as it would forestall the
creative thinking of students, but there is nothing in
Julius und Evagoras to preclude its use for such a pur¬
pose. For the development of abstract ideas which it
presents to the reader does indeed "invite" critical
verification by the students, as Friesdesires. However,
though otherwise exemplary, it offers no assurance
that the students will accept the invitation or, if made
to stand on their own feet, that they will master such
difficulties as they may encounter on their way. Have
your students study the fine and instructive chapter
on "The Sources of Certainty", and Istand ready to
demonstrate ina Socratic discussion that those students
will lack everything that would enable them to defend
what they have learned. The key to this riddle is to be
found in Goethe's words: "one sees only what one
already knows."

Imaintain that this art has no limitations. Ihave
seen a Socratic seminar not only deal successfully with
such an abstract subject as the philosophy of law but
even proceed to the construction of its system.

This is claiming a good deal, you will say. Well, 1
have enough Socratic irony to acknowledge the awk¬
wardness of my position, which, incidentally, I ad¬
mitted in the opening sentence of my address. For
when is all said and done, no one will be won over to
the cause Iam pleading here except by the evidence of
the experiment, that is, through his own experience.
But let us look about us: Can we not find some

It is futile to lay a sound, clear, and well-grounded
theory before the students; futile though they respond
to the invitation to follow in their thinking. It is even
useless to point out to them the difficulties they would
have to overcome in order to work out such results
independently. If they are to become independent
masters of philosophical theory, it is imperative that
they go beyond the mere learning of problems and
their difficulties; they must wrestle with them in con¬
stant practical application so that, through day-byday dealing with them, they may learn to overcome
them with all their snares and pitfalls and diversities
of form. However, the instructor's lecture that Fries
would have delivered "in language molded upon
subtle abstractions," just because of its definiteness
and clearness, will obscure the difficulties thathamper
the development of this very lucidity of thought and

sufficiently simple and well-known control experi¬
ment that permits a validconclusion on the question at
issue? What sort of experiment might that be? If nonSocratically conducted instruction could accomplish
the designated end in philosophy, such a procedure
should succeed all the more readily in a science that
does not have to struggle with the particular difficul¬
ties of philosophical knowledge - a science in which,
on the contrary, everything from first to last becomes
absolutely and completely clear even when set forth in
a dogmatic lecture.

* Maieutic: 'The word means performing midwife's sendees (to thought or
ideas); Socrates figured himself as a midwife (maia) bringing others'
thoughts to birth with his questionings; ..." (H. D. Fowler, A Dictionary
of Modern English Usage[New York, 1944], p. 339.) See the quotation from
Plato's Thadetus at the end of this essay.
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branch of mathematics is susceptible of the same
clarity and lucidity of structure as elementary geom¬
etry. Here, too, everything becomes evident as soon as
attention is focused on the decisive point. But it is
precisely this that is hard to achieve, an art each
student must acquire by his own efforts.

If we inquire whether there is such a science and, if
so, whether it has a place among the subjects of in¬
struction in our schools and universities, we find that
such a science actually does exist. Mathematics satis¬
fies both conditions. "We are in possession," said a
classic French mathematician.The relevantexperiment
isthus available, and we need only consider its outcome
with an unprejudiced mind.

To demonstrate how true this is, Ishall mention
two especially noteworthy facts. The first is this:
Newton's treatise, widely knownand celebrated since
its appearance, not only expounds the decisive point
of view established by Cauchy and Weierstrass but
formulates it with a clarity, precision, and succinct¬
ness that would satisfy the most exacting requirements
contemporary science could lay down. Moreover, it
contains an explicit warning against that very misun¬
derstanding which, as we now know, kept succeeding
generations of mathematicians so completely inbond¬
age that their minds remained closed to the emphatic
"Cave!" of the classic passage in Newton's work, 30

What does it teach? Just among ourselves and
without glossing over anything or blaming anyone,
we teachers might as well confess to what is a public
secret: on the whole the result is negative. We all know
from personalexperience that diligent and even gifted
students in our secondary schools and colleges, if
seriously put to the test, are not sure of even the
rudiments of mathematics and discover their own

ignorance.
Our experiment therefore points to the conclusion
Ispoke of; as a matter of fact, there is no escaping it.
Suppose someone were to say there isno such thing as
understanding, regardless of the kind of instruction.
That is arguable, but not for us as pedagogues. We
start from the assumption that meaningful instruction
is possible. And then we must come to the conclusion
that, if there is any assurance that a subject can be
understood, Socratic instruction offers such assurance.
And with that we have found more than we sought,
for this conclusion applies not only to philosophy but
to every subject that involves comprehension.

familiar to all of them.

The second, the complement, as it were, of the first,
is that, even after Weierstrass and after the argument
had at long last been settled, it was possible to revive
it only among dilettanti, whom we shall always have
with us, but even under the leadership of a man of
research as distinguished for hiswork on the theory of
functions as Pauldu Bois-Reymond. Inhis own words,
his "solution is that it remains and will remain a
riddle." 31
There is an impressive warning in this instance of
the disparity between the objective lucidity and sys¬
tematic completeness of a scientific theory, on the one
hand, and any pedagogic assurance that it will be
understood, on the other. It is precisely the man with
a philosophical turn of mind who is unwilling, in
mathematics as elsewhere, simply to accept a result;
he philosophizes about it,i.e., he strives to understand
its fundamentals and bring it into harmony with the
rest of his knowledge. But it is just he who is sure to fail
unless heis one of the few who find their way to clarity
by their own efforts. We thus discover that even
mathematics, instead of remaining the unassailable
standard and model that might help philosophy, is
drawn along by it into the whirlpool of confusion.

An experiment conducted by history itself on a
grand scale confirms the fact that the pedagogic in¬
adequacy in the field of mathematics is not due merely
to incompetent teachers but must have a more funda¬
mental cause;or, to put it differently, that even the best
mathematics instruction, if it follows the dogmatic
method, cannot, despite all its clearness, bring about
thorough understanding. This experiment deserves
the attention of everyone interested in the teaching of

mathematics.

The basic principles of calculus (nowadays in¬
cluded in the curricula of some of our high schools)
became the secure and acknowledged possession of
science only about the middle of the nineteenth cen¬
tury, when they were first established with clarity and
exactitude. Although the most important results had
been a matter of general knowledge ever since New¬
ton and Leibniz,their foundations remained indispute.
Endlessly repeated attempts at elucidation only re¬
sulted innew obscurities and paradoxes. Considering
the state of this branch of mathematics at that time,
Berkeley was not unjustified when he undertook to
prove that in the unintelligibility of its theories it was
not one whit behind the dogmas and mysteries of
theology. 29 We know today that those riddles were
solvable, that, thanks to the work of Cauchy and
Weierstrass, they have been solved, and that this

Herewith, I believe, Ihave also answered the
weightiest comment Iknow on the value of the Socratic
method in teaching mathematics. It comes from no
less a man than Weierstrass. He devoted a special
essay to the Socratic method, 32 an indication of the
esteem and comprehension this profound mathemati¬
cian and pedagogue had for our subject. His detailed
argument is proof of this. He demonstrated the basic
practicability of the Socratic method in philosophy
and pure mathematics, in contradistinction to the
empirical sciences. That he nevertheless rated it as of
littlevalue for use in the school was due, for one thing,
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to the fact that he considered insurmountable the
external difficulties which undeniably exist, and which
Ihave dwelt on extensively. For another, he was
obviously partial to the coherent lecture with its large
perspectives and architectonic beauty of structure, a
partiality easily understandable in a scientist of his
genius. Still, he admitted that such a lecture "presup¬
poses students of rather more mature intelligence, if it
is to be effective." Since, however, it was also his
opinion that "the Socratic method, carried out in its
true spirit, ... is less suitable for boys than for more
mature youths," one is impelled to ask (but in vain)
how the maturity of mind can develop that will assure
success to a non-Socratic mode of instruction.

I can fulfill this command of chivalry only by
commending my protegee to the care of mathematics
- confident that the outcast will be nurtured by it and
grow vigorously until, her strength renewed, she re¬
turns to her own home and there establishes law and
order, thus requiting with good the evil done her.

What maturity of mind our students must have if
they are to surpass Paul du Bois-Reymond, the pupil
of Weierstrass, and Euler, the pupil of Newton, in
depth of understanding!

Our findings might lead us to pessimism. But,if we
view the matter rightly, we are not yet finished. What
we have found actually indicates the way we can
remove the cause of this lamentable state of affairs,
which itself can hardly be regarded pessimistically

enough.

Appendix *

The way lies inmathematics. It is within the power
of the mathematicians to end the scandal that not only

A Midwifery for Men

has completely undermined the authority of philoso¬
phy but also threatens mathematics itself with the loss
of the prestige that, thanks to its powerful position in
education, it has until now maintained in the intel¬
lectual life of mankind. In view of the deplorable
situation in which the cause of the Socratic method
finds itself, help can come only through a science that
combines the several advantages Ihave discussed,
advantages that only mathematics has and that assure
it a head start which philosophy can never overcome
by its own efforts.

Thextetus. Ican assure you, Socrates, that Ihave tried
very often to answer your questions; but Ican
neither persuade myself that Ihave any answer to
give, nor hear of anyone who answers as you
would have him. Icannot shake off a feeling of
anxiety.
Socrates. These are the pangs of labor, my dear
Theaatetus; you have something within you which
you are bringing to birth.

Thext. Ido not know, Socrates, Ionly say what Ifeel.

The character and repute of mathematics as a sci¬
ence stillstand quite firm. Inthe long run, the evidence
of its results cannot be obscured by any teaching,
however wretched, and it will always offer a means of
orientation though all else be plunged into darkness
and confusion. Itherefore appeal to the mathemati¬
cians. May they become aware of the spiritual power
they hold and of their consequent mission of leader¬
ship in the fields of science and education. Philosophy
cannot now assume the role, originally hers, of guard¬
ian of the intellectual values whose fate is bound up
with that of the Socratic method. Having disowned
her stepchild and thus deprived herself of its vitaliz¬
ing and rejuvenating influence, philosophy has be¬
come so infirm that she must now beg of her sister
science asylum and aid for her cast-off daughter.

Soc. And did you never hear, simpleton, that 1am the
son of a midwife, brave and burly, whose name
was Phaanarete?

Thext. Yes, Ihave.
Soc. And that Imyself practise midwifery?

Thext. No, never
Soc. Let me tell you that Ido, my friend; but you must
not revealthe secret, as theworld ingeneral has not
found me out; and therefore they only say of me,
that Iam the strangest of mortals, and drive men to
their wits' end. Did you ever hear that too?

Though Isaid at the beginning that a sense of
chivalry has made me champion of the disdained one,
Iam nevertheless far from blind to my powerlessness.

Thext. Yes.
* see p. 56, N
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my art is in thoroughly examining whether the
thought which the mind of the young man is bring¬
ing to birth, is a false idolor a noble and true spirit.
And like midwives, Iam barren, and the re¬
proach which is often made against me, that Iask
questions of others and have not the wit to answer
them myself, is very just; the reason is, that the god
compels me to be a midwife, but forbids me to
bring forth.

Soc. Shall Itell you the reason.

Thext. By all means.
Soc. Bear in mind the whole business of the midwives,

and then you will see my meaning better. By the
use of potions and incantations they are able to
arouse the pangs and to soothe them at will; they
can make those bear who have a difficulty in bear¬
ing, and if they think fit, they can smother the
embryo in the womb.

And therefore Iam not myself at all wise, nor
have Ianything to show which is the invention or
birth of my own soul, but those who converse with
me profit. Some of them appear dull enough at
first, but afterwards, as our acquaintance ripens, if
the god is gracious to them, they all make aston¬
ishing progress; and this in the opinion of others as
well as their own.

Thext. They can.
Soc. Did you ever remark that they are also most
cunning matchmakers, and have a thorough
knowledge of what unions are likely to produce a
brave brood?

It is quite clear that they had never learned
anything from me; the many fine discoveries to
which they cling are of their own making. But to me
and the god they owe their delivery. And the proof
of my words is, that many of them in their igno¬
rance, either in their self-conceit despising me, or
falling under the influence of others, have gone
away too soon; and have not only lost the children
of whom Ihad previously delivered them by an ill

Thext. No never.

Soc. Thenlet me tell you that this is their greatest pride,
more than cutting the umbilical cord. And if you
reflect, you will see what the same art which cul¬
tivates and gathers in the fruits of the earth, will be
most likely to know in what soils the several plants
or seeds should be deposited.

bringing up, but have stifled whatever else they
had in them by evil communications, being fonder
of lies and shams than of the truth; and they have
at last ended by seeing themselves, as others see
them, to be great fools. Dire are the pangs which
my art is able to arouse and to allay in those who
consort with me, just like the pangs of women in
childbirth; night and day they are fullof perplexity
and travail which is even worse than that of the
women.

Thext. Yes, the same art.

Soc. And do you suppose that with women the case is
otherwise?

Thext. Ishould think not.
Soc. Certainly not, but midwives are respectable
women and have a character to lose, and they
avoid this department of their profession, because

they are afraid of being called procuresses, which
is a name given to those who join together man and
woman in an unlawful and unscientific way; and
yet the true midwife is also the true and only
matchmaker.

So much of them. And there are others,
TheKtetus, who come to me apparently having
nothing in them, and as Iknow that they have no
need of my art, Icoax them into marrying some
one, and by the grace of God Ican generally tell
who is likely to do them good. Many of them Ihave

Thext. Clearly.

given away to Prodicus, and many to other in¬
spired sages.

Soc. Such are the midwives, whose task is a very
important one, but not so important as mine; for
women do not bring into the world at one time real
children, and at another time counterfeits which
are with difficulty distinguished from them; if they
did, then the discernment of the true and false birth
would be the crowning achievement of the art of
midwifery you would think so?

Itell you this long story, friend Theastetus,
because Isuspect, as indeed you seem to think
yourself, that you are in labor - great with some
conception. Come then to me, who am a midwife's
son and myself a midwife, and try to answer the
questions which Iwill ask you. And if Iabstract and
expose your first-born, because Idiscover upon
inspection that the conception which you have
formed isa vain shadow, do not quarrel with me on
that account, as the manner of women iswhen their
first children are taken from them. For Ihave
actually known some who were ready to bite me
when Ideprived them of a darling folly; they did

-

Thext. Indeed Ishould.
Soc. Well, my art of midwifery is in most respects like
theirs; but differs in that I attend men and not
women, and Ilook after souls when they are in
labor, and not after their bodies; and the triumph of
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acted from good will, not know¬
not perceive that I
ing that no god is the enemy of man that was not
within the range of their ideas; neither am Itheir
enemy in all this, but it would be wrong in me to

-

admit falsehood, or to stifle the truth.
Once more, then Theastetus, Irepeat my old
question, "What is knowledge?" and do not say
that you cannot tell; but quit yourself like a man,
and by the help of God you will be able to tell.
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